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Abstract

This thesis describes applications of computer simulation and bioinformatics tech-

niques in conjunction with experiments to understand various biological systems.

In Chapter 2, we used molecular dynamics simulations to uncover the structural de-

tails of an experimentally observed interaction between the ALS-associated protein

superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), and TNF receptor-associated factor 6. Residues

present in their heterodimer binding interface were predicted through unbiased and

metadynamics simulations and tested in cultured cells. In Chapter 3, we used a quick

computational scan to identify two de novo mutations of SOD1, A89R and K128N

that were expected to be destabilizing and stabilizing respectively. Expression in cell

cultures and zebrafish confirmed that A89R produces pathologies similar to the ALS-

associated mutant A4V, and that K128N is WT-like. Interestingly, unlike WT-SOD1,

K128N rescued the aberrant phenotype of zebrafish motor neurons when coinjected

with A4V-SOD1. To explain this, we used computational alchemy to calculate

heterodimerization free energies for A4V-SOD1 with WT-SOD1 and K128N-SOD1,

but could not confirm a “heterodimer-rescue” mechanism. In Chapter 4, we studied

the conformational landscape of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. The conserved

residues 980–990, normally buried under the receptor binding domain, have been

reported to be transiently accessible to antibodies. Through umbrella sampling

simulations we found that direct exposure of the epitope through dynamic motions

is not a likely mechanism for this accessibility. Further, glycans play an important

role in preventing such dynamics. During its normal function, this epitope under-

goes a large-scale conformational change from a bent to an extended state. To aid

development of a vaccine antigen containing the conserved fragment, we studied the

free energy cost of this change and found that a bent pre-fusion-like conformation
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is preferred. Moving on from protein studies, in Chapter 5 we were interested in

the biophysics of genome organization, and its evolution in early ancestors of all

animals. The basal metazoan Mnemiopsis leidyi is well-suited for such studies

but has not been standardized as a model organism. We developed protocols for

laboratory culture of this organism, and obtained a highly contiguous reference

genome for an inbred lineage.
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Lay Summary

Predictions about biological systems, made using computational tools, can direct

experimental efforts. Proteins in particular have non-intuitive properties that require

such calculations. Here I describe three such investigations, two involving a protein

implicated in the disease Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, and one about the spike

protein of SARS-CoV-2. We predicted ways in which these proteins bind other

proteins, respond to mutations, and change shape. The final chapter lays the

foundation for studying animal evolution and development. We developed protocols

to culture a model organism, a comb jelly called Mnemiopsis leidyi, and produced

an improved sequence of its genome.
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Preface

A version of Chapter 2, together with material from Chapter 1 has been pub-

lished [1]:

Garg P, Semmler S, Baudouin C, Vande Velde C, Plotkin SS. Misfolding-

Associated Exposure of Natively Buried Residues in Mutant SOD1

Facilitates Binding to TRAF6. Journal of Molecular Biology 434.16:

167697 (2022)

I conducted computational simulations and wrote the introductory and computa-

tional sections of the manuscript. Experimental work was conducted by Semmler S

and Baudouin C, and experimental sections were written by Semmler S. Vande Velde

C and Plotkin SS supervised the project and edited the manuscript. The project was

administered and conceived by Plotkin SS.

The above work refers to, and follows up on findings from a primarily experi-

mental work where I was involved in analysis and discussion [2]:

Semmler S, Gagné M, Garg P, Pickles SR, Baudouin C, et al. TNF

receptor–associated factor 6 interacts with ALS-linked misfolded su-

peroxide dismutase 1 and promotes aggregation. Journal of Biological

Chemistry 295(12):3808-25 (2020)

A version of Figure 2B from this article appears as Fig. 1.2B in this thesis.

Chapter 3 is the product of a collaborative project, and a version of it has been

drafted as a co-authored manuscript:
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DuVal MG, McAlary L, Garg P, Habibi M, Sher M, Cashman NR,

Allison WT, Plotkin SS. Resolving theoretically predicted properties

of de novo superoxide dismutase 1 mutants with in vitro and in vivo

measurements. (In preparation)

A preliminary version of this was submitted as a preprint on bioRxiv [3], but signif-

icant changes and corrections have since been made. I conducted computational

predictions and simulations, McAlary L and Sher M conducted in vitro assays, and

DuVal MG conducted Zebrafish axonopathies assays. Preliminary simulations were

done by Habibi M. I and Plotkin SS wrote the computational sections. McAlary L,

DuVal MG and Plotkin SS wrote the experimental sections. Cashman NR, Allison

WT and Plotkin SS supervised the project.

A version of Chapter 4, together with material from Chapter 1 is part of a

co-authored article being considered for publication:

Garg P, Hsueh SCC, Plotkin SS. Testing the feasibility of targeting a

conserved region on the S2 domain of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein

using molecular dynamics. (Submitted)

Hsueh SCC and I contributed equally to this work. Computational simulations

of central helix extension were conducted by me. Computational simulations for

epitope exposure were conducted by Hsueh SCC. The manuscript was written by

me and Hsueh SCC, and edited by Plotkin SS. The project was conceived by me

and Plotkin SS, and supervised by Plotkin SS. In connection with this, a provisional

patent titled “Evolutionarily conserved epitopes in beta-coronaviruses and vaccines

and antibodies thereto” has been filed (application number US 63/447,146).

None of the text or figures of Chapter 5 are taken directly from previously pub-

lished or collaboratively prepared articles. Animal husbandry protocols described

here were developed by me in collaboration with Plotkin SS, with consultation from

Browne WE. The Mnemiopsis genome resequencing project is ongoing collabora-

tive work, and material from this chapter will be used in a forthcoming manuscript.

I extracted gDNA samples used for genome sequencing, and performed the initial

assembly and filtering. Barclay C collected samples used to make Hi-C libraries
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and scaffolded the assembly using Hi-C data. Dall’Alba G conducted transcript

mapping analyses. Preparation of sequencing libraries from extracted DNA, as well

as the sequencing itself, were outsourced. The project is being administered and

supervised by Plotkin SS.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

At the sub-cellular scale, biological entities sustain and propagate themselves

through functions and interactions of complex molecules, nucleic acids, proteins,

lipids and carbohydrates. These molecules perform their roles as a result of inherent

physical and chemical properties that have arisen through random evolutionary

processes. The work presented in this thesis aims to understand how observable

biological phenomena emerge from molecular biophysics. The projects involve

applications of computational techniques to inform or complement experimental

work in investigations of specific biological questions.

Proteins are particularly interesting and challenging biomolecules to study –

just about 20 amino acids come together in innumerable combinations forming

proteins and assemblies of proteins to perform complex functions. It is useful

but challenging to predict their properties such as structure from a sequence of

amino acids, interactions of a protein with other proteins or nucleic acids, functional

dynamics, and perturbation of these properties upon mutations of one or more amino

acids. In projects described in Chapters 2 to 4, we used computational techniques to

calculate such properties, which were then used to guide experiments, or provide

explanations for observed phenomena. These studies were done to improve our

understanding of, and eventually develop therapeutic strategies for the diseases

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and COVID-19.

Unlike with proteins, we have a better understanding of how to use, alter and

predict the implications of a DNA sequence. However, besides sequences for
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protein-coding genes, genomic DNA holds regulatory information, both in the

form of control sequences as well as in its three-dimensional organization, and

this function is not well understood. In multicellular organisms, the process of

differentiation allows different cell types to emerge from the same underlying

genome due to differences in regulatory states of the cell types. It is interesting

to investigate which of such regulatory mechanisms are present in all animals,

and how they may have arisen from machinery available in unicellular ancestors

of all animals. To enable research into these questions, we established culturing

protocols and sequenced a reference genome for the laboratory lineage of a new

model organism Mnemiopsis leidyi (Mle); this work is presented in Chapter 5.

The rest of this chapter introduces the systems and questions under investigation

and provides a brief survey of techniques available to work on them.

1.1 Computational Techniques for Studying Biomolecules
Computational methods used in this thesis can broadly be categorized as those that

work at the scale of atoms, bioinformatics techniques that deal with large scale

sequence data, and those that leverage sequence and experimentally determined

data to predict molecular properties.

1.1.1 The Nanoscale Realm: Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Chapters 2 to 4 rely heavily on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which try to

reproduce the structure and dynamics of molecules, accounting for all the relevant

forces acting upon them. Simulated systems can often circumvent experimental

barriers such as isolating a pure and correctly structured protein, scanning through

a large library of possible variants, or directly measuring a quantity of interest. A

simulation system may be constructed to varying levels of detail to capture the

relevant behaviour at an acceptable simulation cost.

The simplest MD schemes allow the collection of modelled particles (atoms

or groups of atoms) to move under a constant set of intermolecular potentials

and constraints from bonds. An NPT ensemble (where the number of particles,

pressure and temperature are maintained) is typically sampled at physically relevant

temperature and pressure. The resultant motion of the system through its phase
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space is random due to the inherent chaotic dynamics of many-body systems, the

finite precision of numerical representation of the system, and depending on the

algorithms chosen, from the thermostat [4] or integrator schemes. The system

randomly explores the phase space, occasionally overcoming potential barriers to

enter new regions of the phase space.

To obtain useful thermodynamic quantities, a simulation needs to capture dy-

namics that is representative of the real system over its stable lifespan, i.e. obtain an

equilibrium ensemble to represent a macrostate. However, with currently available

computing resources, simulations are short in time – typically only 10s to 100s

of nanoseconds long for proteins containing a few hundred residues. Simulation

studies need to assess whether sufficient sampling has been conducted, typically

in the form of convergence tests of key numerical results over the sampling time.

Further, this time scale prevents sampling of rare but important events such as

conformational changes, binding and unbinding of ligands or other proteins, and

folding or unfolding of parts of a protein which occur at the microsecond or millisec-

ond time scale. To alleviate slow convergence in ordinary MD, several simulation

schemes have been formulated to increase the efficiency of sampling. Enhanced

sampling techniques are reviewed in refs. [5–7].

One popular technique is replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) or

parallel tempering [8–10], which involves simulating several copies of the system in

parallel with different temperatures or Hamiltonians. Copies of the system regularly

attempt probabilistic exchanges based on the Metropolis criterion. This allows

states explored in one replica to percolate to others, and also produce the correct

ensemble. In temperature-REMD, a range of temperatures is simulated, such that

the highest temperature replica easily overcomes relevant potential barriers, and

new states found here are accepted into the ensemble produced by the replica at the

temperature of interest. Other order parameters describing the system can similarly

be used instead of temperature.

Energy landscapes of one or more proteins in a solution have high dimension-

ality – each atom contributes three degrees of freedom in each of coordinate and

momentum spaces. For many systems, far fewer degrees of freedom are typically

relevant to the dynamics being studied. The position of the system can be mapped

along physical coordinates such as angles and distances. Alternatively, one can con-
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struct a collective coordinate composed of a linear combination of atomic positions.

This can be chosen by performing a principal component analysis of an unbiased

simulation of the system to describe its “essential dynamics”. Or one could use

similarity measures such as root mean square deviation (RMSD) and proportion of

native contacts to characterize the system. The numerical representation of using

force fields also allows more unphysical choices for order parameters. In “computa-

tional alchemy” [11, 12], certain interaction potentials can be gradually introduced

or removed along a scalar parameter λ. This can be used, for example, to transform

between different two amino acids, or remove a small molecule from the system.

With a relevant parametrization of the system state, one can then perform biased

sampling i.e., change the potential experienced by the system so that it is either more

or less likely to sample a chosen region of phase space. These accelerated sampling

methods are usually used in conjunction with mapping the free energy landscape

along the chosen phase space coordinates. More precisely, one may wish to calculate

the average free energy difference between every pair of points in a region of phase

space, with the averaging being performed over an equilibrium distribution in all

other degrees of freedom. Such a potential energy map is called the potential of the

mean force (PMF). Free energy calculation methods are comprehensively described

in ref. [13].

Metadynamics [14–16] is a useful technique for mapping the PMF, as well as

exhaustively exploring the energy landscape along a few collective coordinates. As

the simulation runs, small potential “hills” (typically gaussian) are accumulated

at the current sampled location in the phase space, which reduces that region’s

likelihood of being subsequently sampled again. The favourable “basins” in the

landscape are gradually filled up, until eventually further exploration of the space

becomes a random walk. At the end of the simulation, a PMF is calculated from

these hills. Regions that require a large number of hills before the trajectory is

displaced from that region are relatively more attractive, and their potential depth is

quantified. Several parallel replicates can explore the phase space, sharing the list

of deposited hills between them.

Umbrella sampling [17] is another technique used to map the PMF. An array of

simulations is run with the system confined near specific positions along the coordi-

nate using artificial potentials. This technique can be combined with REMD [18]
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where umbrellas along a reaction coordinate are run in parallel and allowed to

attempt exchanges. The biased ensemble obtained at the end is then reweighted

to obtain the unbiased ensemble, and the PMF is calculated from the distribution

of reweighted states along the coordinate. MBAR [19–21] and WHAM [22] are

commonly used reweighting schemes.

Another way to increase simulation speed is by reducing the number of atoms

that are explicitly modelled (reviewed in refs. [23, 24]). The detailed dynamics of

solvent are typically not of interest, but it often constitutes most of the atoms in an

all-atom system. Implicit solvent force fields try to model the effects of the solvent

indirectly. Hydrogen atoms on a protein are another abundant but uninteresting

set of particles. Heavy-atom models absorb the effects of hydrogen atoms into the

atoms that they are bonded to. Other coarse-grained models model groups of atoms,

such as entire bases of nucleic acids [25], or side chains of amino acids as one

particle. It is challenging to ensure that these approximate force fields reproduce

correct behaviour. Moreover, due to the less rugged landscape, the time scale of

dynamics is altered – dynamics happen faster than indicated by the simulation

time [26].

One particular coarse grained force field used in Chapter 2 is the “Associative

Memory, Water mediated, Structure and Energy Model” (AWSEM) coarse grained

force field, wherein each amino acid is represented by three force centers or “beads”,

and solvent effects are implicitly incorporated [27]. The AWSEM potential energy

function consists of a sum of terms:

Vtotal = Vbb+Vcontact+Vburial+VHB+VDSB+VAM (1.1)

where Vbb denotes the backbone potential, Vcontact contains terms for both direct

protein-mediated as well as water-mediated potentials, Vburial favours burial of hy-

drophobic residues, VHB contains hydrogen-bonded interaction terms, VDSB includes

the desolvation barrier, and VAM is the associative memory or fragment memory

term [27, 28]. This associative memory term can bias parts of a protein chain

towards conformations adopted by similar sequences found in a library of structures.

The AWSEM force field has been used for protein structure prediction [27] and

dimer prediction [29].
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1.1.2 The Omics Realm: Sequence-Based Techniques

To understand the organization and coordination of biomolecule activities at a

cellular or organismal scale, researchers have collected large scale datasets on the

genome, transcriptome, proteome etc. In Chapter 5, this thesis presents efforts to

characterize the genome of a model organism. Establishing the genomic sequence

of an organism is a foundational step that enables studies of any specific gene

of interest as well as exhaustive searches for sequences. Beyond the sequence

itself, the organization and accessibility of DNA across the genome holds valuable

information on regulation of gene expression.

There are different mechanisms keeping DNA organised at various scales [30].

At the smallest scale of organization, the DNA is wrapped around proteins, primarily

histone octamers, forming a coiled threaded structure called chromatin. Modification

of side chains of histones by methylation and/or acetylation control the level of

gene expression in a given neighbourhood. Some parts of the chromatin interact

much more within themselves than outside, forming a hierarchy of topologically

associated domains (TAD’s). Organizational proteins maintain these structures – in

bilaterians, the proteins CTCF and cohesin are responsible for systematic looping

of chromatin (the corresponding mechanism for non-bilaterians is not known) [31].

At the scale of the nucleus, there are segregated territories of chromosome within

which there are compartments enriched in loose active euchromatin (compartment

A) and compact inactive heterochromatin (compartment B).

The sequence and organizational state of genomic DNA can be read through

various experimental techniques. Bioinformatics pipelines then infer the ground

truth from the measurements and organize it in useful ways. Genome assembly

approaches are reviewed in ref. [32].

Sequencing the Linear Genome

Genome sequencing technologies have undergone rapid development and have

transformed biology. However, obtaining the genome sequence at the ideal level

of contiguity, i.e. a gapless telomere-to-telomere whole-chromosome sequence,

remains challenging. The human genome sequence was improved as recently as

2022, correcting errors and filling in several gaps to bring it to completion [33].
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The first generation of sequencing techniques produced ≈ 1000bp long Sanger

reads and were more resource intensive. Second generation sequencing technolo-

gies generate much more sequencing data at high accuracy and coverage depths.

However, as these reads are only ≈75–300 bp long, they fail to span repeat-rich

regions. In de novo assembly applications, this leads to many gaps in an assembly,

which then need to be spanned using paired-end short reads, mate-pair reads with

larger inserts, or using first generation reads. They also rely on PCR-amplification,

which introduces biases. The evolution of sequencing technology is reviewed in

ref. [34].

Recently, long read “third-generation” sequencing technologies have become

available, which read individual long DNA molecules without amplification. single-

molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing from Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) produces

>20kb-long reads of circularized DNA, while Oxford Nanopore’s systems can

produce ultra-long reads of over 100 kb. However, the accuracy of these methods is

low. While Illumina reads have a ≈ 0.1% error rate per base [35], it is approximately

11 % for SMRT [36] and higher for Nanopore systems [32, 37]. In PacBio’s HiFi

method, a shorter 10 kb insert is used, and this allows the circular template to be

read multiple times during a run. A consensus of repeated measurements with

random errors reduces the final error rate to under 1 % (depending on how many

passes are possible with a chemistry version [38]). Beyond this, increasing coverage

depth can be used to further offset per-base error rates.

Depending on the sequencing method used, the data processing workflow

changes. Assemblers for second-generation sequencing deduce connectivity by

constructing de Bruijn graphs of sequence segments (“k-mers”) [39]. This relies

on the high accuracy of incoming data since a misread base changes the identity of

a k-mer. Long-read assemblers need to account for higher error-rates. A common

algorithmic strategy here is based directly on inter-read overlap to construct string

graphs [40], rather than breaking up long sequences into short k-mers. A discussion

of assembly algorithms and comparison of software is beyond the scope of this

overview, but is reviewed in ref. [41].

Long reads are often used in combination with short accurate reds. Long

and ultra-long reads can create a noisy but contiguous first draft, that is polished

using short-read data. Alternatively, discontiguous assemblies from short-reads can
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be scaffolded and gap-filled using long reads. Genome assembly pipelines vary

depending on the quality and types of data available, the choices of tools for each

task, and the order of operations.

For our resequencing project we chose to use the PacBio HiFi method as we

deemed the technology to be more mature than Nanopore. However, chemistries

and base-calling algorithms for Nanopore continue to be improved, and its longer

reads at lower costs may be preferred in the future.

Characterizing Chromatin States and Chromosomes

The three-dimensional organization of DNA can be learned from chromatin capture

experiments [42]. The genome-wide high-throughput variant called Hi-C involves

ligating physically proximal portions of DNA together and sequencing them together

to obtain a list of chromatin contacts. More specifically, the cell contents are first

cross-linked to preserve structure, and then exonucleases are used to fragment the

DNA. Fragments that remain connected by cross-links are then ligated together and

paired-end sequencing is performed. The resolution of Hi-C maps is controlled

by the number of nucleases used and the sequencing depth. A genome-wide

contact matrix containing the frequency of chromatin contacts contains all the

three-dimensional structure of the genome at a given resolution. Depending on the

regulatory state of a cell, different portions of the genome may have open interacting

chromatin or closed compactified chromatin. As a result, it is more informative to

perform Hi-C by tissue, or ideally, on a single-cell level [43].

However, Hi-C data, even that obtained at a low-resolution from a whole

organism, is extremely useful for improving genome assembly as it can be used to

link and order linearly distant regions. Neighbouring regions along the length of the

DNA tend to have higher frequency of three-dimensional contacts than more distant

regions, i.e. on average the contact map has a higher density near the diagonal,

which then reduces as we move away. The various fragments of a draft assembly

(contigs) can be arranged to fit into this pattern, i.e. scaffolded into longer fragments.

To do this, first the Hi-C read pairs are mapped to the contigs using tools like

BWA or Bowtie. Next, a scaffolding software, like 3D-DNA [44], SALSA2 [45] or

YaHS [46] breaks potential misjoins in contigs based on contact frequency, and then
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constructs a connectivity graph of contact frequencies across contigs, paring down

low-support edges and reordering contigs. Contigs are joined and ordered based on

the final graph and newly created joins are filled with gaps containing ambiguous

nucleotides (‘N’).

More resource-intensive techniques exist for completing large scale scaffolding.

Fluorescent in-situ hybridization can be used to mark the locations of predetermined

sequence stretches along chromosomes, imaging stained chromosomes can charac-

terize chromosome count and lengths, and optical-mapping studies can test whether

the optically measured linear arrangement of a particular short sequence motif along

extracted DNA matches against the assembly (mismatches could be reconciled by

correcting the assembly). Such a multi-pronged approach was used in the recent

human genome assembly [33].

Epigenetic information can be directly read through several techniques. ATAC-

seq highlights open regions of chromatin. Histone modification states can be mapped

using ChIP-seq where antibodies specific to certain modified histones pull down the

associated regions of DNA which are then sequenced and identified. Direct imaging

techniques (as opposed to sequencing-based) for epigenetics are also available [47].

In addition to DNA-centric techniques, RNA-sequencing can also help us un-

derstand the genome. Coding DNA sequences can be identified and annotated from

transcripts. Analysing expression levels allows us to infer which portions of the

genome are active. Resolving the transcriptome by cell-type and life stage using

single-cell RNA-seq or spatial transcriptomics, allows us to describe the possible

regulatory states of a genome.

Assessment of Genome Assemblies and Data Curation

A number of metrics are available to indicate genome continuity. One commonly

used method involves sorting scaffolds in decreasing order of size, and reporting the

size of the smallest scaffold used to accumulate a given fraction (typically 50 %)

of the assembly. An assembly with an Nx of n and an Lx of l would have x % of

the genome in l scaffolds which are of length ≥ n. This metric does not account for

possible misassemblies. If a reference genome is available, NAx, which is based

on alignment to the reference is more appropriate. For genomes that are highly
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contiguous, it is not very informative to use a metric that mostly reports on the

largest scaffolds, and more fine-grained comparisons are needed. In this thesis, we

used a cumulative length plot to compare assemblies, where the scaffolds are ordered

from largest to smallest, and the length of the current scaffold is plotted against

the total accumulated genome length. A few contiguity measures are reviewed in

ref. [48].

The level of completeness of a genome can be checked by looking for the pres-

ence genes that an organism is expected to have. OrthoDB contains “Benchmarking

Universal Single-Copy Orthologs” (BUSCO) [49] – databases of single-copy genes

that organisms of particular group are expected to have, and a genome can be

checked for these. Missing genes or duplicated genes are indicative of problems but

could also just be a quirk of the sequenced organism.

Genome assemblies produced by automated tools and pipelines can suffer from

errors such as misjoins, duplications and contaminants. Hi-C contact matrices are

very useful for detecting misjoins as they show up with characteristic deviations

from the expected distribution along the diagonal. Aligning a genome against itself

can highlight duplicated regions. Many assembly programs incorporate duplicate

purging, and the tools like purge dups [50] and Purge Haplotigs [51] can otherwise

be used. Options for improving genome assemblies are reviewed by Howe et.

al. [52].

Presence of contaminants can be tested by aligning scaffolds against existing

sequences using the BLAST toolkit [53]. The success of this method relies on

adequate representation of taxa containing the contaminants and target organism

in the database. An alignment could be misleading on its own since conserved

sequences can also align to organisms that are evolutionarily very distant from the

source of the sequence. Therefore more features of a sequence should be considered.

The proportion of a given sequence in the sequenced reads can be indicative of

its source. More precisely, scaffolds with similar coverage are likely to be from

the same source. For samples targeting a single organism, the highest coverage is

likely to be from the target organism. GC-content is another useful determining

factor, since different organisms have different GC biases. This set of features has

been used in the blobology pipeline [54], and later in the blobtools software [55] to

enable informed filtering of scaffolds.
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To make a genome assembly useful to a broad community of researchers, it

needs to be presented in an accessible and informative way. A web-based genome

browser portal [56] is a popular presentation. Tracks containing information on

say, ATAC-seq accessibility, or histone modification profiles can be overlayed along

the genome sequence, allowing one to access all available information on a given

locus. Coding sequences can be identified and annotated using RNA-seq data and

gene-model-based prediction tools. For protein coding genes, it is desirable to

perform some degree of functional annotation, and perhaps even supplement it with

predicted protein structures.

1.1.3 Other Structural Bioinformatics Predictors

There are various tools that use a combination of existing data sets and simplified

molecular modelling for predicting protein properties. Many problems do not nec-

essarily require exhaustive sampling or obtaining an ensemble, but rather searching

for an optimal solution through a large conformational space. Molecular dynamics

is resource intensive and can be avoided in such cases and a simplified approach

can instead be used by limiting structural details and potentials, restricting degrees

of freedom or following heuristics to reduce the scope of the search. In addition,

existing structural, thermodynamic and sequence data can be incorporated or used

on its own to train prediction models.

When simulations are used for the problem of protein structure prediction,

it is prudent to start by identifying sequence homologs of the query protein that

have known structure. A popular prediction software, iTASSER [57], performs

simulation-based refinements of structural fragments created from homology and

threading. The current state-of-the-art tools, AlphaFold [58] and RoseTTAFold [59],

take an entirely bioinformatics-based approach. They contain neural networks

that extract information on co-evolving pairs of residues from multiple sequence

alignments as well as from homology to known protein structures. Co-evolution

information is also useful for the problem of dimer structure prediction [60]. A

refinement of AlphaFold, AlphaFold-Multimer [61] can predict structures of protein

complexes from individual sequences.

Often, however, structures of interacting monomers are known but their com-
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bined structure is not. Tools for docking usually make the simplifying assumption

of treating proteins as rigid bodies. Examples of such tools are ZDOCK [62],

ClusPro [63], FTDock [64] and the PyDock scoring function [65]. They typically

minimize an interaction energy term which is based on simplified force fields, re-

ducing the search space through heuristics of shape complementarity (ZDOCK,

FTDock) or clustering (ClusPro). Swarmdock [66], RosettaDock [67] and Had-

dock [68] also account for protein flexibility to some degree.

In designing proteins, one often wants to improve the folding stability of a

protein. Several tools try to predict the effect of a mutation on the folding stability

and are comprehensively reviewed by Marabotti et. al. [69]. These predictors either

use a simplified model of interaction potentials or are based on a machine learning

model from a database of experimentally characterized mutations [70, 71]. In this

thesis, we used Eris [72] and PoPMuSiC [73] which are both based on physics-based

models.

Numerous other prediction tools find application in specialized fields, a few

of which are mentioned here. Tools like Zyggregator [74] and Aggrescan3D [75]

predict aggregation propensity of proteins based on sequence and/or structure. This

is useful not only in neurodegenerative diseases but also for designing new proteins,

since aggregation can be toxic, or at least render a protein ineffective. A related

metric, protein disorder can be predicted by IUPred [76]. In designing vaccine

antigens, it is useful to predict the likelihood of peptide fragments to be displayed

in MHC-complexes with a tool like MHCEpitopeEnergy [77] so that therapeutic

proteins are not targeted.

1.2 Introduction to Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis and the
Protein Superoxide Dismutase 1

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease primarily

impacting motor neurons. The disease appears to manifest sporadically in the

majority of cases, but familial genetic patterns of inheritance have been observed

in a significant fraction. Mutations in several genes have been linked to ALS,

both sporadic and familial, most notably in the genes coding for the proteins

superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), TAR-DNA binding protein 43 (TDP43) and fused
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Figure 1.1: Crystal structure of the homodimeric Cu-Zn-SOD1WT protein,
published as the PDB entry 2C9V [88]. The Zn2+ and Cu2+/1+ ions are
shown as gray and orange spheres respectively. Beta strands are shown
in dark blue. The position of residue A4 on beta strand 1 is shown in
orange.

in sarcoma (FUS) [78]. The disease manifests with aggregates of these proteins

called inclusion bodies in motor neurons.

Mutations in the SOD1 gene are the second most common known genetic

cause of ALS, accounting for about 12 % of familial cases and 1 % of sporadic

cases [79]. SOD1 is a globular, normally homodimeric protein of 153 amino acids,

that is responsible for the conversion of superoxide (O2
– ) radicals to less toxic

species [80]. The protein core is a beta barrel, with two large functional loops

containing a Cu2+/1+ and a Zn2+ ion. The presence of these ions, as well as an

intramolecular disulfide bond stabilizes the structure.

In vitro cell culture, and in vivo evidence supports the involvement of a prion-like

mechanism of SOD1 in ALS [81], a mechanism shared in other neurodegenerative

diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease [82, 83]. It is believed that oligomers rather

than fibrils are the toxic species in ALS [84–86], a mechanism that is also hypothe-

sized in other neurodegenerative diseases. Other mechanisms for toxicity of mutant

SOD1 have been proposed, several of which may work in concert [87].

Approximately 180 disease-associated mutants of SOD1 are known, distributed

throughout the gene sequence [89] (as of 26 Sept 2020). Many of these mutations

have been shown to increase the availability of misfolded SOD1 due to reduced

folding stability [90], or dimer stability [90, 91], or a reduced uptake of metal
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ions [92–94]. Such destabilization leaves more non-native species available, which

may be monomeric and possibly misfolded, exposing residues not exposed in the

wild type (WT) protein. These may then partake in aberrant interactions with non-

native partners. Some ALS-causing mutations do not directly affect stability, but do

change net repulsive charge and disrupt stabilizing salt-bridges and hydrogen bond

interaction networks that stabilize loops IV and VII. These mutations thus modulate

solubility, local (rather than global) stability, and the propensity for aberrant protein-

protein interactions that could result in disease [90, 95, 96].

The variable effects of different mutations on these aspects of SOD1 stability

and aggregation propensity have been suggested to be responsible for the variable

patient survival times in SOD1-fALS [90, 95, 97, 98]. Among the various ALS-

associated SOD1 mutants, the A4V mutant is particularly prone to aggregation and

correlates with shorter patient survival times [98–100]. In North America, roughly

half of all SOD1-ALS patients carry the A4V mutation [101]. This mutation inhibits

dimerization and folding of the protein [90].

1.2.1 Connection to TNF Receptor-Associated Factor 6

Mitochondrial damage is known to occur in ALS and other neurodegenerative

diseases [102, 103]. One of the ways misfolded SOD1 disrupts cellular processes is

via accumulation and aggregation on mitochondria [104–108]. In previous work

using spinal cord mitochondrial fractions [2], we identified TNF receptor-associated

factor 6 (TRAF6) as a new binding partner for mutant misfolded SOD1 in vivo.

While TRAF6 is best known for its involvement in NF-κB signal transduction, it

is also an E3 ubiquitin ligase, among other functional roles [109]. TRAF6 is a

cytoplasmic protein [110], expressed ubiquitously across tissue types [111]. In

other neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, and Parkin-

son’s, TRAF6 is reported to enable the polyubiquitination of disease-associated

proteins [112–117]. TRAF6 can facilitate aggregation of SOD1 independent of its

ubiquitin ligase activity [2].

Through immunoprecipitation experiments in cultured cells, we found several

mutants of SOD1 that interact with TRAF6, and that the C-terminus (residues

289–522) of TRAF6 is necessary and sufficient for this interaction [2]. This portion
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Figure 1.2: Predicted structures for TRAF6WT. (A) Prediction using Al-
phaFold [58]. (B) Prediction using i-TASSER [57]. The RING, zinc fin-
ger (ZF), coiled coil (CC) and the meprin and TRAF homology (MATH)
domains of the protein are annotated using colours. The number of zinc
finger domains is uncertain.

of TRAF6 contains a coiled-coil motif, and a meprin and TRAF homology (MATH)

domain. The latter is an eight-stranded anti-parallel β-sandwich that is involved in

binding various proteins in physiological contexts [118–123].

Among the SOD1 mutants we tested, the A4V mutant was the most reactive

to TRAF6, whereas wild type (WT) SOD1 and the stable mutant V148I showed

essentially no interaction with TRAF6. An intermediate interaction with TRAF6 was

observed for other SOD1 mutants (H46R, E100G, G85R, G93A, G127X, V148G

and G37R). Moreover, in immunoprecipitation experiments, the conformation-

restricted antibodies B8H10 and AMF7-63, targeting misfolded disordered loops IV

and VII in SOD1 respectively [124], showed no binding to SOD1WT and SOD1V148I,

but positive binding for other mutants (except SOD1G127X which lacks loop VII

and therefore is inherently unreactive to AMF7-63 [2]). The exposure of loops,

primarily loop IV, was thus interpreted as a prerequisite for interaction with TRAF6.

Further, the extent of aggregation was shown to be reduced upon siRNA knock-

down of TRAF6, and increased upon TRAF6 over-expression. The central role

of SOD1 aggregates in SOD1-related familial ALS then implies that this aberrant

interaction could be exacerbating cell pathology in ALS. An aberrant interaction
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involving TRAF6 may implicate the innate immune system in ALS pathology,

perhaps similarly to TAR-DNA binding protein 43 (TDP-43) [125].

1.3 Introduction to the SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein
The rapid global spread of COVID-19 has provoked vigorous interest in studying

the mechanisms of infection of its causative agent, the SARS-CoV-2 virus, in order

to discover therapeutic strategies. Seven human coronaviruses are known, five of

which are classified as betacoronaviruses: HKU1, OC43, MERS, SARS-CoV-1 and

SARS-CoV-2. Of these, the latter three are associated with a higher rate of severe

and life-threatening disease [126, 127].

The RNA genome of coronavirus particles is surrounded by four structural

proteins: Spike (S), Envelope (E), Membrane (M) and Nucleocapsid (N). Spike is

a trimeric glycoprotein displayed on the viral surface. It mediates attachment of

the virus and its entry into the host cells [128]. It is a large protein with several

functional domains [129]. The S1 domain comprises of a C-terminal domain (CTD)

and an N-terminal domain (NTD). Depending on the virus, one of these facilitates

attachment to the host cell receptor and is designated as the receptor binding domain

(RBD). In SARS-CoV-2, the CTD is the RBD and it binds the human receptor

ACE2 [130]. Following attachment, entry is mediated by the S2 domain [131].

1.3.1 Dynamics of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein

The spike protein undergoes several conformational changes as part of its function

(Fig. 1.3), and therefore its dynamics are as important to understand as its struc-

ture. Some of these dynamics are well-characterized. The receptor binding domain

(RBD) has an up-down motion, wherein residues in the receptor binding motif

(RBM) that bind ACE2 are only fully exposed in the up state [131]. This conforma-

tional fluctuation-dependent exposure likely provides some degree of protection of

epitopes from the immune system when the region is sequestered in the down state;

nevertheless, the RBM is immunodominant [132].
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Figure 1.3: Conformational changes of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. (A) Spike protein in its pre-fusion state with all
three RBDs down. (B) Pre-fusion spike with one RBD in the up state. The inset depicts the conformation more
clearly with glycans hidden. (C) After binding to ACE2 (which may involve more than one RBD), the S1 domain
detaches from S2, exposing the fusion machinery. (D) A possible structure for the extended membrane-spanning
intermediate. The host membrane and fusion peptide (not shown) are towards the top of the page. (E) Structure of
the post-fusion core. The viral and host membranes (not shown) are merged. Structures A and B are published by
Amaro lab [133], and C is obtained from these. Structure E is from PDB 7E9T [134]. Structure D was modelled
by combining these available structures.
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Following attachment, the S1 domain comprising the RBD and the NTD sep-

arates from the S2 domain. The furin cleavage site between S1 and S2 is cleaved

during viral biogenesis [128], whereas cleavage at a second S2’ site just prior to

entry activates fusion with the host cell membrane [131]. There are two pathways of

cleavage and subsequent fusion employed—an endosomal route involving cleavage

at the S2’ site by cathepsin L, wherein the virus is first endocytosed before merging

with the membrane of the endosome, and a direct entry route wherein the S2’ site

is cleaved by TMPRSS2 and the virus merges at the cell membrane [131]. The

availability of two routes of cleavage and entry enables the virus to infect more cell

types [135, 136].

After separation of S1 from S2 and cleavage at the S2’ site, the S2 domain

undergoes a dramatic conformational change that allows it to perform fusion be-

tween the viral and host membranes [134]. First the central helices of S2 extend

and the fusion peptide (FP) is inserted into the host membrane, forming an extended

intermediate where at one end, the intracellular domain of spike is anchored to

the viral membrane, and at the other the FP is anchored to the host membrane.

The protein then folds over, bringing the two membranes close together, where

they merge and the viral RNA, together with the nucleocapsid protein enters the

cytoplasm. A very similar process also leads to formation of syncytia where an

infected cell expresses the spike protein on its cell membrane, which then perform

fusion with neighbouring cells [137].

The detailed mechanism and timing of the separation of S1 from S2 and the

consequent conformational changes of S2 are not well understood, and may also

differ between the endosomal and direct routes due to environmental factors such as

the pH. The structure of the S2 domain following fusion has been determined [134],

but the short-lived intermediates where the S2 domain spans the viral and host

membranes are not structurally characterized. The kinetic and thermodynamic

properties of these changes are also currently not known.

In the dynamic and crowded environment of the cell, a protein designed to

perform such conformational changes, may also show aberrant dynamics. Such

processes have been studied in the context of neurodegenerative disease, where

aberrant dynamics exposes new surfaces of the protein and converts it to a toxic

aggregating species [138]. In the present investigation, we explore the possibility
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that occasional exposure of such a cryptic epitope on the spike protein containing

conserved residues may provide a basis for a vaccination strategy.

1.3.2 Immune Responses, Vaccines, Mutability

At the time of writing, the impact of the pandemic has been mitigated through the

unprecedented rapid development and deployment of vaccines. These vaccines

were developed towards the first emergent strain of the virus. In each of the

millions of cases of infection, the viral genome is replicated billions of times [139],

accumulating mutations and resulting in new variants. With each new variant comes

the risk of immune evasion, and diminishing efficacy of the immunization program.

Updated vaccines have been deployed to confer additional protection against newer

variants [140]. This leads to the question – is it possible to design vaccines that will

remain effective against many variants of the virus?

The spike protein is a prominent target of adaptive immune responses raised

during infection [132, 141] and this has made it the target of choice in many COVID-

19 vaccines used today [142–144]. However, different regions of the protein have

different antigenicity [145]. Residues on the surface of this protein are exposed to

host defences and therefore experience selection pressures to mutate more rapidly

than buried residues. In general, the extent to which a mutation is tolerated and

retained in the circulating population depends on its functional impact – mutant

proteins must be able to perform their function, and ideally, confer an advantage

in survival and propagation. For the RBD, the mutational landscape has been

experimentally tested by deep mutational scans [146]. Additionally, the surface of

the protein is highly glycosylated. The host B-cell immune response is to produce

antibodies against certain arrangements of amino acids that are specific to the virus.

But because glycan moieties are common to many host proteins, this glycosylation

prevents such target recognition by the immune system.

The adaptive immune response to an antigen is highly variable across individuals.

Even within an individual, numerous different antibodies are produced, targeting

different portions of the antigen. Some of these may have a neutralizing effect. An

epitope that is only sometimes accessible is less likely to have targeted antibodies

raised against it, but when present, they could still be effective. In order to direct
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immune response to a specific portion of the spike protein, it needs to be expressed

and be presented in isolation while still retaining its biologically relevant structure

and conformation. The stability of its structure is not guaranteed. Scaffolds may

need to be designed around the fragment to present the correct epitope. Further,

because the spike protein undergoes several conformational changes, many parts of

the protein have different structures at different stages of its functional life, which

is true of the region investigated in Chapter 4. Therefore, it becomes necessary to

study the conformational free energy landscape of the protein to aid the design of

the antigen constructs.

1.3.3 Residues 980-990 on the S2 Domain

Some insight into dynamics and conformational rearrangements of the spike protein

have been obtained from cryo-EM and hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) studies.

Benton et. al. [147] obtained structures of spike protein with multiple RBD’s either

in the up state or bound to ACE2. They further observed that with multiple RBD’s

bound to ACE2, the region of S2 at the top of the central helices, comprising

residues 980-990, is exposed to solvent and has room to initiate extension of helix

comprising residues 990–1035. This was proposed as the starting point for the

formation of the membrane-spanning intermediate and embedding of the fusion

peptide in the host membrane [147].

The same region of S2, comprising residues 978-1001 was highlighted in an

investigation through hydrogen-deuterium exchange by Costello et. al. [148]. They

found that the protein population has a bimodal mass distribution upon deuteration

where state “B” exposes residues 978-1001 to the solvent to a greater degree than

the classical prefusion state “A”. The interconversion between states A and B is slow,

and which state is preferred (more stable) is temperature-dependent. Further, they

found that the antibody 3A3 characterised by Huang et. al. [149] binds an epitope

within residues 980-1006. The antibody 3A3 was in fact found to be neutralizing in

cellular fusion and pseudovirus assays [149].

In a separate study characterizing a large library of nanobodies [150], one

nanobody (S2-10) was determined to bind in the neighbourhood of residue 982

in the S2 domain, with synergistic effects when combined with an RBD-binding
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nanobody. That is, binding of RBD epitopes exposed in the up-state improved

binding by S2-10. The authors also postulated that due to the smaller size, a

nanobody may be able to access and bind this cryptic epitope more effectively than

an IgG antibody.

The region of S2 encompassing residues 980-1006 is relatively well-conserved

among the betacoronavirus lineage [149]. The existence of conformational states

where it is accessible suggests a promising target for the development of vaccines

and antibodies that are robust against evolution and antigenic escape of the virus.

Moreover, this site is central to large scale functionally important conformational

changes—in the prefusion state, the residues 983 and 984 form the turn in a helix-

turn-helix motif, which reconfigures to one continuous long alpha helix in the

post-fusion state. A conformational state where this region is exposed may lie along

the pathway to separation of S1 from S2 after protease-cleavage. Both the antibody

3A3 [148] and the nanobody S2-10 [150] are believed to achieve neutralization by

blocking the region’s conformational transition to the membrane spanning fusion

intermediate.

A common strategy to stabilize and increase the yield of class I fusion pro-

teins in their pre-fusion conformation is to introduce prolines at the site of helix

turn-extension transition [151]. This strategy is beneficial for experimental stud-

ies as well as for vaccination, and has been extensively utilized for SARS-CoV-2.

The “spike-2P” [152] variant incorporates the mutations K986P and V987P, and

the “hexapro” [153] variant further includes proline mutations to F817, A892,

A899 and A942. Importantly, the residues 986 and 987 that are mutated to pro-

line are contained within this conserved sequence, and their mutation would be

expected to affect antibody efficacy for this target. Indeed, the 3A3 antibody, which

was raised against the spike-2P variant incompletely blocks infection by the na-

tive sequence [149] and shows essentially no efficacy against the Omicron BA.1

strain [154]. As well, the rate of interconversion between states A and B of Costello

et. al. [148] differs between spike-2P and hexapro variants, suggesting that the

relevant dynamics that allow exposure of this region may be sensitive to mutations

that stabilize the prefusion state.

Further, many of the vaccines deployed against COVID-19 use the spike-2P

sequence [143], meaning that immune responses generated to the vaccine in this
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Figure 1.4: Region of interest on the S2 domain. In all panels, residues 961-
1010 are shown in dark pink, and residues 737-765 are shown in dark
blue. In panels A and B, the RBD residues 334-524 and NTD residues
16-305 are in orange and light blue respectively. (A) A frame from
the trajectory of glycosylated spike published by the Folding@home
group [156] (B) A frame from trajectory 10897850 published by D. E.
Shaw group [157] (C) A frame from our glycosylated spike trajectory
(see Chapter 4) involving the opening of an RBD along with its closest
NTD. (D) Close-up of residues 720-790 and 920-1033. Residues outside
961-1010 and 737-765 are shown in light pink and light blue.

highly conserved region are actually tailored to an artificial sequence. These muta-

tions can also have non-local effects on the binding of antibodies to other epitopes.

An analysis of six neutralizing antibodies targeting the fusion peptide 816–843

found that the antibodies had reduced affinity for the spike 2P variant, and even

lower affinity for the hexapro variant [155]. Structural analysis of the bound struc-

tures showed that conformational flexibility was required for accommodating the

antibody, which may explain why the stabilized mutants exhibited reduced binding

despite the epitope being distant from the mutated residues.

While experimental analysis of the spike protein bearing a wild-type sequence

in this region of interest is difficult, computational simulations may still allow us to

gain insights. Even if the “stem” and transmembrane regions of the spike protein

are excluded from a simulation however, the system poses a considerable challenge

to simulate due to its large size. The Folding@home project has utilized exascale

computing to collect over 1 ms of adaptive sampling data [156] for the reference

sequence [158] of the spike protein. Their simulations sampled states where the

RBD is opened beyond what has been captured in the up-state of the cryo-EM
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structure (PDB 6VSB) [129] (Fig. 1.4 A). While the probability density is low at

these higher opening angles, the existence of the antibody CR3022 [159, 160] that

binds an epitope which is only exposed in a highly open state of the RBD suggests

that other epitopes that are exposed in this open state, such as the neighbouring S2

region mentioned above, may also be viable targets.

Another 10 µs long simulation (10897850) from the D. E. Shaw group [157],

starting with one RBD in the up state, opened up even further during the simulation,

again exposing the above region of interest in the S2 domain (Fig. 1.4 B). This

simulation was performed using an initial structure that incompletely modeled the

native protein however, in that several loops within the protein were missing, several

glycans were incomplete, and as well, the sequence used in the simulations was the

spike-2P sequence rather than the native spike sequence. A later simulation that

corrected these shortcomings (11021571) did not sample such an open state. We

note that these unbiased simulations are likely too short to deduce that the open

state is present or absent in a significant fraction of spike molecules, but they do

hint at the possibility of large-scale motions that would expose such a region.

An interesting question to consider in these dynamic processes is the role of

glycans in allowing or disallowing motions that expose cryptic conserved epitopes.

Casalino et. al. [133] have shown that dynamic motions of glycans not only conceal

epitopes, but also modulate the relative populations of functionally relevant con-

formations. As well, Zimmerman et. al. [156] found that the presence of glycans

slightly biases the RBD towards open conformations, where the S2 region of interest

is accessible. However, in these latter simulations, the force field used for the glyco-

sylated system, CHARMM36, differed from that used for the unglycosylated system,

AMBER03. Given the subtle differences in the probability distributions obtained

for the states, a force field inconsistency has the potential to make interpreting this

result problematic.

In Chapter 4, we tested whether dynamic motions similar to those seen in the

above published trajectories can lead to exposure of the S2-epitope at physiological

temperatures, and the extent to which glycans modulate this motion. We also

calculated the free energy landscape of a conformational change from bent-helix to

extended-helix (Fig. 1.3 C to D) to aid vaccine design.
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1.4 Biophysics in Animal Evolution and Development
Over 600 million years ago (see Richter and King [161] and references therein),

ancestors of today’s animals had just made the transition from a unicellular form of

existence to a multicellular one. This new form opened up many new possibilities

– new ecological niches and different predation pressures [162], but it also came

with new demands on available biological machinery. Multicellular organisms need

mechanisms for cells to communicate, distribute tasks to specialized cells, stick

together in specific arrangements, and then to reliably form these structures and

connections all over again when they reproduce and initiate development from a

single cell [163]. How did such mechanisms emerge and how do they work?

During development, cells divide and gradually specialize into a narrower range

of cell types, going from totipotent, to pluripotent, to specialized differentiated

cells. One of the earliest approaches to understanding differentiation was Turing’s

reaction-diffusion model [164], which showed how gradients in “morphogens”

across a developing organism can result from simple chemical kinetics. More

recent research has identified specific genes and their interactions that control

differentiation in many model organisms. These interactions have been numerically

modelled to produce an abstract representation of cell-fate decisions [165, 166]

such as bistable-switches [167]. Because of the complexity of regulatory interaction

networks, there have also been efforts to work with the whole transcriptome rather

than a subset of genes, leveraging single cell RNA-seq data to produce stochastic

models of developmental trajectories [168].

Many key genes involved in cell-fate decisions are transcription factors (TFs) –

DNA-binding proteins that regulate expression levels of genes near their binding

sites, such as by recruiting the transcriptional machinery. In evolution, changes to

regulatory interactions of genes led to a diversification of body plans (for example,

the Hox genes [169]). While TF’s were not a metazoan invention, their involvement

in core development pathways placed selection pressures on them and led to their

diversification [170]. TF’s contain DNA binding domains, which recognize and

bind to DNA, and trans-activating domains that interact with other proteins. DNA

binding domains have highly conserved motifs, but some sequence variation is seen

over long evolutionary periods [171–173]. The effect of evolutionary mutations on
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both the sequence pattern recognized by the TF and the interactions of the TF with

its binding partners, as well as the consequences of these changes to the organism

are interesting to study.

The principles governing chromatin organization are not well understood. The

phenomenon of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) [174], regulated by histone

modifications, creates distinct regions within chromosomes with different rates of

gene expression [175]. The compartmentalization of genes into open and closed

chromatin components differs across cell lineages, and must therefore be controlled

during differentiation [176]. The three-dimensional organization of DNA also has

implications for evolution. Enhancers, which are DNA regions rich in TF binding

sites, might be present close in 3D to the genes they regulate, even though they may

be far apart along the strand in the linear dimension [177]. Since some enhancers

are involved in regulation of development, there is a selection pressure to maintain

the three-dimensional proximity, which constrains which large scale insertions or

deletions and transpositions are tolerated [177].

There have been efforts to create polymer models for chromatin [178] informed

by available experimental data and applied, for example, to create structural represen-

tations of Hi-C maps. One particular model “MiChroM” [179] is able to reproduce

properties like positions of A and B compartments [180], the sub-diffusive dynam-

ics [181] and even predict Hi-C contact maps from histone modification profiles

obtained using ChIP-seq [182].

1.4.1 Establishing a Model Organism for Animal Evolution

In order to understand the fundamental features of development and differentiation

shared by all animals, it is useful to study model organisms spanning the earliest

branch points within the animal phylogeny, and identify synapomorphies through

comparison. The clades that diverged the earliest from all other animals are sponges

(Porifera) and comb jellies (Ctenophora) (see Fig. 1.5), with some uncertainty as to

which bifurcation occurred first (reviewed in ref. [188]; refs. [189–191] are more

recent attempts at inferring phylogeny). By studying a model organism from one of

these groups and comparing against better studied bilaterian organisms such as the

mouse or the fly, we could identify which mechanisms are most critical and universal
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Figure 1.5: Evolutionary context of animal emergence and diversification.
Representative extant species used in evolution and development stud-
ies are shown, with their phylogenetic placement as reported previ-
ously [183–187]. Either Porifera or Ctenophora form a sister clade to all
other animals, and this ambiguity is shown as the trifurcation in thick
lines. The position of our model organism, Mnemiopsis leidyi, is shown
in bold.

among animals. Other researchers have also used the closest unicellular relatives of

animals (shown in Fig. 1.5) to infer the components of cellular machinery that were

already present in unicellular ancestors of animals, upon which further metazoan-

specific innovations were made. Some important lessons from this approach are

reviewed in ref. [192].

Animals from both Porifera and Ctenophora have been used in evolutionary

studies of the metazoan genome [193–195] and regulatory pathways [196, 197].

From the former clade, two demosponges, the marine Amphimedon queenslandica,

and the freshwater Ephydatia muelleri, have been proposed as model organisms.

Their genomes have been sequenced [198, 199] and used for comparitive studies.

However, protocols for culturing sponges continuously from one generation to the

next have not been established [200]. As well, gene manipulation techniques have

not been successfully performed [200].

The ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi (hereafter abbreviated to Mle) is a promising
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candidate to use as a model organism. It grows quickly, taking about three weeks

from an egg to a reproductive adult [201]. It has a high rate of gamete production in

the wild [202], producing thousands of eggs at the same time each day. And it is

resilient to injuries due to its regenerative abilities [203]. It is also transparent at all

life stages, which facilitates easy observation for developmental and physiological

studies. Since it is a simultaneous hermaphrodite, it is easier to maintain a genetic

lineage, although deliberate crosses can be more difficult. A CRISPR-Cas9 knockout

was recently achieved in this organism [201]. Once a potential model organism is

identified, the next steps are to establish culturing protocols and to obtain a genome

sequence [204].

Most studies on ctenophores so far have been done on wild-caught animals.

Wild-caught animals introduce uncertainty and variability due to genetic hetero-

geneity, exposure to unknown environments in the animal’s history, and variable

availability in location and time. A critical but challenging step in developing a

model organism is housing and growing it in a controlled environment. Often,

the needs of an organism can be too complex to be met when isolated from their

ecosystem, or take too much human effort to be sustainable.

1.4.2 Culturing Conditions for Ctenophores

Soft bodied planktonic animals, mainly ctenophores and cnidarian medusae, that

are grown in controlled environments are kept in special aquariums called plankton-

kreisel [205], which maintain a circular flow of water to keep the animals suspended.

U-shaped pseudokreisels [206, 207] of a simpler design are also popular. These

tanks have to be fitted with either a supply of fresh filtered sea water or filtration

systems that maintain water quality. Facilities close to the oceans can use filtered

sea-water, others can use commercially available salt mixes to make artificial sea

water. The aquaria are fitted with biological and/or chemical filtration equipment to

maintain water quality. Components for such aquarium systems have become easier

to source in recent years due to popularity of hobbyists growing corals.

Several ctenophore species have been sustained in artificial conditions to varying

degrees of success [208–210]. Wild caught Mnemiopsis can be held in captivity for

weeks and used to obtain embryos and larvae for developmental studies [211–213].
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Recently, methods to continuously culture Mle have been published [201, 210, 214].

Maintaining long term cultures requires addressing the challenge of obtaining viable

and healthy larvae from adults living in an artificial habitat on a limited diet. The

diet of the larvae must be nutritious as well as appropriately sized for capture and

feeding. Ctenophores in short-term cultures are fed with live zooplanktonic prey,

most commonly Artemia nauplii, rotifers, and copepods.

Rotifers have been used extensively in aquaculture and zebrafish laboratories

as a first food for fish larvae. Brachionus plicatilis (“L type”) and Brachionus

rotundiformis (“S type”) are commonly used for this application. These rotifers

can be sustained using live algae, or more conveniently, using a variety of algae-

based and yeast-based food options, in dry powder or concentrated paste forms.

The nutritional content of rotifers depends heavily on their diet [215], and some

protocols call for enrichment just prior to being fed to the predator.

Cultures of Brachionus rotifers have been previously used as the primary nutri-

tional source for ctenophores. However, for high fecundity and survival of off-spring,

it has been claimed that this basic diet needs to be augmented with feedings of

larval fish such as Zebrafish [201, 210], or live mysid shrimp [213]. This can be

inconvenient since it requires maintaining another culture with complex habitat and

in the case of fish, regulatory requirements. Frozen wild-caught copepods have

also been tried [214], but this requires more effort to maintain water quality due to

decomposition of uneaten copepods. The culturing protocol we describe relies on

the live copepod Apocyclops panamensis for this purpose.

Copepods in general are more difficult to grow than rotifers due to their longer

development with multiple naupliar stages [216]. Many species are dependent on

live algae feeds rather than algal concentrates that are much more convenient to

use [217]. Marine copepods from Tigriopus, Tisbe, Acartia, Pseudodiaptimus and

Parvocalanus genuses are popular for use in aquaculture (see ref. [218] for culturing

techniques for several species). In the culturing protocol described in Chapter 5, we

chose Apocyclops panamensis because they can be sustained on an algal concentrate,

the same as that used for rotifers. Further, since their temperature requirements

are similar to Brachionus rotundiformis, we found that they can be maintained in a

mixed culture with this rotifer. Apocyclops royi is another possible choice due to its

much shorter development time [219] among other attractive characteristics [220],
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but we have not pursued this option.

1.4.3 The Genome of Mnemiopsis leidyi

The whole genome sequence of Mle was published in 2013 [221]. This genome

was sequenced using mate pair short reads of DNA obtained from embryos of two

wild-caught ctenophores. The genome size was determined to be 150 Mb and it

was assembled in 5100 scaffolds with an N50 of 187 kb (i.e. half the genome is in

scaffolds of 187 kb or larger). This genome has been annotated using RNA-seq data

and 16,548 protein-coding genes are known [221].

Ctenophores are believed to have a high level of diversity in alleles. For studies

that involve manipulating genes (knock-ins, knock-downs, genome editing etc.) it

is important to know the sequence of the targeted genes in the individual or lineage

being used, which may not match that in the current genome. Further, since gene

regulation involves long range control elements, learning about these networks

would be hindered by the discontiguity of the available genome. We therefore

leveraged the improved contemporary long-read sequencing and Hi-C techniques to

sequence an improved genome for our laboratory lineage of Mle.
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Chapter 2

Misfolding-Associated Exposure
of Natively Buried Residues in
Mutant SOD1 Facilitates Binding
to TRAF6

2.1 Synopsis
This chapter investigates the molecular basis of the interaction between SOD1 and

TRAF6, described in Section 1.2.1. While the experimental observations could be

a result of an indirect interaction, we sought to investigate the possibility of direct

binding between SOD1 and the MATH domain of TRAF6 in silico to determine

which residues on each protein might mediate the interaction, and the extent of

involvement of loops IV and VII on SOD1 when they are unfolded. We focused on

the A4V mutant of SOD1, as experimentally it had the strongest interaction with

TRAF6 [2].

We have used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to elucidate the structural

features of both SOD1 and the TRAF6 MATH domain that might enable their inter-

action. For this purpose, we used the AWSEM coarse grained force field [27]. This

force field has been used previously to predict protein structure [27], to predict force-
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induced protein unfolding mechanisms [222], to study fibril formation [223, 224],

as well as to predict the protein interfaces involved in flexible protein docking [29].

To first validate whether such a force field is sufficiently accurate to model the

interactions present in our system of interest, we applied it to predict the native

structure of the SOD1WT homodimer, starting from the monomer structures. We

then simulated heterodimeric systems of TRAF6 together with SOD1WT, as well

as both well-folded and misfolded variants of mutant SOD1A4V. The loops IV and

VII of SOD1 mentioned above are normally folded around Cu2+/1+ and Zn2+ ions,

whose binding increases the stability of the protein and are thus protective against

misfolding [124, 225, 226]. Loops IV and VII become substantially disordered

upon loss of metal ions in both experiments [227, 228] and simulations [229].

Disordered loops IV and VII have been observed in the native structures of some

ALS-associated pathogenic SOD1 mutants [84, 230]. The A4V mutant is known to

have reduced affinity for Zinc ions [231], and thus reduced mechanical stability [229]

and increased structural disorder, particularly in loop IV [124, 232, 233]. We

simulated these structural changes due to mutation by selectively allowing loops IV

and VII of the protein to unfold, and we studied how this affected the interaction

with the MATH domain of TRAF6. In what follows, “TRAF6” refers only to this

domain, specifically residues 347-501.

We found that TRAF6 and mutant misfolded SOD1 can bind directly in silico,

and we identified the residues in both proteins that form the bimolecular interface.

We expressed variants of TRAF6 with selected mutations at these sites intended

to disrupt the interaction with SOD1, and experimentally verified the predicted

interacting region in TRAF6 using immunoprecipitation in cultured cells.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Molecular Modeling

We examined 6 dimeric systems. These included the following: a homodimer of

SOD1WT; a homodimer of SOD1WT with disordered loops modelling apo SOD1;

a homodimer of SOD1A4V with disordered loops, modelling apo SOD1A4V; and

three heterodimeric systems consisting of TRAF6 with either well-folded SOD1WT,
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well-folded SOD1A4V, or disordered-loop apo SOD1A4V.

Each dimeric system was studied using two simulation schemes: A direct MD

simulation using multiple initial conditions, and an adaptively biased simulation

using metadynamics. All simulations were performed in LAMMPS (16 March

2018 version) [234] using the AWSEM-MD force field [27] (downloaded from

https://github.com/adavtyan/awsemmd on 13 June 2018).

Each simulated system consisted of two protein chains enclosed in a spherical

bounding wall (Fig. 2.1A). During the simulation, one chain was allowed to rotate

freely but its center of mass (CoM) was held fixed at the center of the sphere. The

other was allowed to rotate and translate freely. In the case of unequally sized

chains, we centered the longer chain (TRAF6 in the case of SOD1 and TRAF6).

Simulations were initiated with the proteins in a random orientation and with a

separation of 45Å. This was achieved by placing the CoM of one chain at the

origin and that of the other at (x,y,z) = (0,0,45Å), then applying a random SO(3)

rotation to each of the two chains about their CoM’s, thus sampling all possible

relative orientations. The system was maintained at 300K using a Nosé-Hoover

thermostat with a damping constant of 10 fs. Starting structures for the protein

chains were taken from the Protein Data Bank: 1HL5 chains O and Q for Cu,Zn(SS)

SOD1WT [235], 1UXM chain B for Cu,Zn(SS) SOD1A4V [236] and 1LB6 chain A

for the MATH domain of TRAF6 [123]. Coarse grained structures were constructed

from all-atom structures using scripts in the AWSEM-MD package.

The VAM potential term of the AWSEM force field Eq. (1.1) allows the force

field to work as a structure-based Gō model [237, 238], aligning parts of the

simulated protein(s) to reference structures. For the purpose of this study, this

term provided a convenient method for studying the effects of disordered loops.

Normally, for dimer interface prediction, this term biases each monomer towards its

corresponding monomeric reference structure. This reduces motion in the internal

degrees of freedom and allows for a search in the space of relative monomer

orientations. For well-folded variants of SOD1, we followed this approach [29]

without modification, using a single Cu,Zn(SS) SOD1 structure as the fragment

memory. This energetically steered all parts of the protein, β-strands as well as loops,

towards the Cu,Zn(SS) conformation. The effects of the metals and disulfide bond

in keeping the loops folded were thus included implicitly in this set of simulations
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Figure 2.1: Simulation setup. (A) Four random starting orientations of the
protein SOD1 (off-center) around the binding partner TRAF6 (centered).
Each trajectory consists of two chains starting from a random orientation.
The reflecting wall around the chains is denoted by a wire mesh. (B)
Schematic of the shape of the potential (black curve) due to the reflecting
boundary. The initial separation of the two chains is di = 45Å, and the
hard boundary is at a radius R ≈ 77Å such that all atoms are enclosed
by the sphere in the initial protein configurations. The width of the
repulsive harmonic potential, rc, is 5 Å and the energetic constant is
ε = 10kcalmol−1 Å

−2
. The inset shows distances and sizes to scale. (C)

The 2D phase space used in metadynamics simulations. The potential of
the mean force is measured in the two-dimensional (θ,ϕ) space around
the central chain. The grid of spherical coordinates has a 3◦ precision. It
is defined with respect to the centered chain and rotates with it.

modeling what might be termed the “pseudo-holo” protein

On the other hand, to simulate the disordered loops of E,E(SH) SOD1A4V and

E,E(SH) SOD1WT, the reference structure was divided into five fragments, and

fragments comprising of the loop residues 49-81 and 124-139 (inclusive) were

excluded from the fragment memory bias. This removed the energetic guiding

forces for folding these residues and allowed them to explore locally unfolded

conformations.

2.2.2 Direct Simulation and Clustering

In the direct simulation scheme, we started 100 independent copies of the system

with randomized orientations and allowed each of them to run for “60 ns” in time-

units within the AWSEM model, with a step size of 5fs, which resulted in a
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wall-clock time of about 7 days on a single 2.1 GHz CPU. Note that due to the

reduced number of degrees of freedom and the smoothened force fields in the

coarse grained AWSEM model, a 60 ns simulation actually corresponds to a much

longer time in an all-atom simulation or a real experimental system. Using the

values previously calculated for relaxation times of SOD1 in Table 3 of Habibi et

al. [222], the corresponding all-atom sampling time for each of the 100 simulations

is estimated to be 138 ns.

Frames from these trajectories were recorded every 2000 steps and fed into

the clustering algorithm HDBSCAN [239] to find the most common binding poses

adopted by the chains when they dimerized, which we regarded as computational

predictions for dimer structures. The trajectories were also used to calculate the loss

of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) for each residue in a given chain due to

the presence of the other protein chain. This identified residues that were likely to

be found in the binding interface.

To perform clustering, all frames from the 100 trajectories (about 600,000

frames total) were collected together and one of the two chains was aligned across

these frames using singular value decomposition. The transformed coordinates

were arranged in a matrix, where each row corresponds to a frame, and the columns

contain the spatial coordinates of all coarse grained “atoms” in the simulation.

At this stage, the two largest principal components were also calculated to aid

visualization. This process of aligning and calculation of principal components was

then repeated with the other protein chain being the one that is centered. A choice

of which chain to center and align needed to be made before attempting clustering,

and we choose to align the one which resulted visually in producing more variance

as seen in the PCA so as to allow greater separation of distinct poses. This chain

was TRAF6 in the heterodimer systems. In the case of SOD1 homodimers, this

choice was arbitrary as the system is symmetric and the two PCA plots turned out

to be nearly identical.

To reduce computer memory usage and wall-clock time when running the clus-

tering algorithm, we retained every third frame from the trajectories and discarded

the rest of the rows from the compiled matrices. This is equivalent to using a longer

time interval for recording the coordinates. All frames were used in other analyses.

The matrix (corresponding to one of the chains being centered and aligned)
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was then used as input to the clustering algorithm HDBSCAN [239] with the fol-

lowing parameters: min_cluster_size (Minimum points in a cluster) = 1500,

min_samples = min_cluster_size, and alpha = 1.0. For the system containing

TRAF6 and E,E(SH) SOD1A4V, we used min_cluster_size = 3000. This param-

eter was empirically determined to give reasonable separation of clusters, which

was judged by rendering the structures corresponding to frames from each cluster.

The L2 norm in the high dimensional space of all coordinates, which is proportional

to the root mean square deviation (RMSD), was used for clustering. The distribution

of points and the clustering output were visualized on the two principal components

calculated earlier. All matrix manipulations, numerical analyses and plots were

done using the Python 3 libraries NumPy, scikit-learn, hdbscan and Matplotlib.

TM-scores [240] for structure similarity were calculated using the online tool at

https://zhanggroup.org/TM-score/.

To find the SASA, the output from the simulated coarse grained trajectories

was first converted from LAMMPS format to a PDB format using scripts from the

AWSEM Github repository. This fully reconstructed the backbone but the sidechains

consisted only of the beta carbon (hydrogen for glycine). We used these incomplete

structures directly to calculate an approximate SASA using the GROMACS [241]

(version 2018.1) implementation of the double cube lattice method [242]. For

each frame, the SASA of each protein was calculated as a function of residue

index in the presence and absence of the other chain. This allows us to calculate

how much of one protein’s surface area is occluded by the other in a particular

configuration. Frames with a total reduction in SASA of less than 0.1nm2 over both

chains were excluded from further SASA-related analyses. Retained frames that

involved protein-protein interactions typically buried roughly 4nm2 of SASA. The

average percentage loss of SASA as a function of residue index was calculated as∑
frames with interaction

∆SASAresidue∑
frames with interaction

SASAresidue
×100% ,

where ∆SASA is the difference in SASA from the absence or presence of the

binding partner, and the denominator is evaluated in the absence of the binding

partner. That is, in frames that have a binding interaction, we look at the change of
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SASA upon binding for each residue, and divide it by the exposed SASA of that

frame by removing the binding partner.

We have also subjected SASA to a convergence analysis. Increasing portions

of all 100 MD trajectories – 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% – were taken and

used to calculate the average SASA reduction by residue after discarding frames

with less than 0.1 nm2 of total occluded surface area. The residues identified remain

unchanged after the first 25% of the simulation time (see Fig. A.1). Further, a stan-

dard deviation for the mean SASA reduction ratio was estimated by bootstrapping

(resampling) 2000 times from the selected portion of the trajectories and using these

resampled frames for the calculation.

2.2.3 Metadynamics

In addition to direct simulations, we performed metadynamics simulations [14, 15],

which effectively sample the phase space of binding positions to identify locations

of interest on the surface of each protein where the interacting partner bound. In

our metadynamics simulations, we used a two-dimensional phase space defined

by the direction that a particular chain is approached from by its binding partner.

More precisely, the polar angles θ and ϕ of the line joining the CoMs of the two

chains, in the frame of reference of the centered chain were used to apply biasing

potentials to the simulation (Fig. 2.1 C). At the end of the simulation, each direction

(θ,ϕ) was assigned a value for the PMF. Each of the two chains were centered in

turn, in separate simulations, to obtain a PMF profile for both of them. Because

both chains in question are globular, with no large-scale concavities, this potential

could essentially be uniquely mapped onto the surface of the centered chain and

interpreted as a map of how attractive each region of the surface is to the binding

partner.

The collective variables (Colvars) module [243] for LAMMPS was used to

implement metadynamics [14, 15]. Similar to our direct MD simulations, 40

randomly oriented starting configurations were created and allowed to run in parallel.

The chain whose surface was being investigated had its CoM fixed at the center of

the bounding sphere shown in Fig. 2.1. The two polar angles of the line connecting

the CoM’s of the two chains were used for adaptive biasing. Coordinates from a
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particular orientation of the centered chain were used as reference to calculate these

angles. At each step, the rotation of the centered chain was calculated after first

aligning it to the reference orientation. No bias was placed on the three Euler angles

of the uncentered chain or the separation distance between chains.

The phase space was divided into a 3◦ (π/60) grid in each angle. Every 100

time-steps, each of the 40 trajectories deposited a 0.01kcal/mol hill at its current

position in the phase space grid. Each trajectory received the hills deposited by

all the other trajectories every 1000 steps. Trajectories were run for approximately

5.5×106 time-steps i.e., 27.5 ns in the coarse grained time scale. Using relaxation

times of SOD1 calculated in Table 3 of Habibi et al. [222], this corresponds to an

estimated 63 ns all-atom sampling time.

At the end of the simulations, the latest recorded (partial) PMFs contributed by

the replicates were added together and used as the final result. In this Chapter, we

followed a sign convention where higher (more positive) values of PMF indicate

attractive regions. This PMF was visualized using a colour-map, first on a flat (θ,ϕ)

plot and then projected on to the protein by colouring the surface and ribbon of the

centered chain, thus highlighting residues that point towards the off-center chain in

energetically favourable orientations. The PMF was also plotted by residue index by

averaging the PMF at the (θ,ϕ) positions of the three “beads” of each residue. For

the case of apo SOD1A4V with disordered loops, the angles (θ,ϕ) for the surface of

SOD1 were taken with respect to the rest of the protein (the structured beta barrel),

which remained folded due to the associative memory term. The PMF was then

rendered only on the folded part of the structure.

Note that the direct projection of the PMF from the two-dimensional spherical

polar coordinate space to the protein surface must be interpreted with care – the

most attractive regions simply indicate the direction of approach of the other chain,

and not whether the surface there actually makes contact with the other protein.

Parts of the proteins’ surfaces are locally concave, so some residues that are not

actually in the interface may be highlighted by this method.

To compare conformational sampling in direct MD against metadynamics, we

calculated the position of each frame from the direct MD trajectories in the (θ,ϕ)

phase space around each chain. The distribution of these angles was compared

against the metadynamics PMF’s. Similar plots were made restricting to frames that
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belong to a particular cluster. Further, the polar coordinates of the centroids of each

cluster were superimposed on the metadynamics PMF.

2.2.4 Co-Immunoprecipitation

Experimental procedures and analyses were performed by Semmler S and Baudouin

C.

pcDNA3-Flag-SOD1 plasmids and pCMV-Myc-TRAF6WT, with respective

empty vector controls, have been previously described [2]. TRAF6 point mutants

were generated from pCMV-Myc-TRAF6WT by site-directed mutagenesis using the

QuikChange II Kit (Agilent, 200524) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Mutagenesis primers are listed in Table A.1. All newly cloned plasmids were

verified by Sanger sequencing (Genome Quebec).

Co-immunoprecipitations were performed according to published protocols [2].

Briefly, 400 ng per expression plasmid, or respective empty vector (referred to

as mock), were transfected into 293FT cells with Lipofectamine LTX with Plus

reagent (Invitrogen, 15338030). After 24 hours, lysates were prepared by freeze-

thaw extraction and the recovered supernatants immediately subjected to immuno-

precipitation overnight with anti-Flag-coupled Dynabeads Protein G (Invitrogen,

10004D). Beads were thoroughly washed, precipitated proteins were eluted by

boiling in 2.5x Laemmli buffer, and samples were separated on 12.5 % Tris-glycine

polyacrylamide gels. Immunoblotting was performed with commercially avail-

able antibodies. These were: mouse anti-Actin (MP Biomedicals, 69100), mouse

anti-Flag (Sigma Aldrich, F1804) and rabbit anti-Myc (Sigma-Aldrich, C3956).

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies were from Jackson

ImmunoResearch: anti-mouse HRP (715-035-151), anti-rabbit HRP (711-035-152).

Signals were detected with ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Pierce, 32106).
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 The AWSEM Force Field Correctly Predicts the Binding
Interface for the SOD1WT Homodimer

To first validate whether the force field is sufficiently accurate to model the interac-

tions present in our system of interest, we applied it to predict the native structure of

the SOD1WT homodimer, starting from the monomer structures. Results from direct

simulations of this system are shown in Fig. 2.2. Panel A shows the conformations

closest to the centroids of the three most populated clusters. All of these predicted

dimer structures deviate from the experimentally determined structure (RMSD 11 Å,

9 Å and 14 Å, and TM-scores 0.51, 0.56 and 0.52 from PDB 1HL5 from PDB 1HL5,

for clusters ranked 1-3). The simulated trajectories transiently come close to the

experimental structure (RMSD ≥3.3 Å, Fig. A.2), and these frames are present

in the sixth ranked cluster, also shown in Fig. 2.2. The centroid of this cluster

has an RMSD of 4.52 Å, and a TM-score of 0.75 from the native PDB structure.

The clustering analysis indicates that the experimental structure is not seen as the

most energetically favourable state under this force field. Cluster populations and

trajectories for this simulation are shown in Fig. A.3.

While the predicted structures and the known structure are different in the

RMSD of their poses, they nevertheless involve the same residues in the dimer

interface. The average percentage loss in SASA over the course of the simulation

due to dimerization is shown in Fig. 2.2 B, C. Strikingly, in light of the disparate

RMSD values, the same residues are seen to be buried in simulations as in the

experimentally determined structure. We thus conclude that this force field and

procedure correctly identifies residues on SOD1 that are interacting, but may not

dock them correctly. The AWSEM force field may thus still be predictive for

mutational studies that can resolve which residues are participating in the binding

interface. Note that the percent reduction in SASA in the simulated homodimer

is less than that in the PDB structure because it is derived from an average over a

large number of frames during the search for the binding pose(s), and the signal is

diluted by the presence of frames which have only weakly interacting monomers, or

where the trajectory is temporarily in a less favoured position during the search for
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Figure 2.2: Results from simulations of the SOD1WT homodimer. (A) The
top three predicted poses (tan), ranked in decreasing order of cluster
size are shown, along with the known dimer structure from PDB 1HL5
(grey). The structure from the 6th ranked cluster, which is closest to the
known dimer is shown for comparison. The “non-native 1” structure
from Sekhar et al. [244] is included to compare against the rank 3
structure. (B) Average percent reduction in SASA due to dimerization,
plotted against residue index. The top half shows averaged values from
the simulations and the bottom half shows the values for the known
structure (coarse grained PDB 1HL5). (C) The same simulation data
as panel B, indicated by colour on the SOD1 chain. Purple/indigo
colour indicates high involvement by residues in the dimer interface.
(D) PMF from metadynamics simulations. Red (high PMF) indicates
regions energetically favoured in binding. The “constellation lines” on
the PMF map indicate positions of selected residues. The × (flat map) or
+ (spherical map) shows the (θ,ϕ) orientation in the crystal structure of
the native dimer. PMF by residue index is plotted in Fig. A.4.
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an optimal binding interface.

Metadynamics simulations gave a PMF map that revealed a binding interface

consistent with that in direct MD simulations (Fig. 2.2 D). The most favourable

binding region in red is shifted from the docking position in the experimentally

resolved structure (indicated by the cross) by a geodesic angle of 47◦. The residues

highlighted by metadynamics (Fig. 2.2 D, Fig. A.4) agree with those identified

using SASA reduction. Locations of clusters and sampling of the phase space in

direct MD also agrees with the favourable regions identified through metadynamics

(Fig. A.5).

Interestingly, the third most populous cluster in our analysis is structurally

similar (RMSD 4.15Å, TM-Score 0.75) to the “non-native dimer 1” structure

described by Sekhar et al. [244] as a transient form of the apo, disulfide-reduced

SOD1 dimer. It is possible that some of our predicted structures are indeed realized

either in small numbers or under various different environmental conditions.

We also investigated homodimeric systems of SOD1WT and SOD1A4V with

disordered loops to see how the flexibility of the loops might affect dimerization. In

addition to the natively buried interfacial residues of the holo protein, the residues

from disordered loop IV now participate in the dimer interfaces of some bound

structures. Loop VII is also involved to a lesser extent (Figs. A.6 to A.9). The

homodimeric E,E(SH) SOD1WT and SOD1A4V systems do not sample any states

close to the native PDB holo homodimer structure, deviating from it by an RMSD

≥7.1 Å with an average RMSD ≈17 Å (Figs. A.10 and A.11). Metadynamics

simulations (Fig. A.12) show a significantly broadened basin around the native

interface, due to the inherent flexibility of the residues in disordered loop IV that

mediate the interactions between monomers. The same broad basins are also seen

in projections of the direct MD frames onto the metadynamics (θ,ϕ) phase space

(Figs. A.13 and A.14).

2.3.2 Folded Mutant SOD1A4V Binds to TRAF6 with the Same
Interface as the SOD1WT Homodimer

The predicted structures for heterodimers of TRAF6 and the well-folded variant

of SOD1A4V are shown in Fig. 2.3 A, B, D and E. These are frames closest to
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Figure 2.3: Results from direct simulations of TRAF6 and SOD1A4V with
well-folded loops (A-F) and disordered loops (G-L). Panels A, B, D, E,
G, H, J and K show predicted structures for the heterodimers. SOD1 is
shown in green and TRAF6 in orange. In panels H and K, the disordered
loops of SOD1A4V are shown in purple. Panels A, B, G and H show the
poses with TRAF6 chains aligned together at the center (one copy of
TRAF6 shown). Similarly, D, E, J and K show the poses with SOD1
aligned at the center. In panels A, D, G and J, all poses (centroids of all
observed clusters) are represented while B, E, H and K show only the top
four structures (centroids of the four largest clusters). Panels C, F, I and L
show the percent reduction in SASA upon dimerization for each residue
using a colour scale. Residues in purple/indigo have the highest reduction.
TRAF6 is shown in panels C and I and SOD1 in panels F and L. Cluster
sizes and trajectories for well-folded and disordered-loop SOD1A4V are
shown in Figs. A.15 and A.16 respectively. Locations of their clusters in
PMF space are shown in Figs. A.17 and A.18 respectively.
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Figure 2.4: The potential of the mean force from metadynamics simulations of
TRAF6 with well-folded SOD1A4V. PMF(θ,ϕ) of the surfaces of TRAF6
and SOD1 are shown in panels A and B, and D and E respectively. The
raw data is shown as a flat map vs (θ,ϕ), as well as projected onto a
sphere. The PMF(θ,ϕ) is also projected onto the structures in both ribbon
and surface representations. Red (high PMF) regions require more “hills”
to drive the trajectory out in the metadynamics procedure and are the
most energetically favourable directions where the other chain prefers
to bind. Annotations in the top panels indicate positions of selected
Cα atoms near maxima. In panels C and F, the average value of the
PMF experienced by the three “beads” of each residue in the model is
plotted against residue index. Secondary structure is shown at the top
with “H”denoting helices and β denoting beta sheets. The same average
PMF is used for the ribbon representation.
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the centroids of 15 clusters that were observed in direct MD simulations. SASA

reduction calculated from direct MD trajectories is shown in Fig. 2.3 C and F and in

Fig. 2.5 on the inverted y-axis.

The potential of mean force (PMF) as obtained from metadynamics simulations

of this system is shown in Fig. 2.4. The PMF plots in Fig. 2.4 A,B indicate that

TRAF6 has multiple local minima on its binding surface. The predicted cluster-

centroid structures (Fig. 2.3 A,B) also show SOD1 chains broadly distributed

around the beta barrel of TRAF6. A closer examination using the bar graphs of

PMF (Fig. 2.4 C) and SASA (Fig. 2.5 B) reveals the most involved residues. On

TRAF6, the most buried residue is V374, which is close to the PMF peak at H376.

The neighbouring K356 maps to the largest PMF peak containing I354 and W355.

On the other side of the beta barrel is a peak with T475, close to the PMF peak of

Y473. The SASA reduction peaks of E448 and R402 are also near this latter region.

The “constellation lines” in Fig. 2.4 A indicate the above residues superimposed on

the metadynamics-derived PMF.

On the other hand, for SOD1, the PMF shows a single attractive basin containing

residue C6 and its extended neighbourhood of I17, I18 and W32 on one side, and

V148 and I113 on the other (Fig. 2.3 E, Fig. 2.4 D,E,F). The SASA local maxima V5,

I17, A152 and G114 (Fig. 2.5 A), map to the same region. The “constellation lines”

in Fig. 2.4 D indicate the above residues superimposed on the metadynamics-derived

PMF. The predicted positions of TRAF6 from the clustering analysis around SOD1

are also localized around a specific binding interface of SOD1 (Fig. 2.3 E). In fact,

the same face of SOD1 that is used in native homodimerization also appears to be

used to bind TRAF6 (Fig. A.19). This suggests a mechanism where the pathological

monomerization of normally homodimeric SOD1 enables interaction with TRAF6.

We compared the results from well-folded SOD1A4V with well-folded SOD1WT

(Figs. A.20 and A.21) and found that they behave similarly in regards to their interac-

tions with TRAF6. The four largest clusters in the direct simulations of TRAF6 with

SOD1WT and with SOD1A4V (well-folded) also have the same structures (RMSD

< 1Å), but in a different order of cluster size. Although there is close similarity

in the binding profile of well-folded SOD1A4V and SOD1WT with TRAF6, we

note that no conclusions can be drawn from this data about the relative strength

of the binding interactions between the two systems. However, the absence of any
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Figure 2.5: A comparison of SASA reduction in simulations of TRAF6 with
the disordered-loop and well-folded variants of SOD1A4V. In each plot,
the top half shows values for disordered-loop SOD1 and the bottom half
(inverted y-axis) shows values for well-folded SOD1. Panel A shows
data for the SOD1 chain and panel B shows data for the TRAF6 chain.
Residues at peak positions are indicated in the figure.

profound differences in binding patterns aligns with the fact that the side-chains of

alanine and valine are chemically similar, and any differences would be a result of

structural rearrangements, which are suppressed in this method where we bias to a

well-folded reference structure.
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Figure 2.6: The potential of the mean force PMF(θ,ϕ) from metadynamics
simulations of TRAF6 with disordered-loop SOD1A4V. This figure
is analogous to Fig. 2.4. In panels E and F, the disordered loops are
excluded from the surface, ribbon and bar graph representations of the
SOD1 PMF because being disordered, they do not map to well-defined
values of (θ,ϕ).

2.3.3 Loop IV of SOD1A4V Prominently Interacts with TRAF6 upon
Unfolding

Substituting the well-folded variant of SOD1 with the disordered-loops variant

considerably changed how it bound TRAF6. The percent reduction in SASA

(Fig. 2.5) is a particularly useful metric for comparing this system with well-folded

SOD1 as it highlights interfacial residues. In both systems, TRAF6 has an almost

identical profile of residue burial due to dimerization, implying that the heterodimer

interface on TRAF6 is unchanged. The TRAF6 protein has a β-sandwich structure,

and residues with the highest burial with both variants of SOD1 are located on the

two exposed edges of it: I354 and V374 on one edge and T475 and E448 on the

other. The small peak of R402 is also close to the latter edge. Unfolding of the loops

on SOD1 only changes the TRAF6 profile slightly, with a decrease in involvement
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of residues around V374.

On the other hand, SOD1 has a notably different profile in the two cases.

Allowing the loops to unfold allows them to interact with TRAF6. The Zn-binding

loop (loop IV) becomes heavily involved in binding to TRAF6 (Fig. 2.5A), with

residue F64 now having the highest reduction in SASA in the chain. This increase is

accompanied by a reduction in involvement of other interacting residues such as V5,

G114, A152 and their neighbours. New interactions are also seen in the electrostatic

loop (loop VII), as it becomes exposed and more accessible for binding.

The structures obtained from direct simulations are shown in Fig. 2.3 G-L.

TRAF6 is once again observed to have a promiscuous binding interface, but the

binding interface on SOD1 is now no longer as well-defined. The predicted dimer

structures are more broadly distributed around SOD1, but almost always involve

direct contact between the loops of SOD1 and TRAF6.

These observations are echoed in the metadynamics simulation results (Fig. 2.6).

Metadynamics simulations exploring the surface of TRAF6 produce a PMF map

that has peaks in the same places as those of well-folded SOD1A4V. The largest

peak is still in the same area, mostly falling on the residue I354. For SOD1, the

PMF map still has a peak near C6, but now there is an additional strong peak near

G147.

As well, we see a higher but diffuse involvement of distal regions (around

θ ≈ 110◦, ϕ ≈ −70◦) that were not involved in the binding of well-folded SOD1.

Since the interaction is strongly mediated by loop IV, which is not rigidly attached to

the protein core, the core has freedom to move and find a more favourable orientation.

It may also turn away completely while the protein maintains contact with TRAF6

through loop IV. Note that angles are not directly comparable between the maps

of the two SOD1A4V variants because the reference structure for disordered-loop

SOD1A4V does not include the loops, and therefore has a different center of mass

than the well-folded variant.

2.3.4 TRAF6T475D has Reduced Interaction with SOD1A4V in
Cultured Cells

To validate the in silico-predicted binding interface in a cellular system, we used

a co-immunoprecipitation assay and performed a targeted mutational analysis on
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Figure 2.7: Selective ablation of intermolecular interface residue T475 in
TRAF6 affects the interaction with mutant SOD1 in cultured cells. Myc-
TRAF6 (wildtype or point mutant) was co-expressed with Flag-SOD1A4V

in 293FT cells. Co-immunoprecipitations were performed on Flag-SOD1
(wildtype or mutants) and Myc-TRAF6 co-precipitation was assessed
by immunoblotting. Flag-SOD1 was immunoblotted to demonstrate
equal IP efficiency across conditions. Whole cell lysates (WCL) were
loaded to demonstrate equal plasmid expression. Actin serves as load-
ing control. Data is representative of 2 independent experiments. (A)
Substitutions with alanine at V474 and/or T475 does not affect TRAF6
binding to SOD1A4V. The fainter, slower migrating band in TRAF6
lanes is consistent with auto-ubiquitinated TRAF6, as previously pub-
lished [245]. (B) Substitution of T475, but not V474, with aspartic acid
reduces TRAF6 binding to SOD1A4V (C) Substitution of T475 with
aspartic acid reduces TRAF6 binding to SOD1A4V and other SOD1 mu-
tants. (D) The C-terminal truncation mutant SOD1G127X (lacking loop
VII) binds substantially less to TRAF6T475D than to TRAF6WT.
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TRAF6 (Fig. 2.7). Out of the two regions identified computationally, one containing

residues I354 and V374 and the other with T475 and E448, the latter is known

to bind other proteins – MAVS [121], TIFA [122], RANK, and CD40 [123]. We

therefore prioritized introducing mutations in this region.

We reasoned that alanine or aspartic acid substitution at V474 and T475 would

potentially affect the interaction of TRAF6 with mutant SOD1. In the case of alanine

substitutions (less bulky side chain), we anticipated that introducing a local steric

change could disrupt the β-sheet protrusion. In the case of aspartic acid substitution

(negatively-charged side chain), we anticipated that introducing a charge-based

repulsive force could potentially force mutant SOD1 out of the binding groove.

For this assay, Flag-SOD1 (wildtype or mutant) was co-expressed with Myc-

TRAF6 (wildtype or mutant) in 293FT cells. Flag-SOD1 was immunoprecip-

itated from the cell lysates and Myc-TRAF6 co-precipitation was assessed by

western blot (Fig. 2.7). Both TRAF6 point mutants were initially screened for

their interaction with SOD1A4V since this mutant has been observed to interact

strongly with TRAF6WT [2]. TRAF6V474A, TRAF6T475A, and the double mutant

TRAF6V474A/T475A co-precipitated with SOD1A4V to nearly identical amounts as

TRAF6WT (Fig. 2.7 A, compare lane 7, 9 and 11 to lane 5), indicating that the

replacement with alanine at these residues and introduction of a local steric change

does not significantly affect the interaction. Fainter, higher molecular weight bands

appear in the gel alongside TRAF6, consistent with TRAF6 autoubiquitination [245].

TRAF6V474D co-precipitated SOD1A4V equivalent to TRAF6WT (Fig. 2.7 B, com-

pare lane 7 to lane 5), however substantially less TRAF6T475D was co-precipitated

with SOD1A4V (Fig. 2.7 B, compare lane 9 to lane 5). No additive effect was

observed with the combined mutant TRAF6V474D/T475D (Fig. 2.7 B, compare lane

11 to lane 9). This indicates that the replacement of threonine with aspartic acid at

residue 475 and introduction of a repulsive negative charge effectively diminishes

TRAF6 binding to mutant A4V SOD1. Lastly, like TRAF6WT, none of the generated

TRAF6 point mutants co-immunoprecipitated with SOD1WT. This data indicates

that the capacity of TRAF6 to discriminate between mutant and wildtype SOD1, as

reported by Semmler et al. [2], remained intact, and that residue T475 in TRAF6

appears to be involved in binding mutant SOD1.

We note that the bands for TRAF6 in the whole cell lysates in Fig. 2.7 show sim-
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ilar levels of expression and molecular weight for the various mutants as TRAF6WT,

indicating that the protein is not degraded. Degradation would be expected from

structurally destabilizing mutations, so we expect both WT and mutant TRAF6

to be well-folded. To further check the effect of mutations on the stability of the

protein, we used two computational prediction methods for the change in folding

free energy due to mutation (∆∆G). With both Eris [72] and PoPMuSiC [73], we

found that the mutations T474A, T474D, T475A and T475D cause only a modest

destabilization of 0.99 kcal/mol (Eris) or 0.94 kcal/mol (PoPMuSiC) on average

(Figs. A.24 and A.25), further suggesting that these mutations are unlikely to cause

significant structural rearrangement. All mutants studied here had predicted free

energy changes that were significantly less than the average as obtained from the

respective alanine or aspartic acid scan.

Next, to verify whether the property of reduced mutant SOD1 binding of

TRAF6T475D also applies to other SOD1 mutants, SOD1G93A and SOD1E100G were

also examined (Fig. 2.7 C). SOD1G93A and SOD1E100G were chosen for subsequent

screening due to their inherent property of interacting somewhat less with TRAF6 as

compared to SOD1A4V [2]. TRAF6T475D again co-precipitated less with SOD1A4V

as compared to TRAF6WT (Fig. 2.7 C, compare lane 8 to lane 12), confirming our

initial results. TRAF6T475D also co-precipitated less with SOD1G93A compared to

TRAF6WT, as well as with SOD1E100G (Fig. 2.7 C, compare lanes 13 and 9, and

lanes 14 and 10, respectively).

Taken together, these data are consistent with the in silico-predicted binding

interface for mutant/misfolded and TRAF6 and highlight the relevance of T475 to

mutant SOD1 binding. Since several mutually distal residues in TRAF6 displayed a

reduction in solvent accessibility, it is not surprising that mutating just one or two

residues did not entirely abolish the interaction. However, based on the considerably

effective disruption of the interaction by just ablating T475, this residue is likely an

integral part of the interface.

Lastly, we assayed the binding of TRAF6T475D to SOD1G127X. SOD1G127X is a

fALS-associated C-terminal truncation mutant lacking the electrostatic loop (loop

VII). The positive interaction of SOD1G127X with TRAF6WT demonstrates that the

electrostatic loop (loop VII) is not required for TRAF6 binding, which is in line

with our predictions that residues located in this loop are not extensively involved
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in forming the binding interface with TRAF6. This interaction is also substantially

reduced by the TRAF6T475D mutant (Fig. 2.7 D, compare lanes 6 and 8), again

confirming the importance of this residue.

2.4 Discussion
Predicting dimer poses for proteins with no additional information about medi-

ating residues is a difficult problem and the subject of the Critical Assessment

of PRedicted Interactions (CAPRI) challenge [246]. Direct MD simulation of

the binding of two monomers is not a popular method, as it is resource intensive

and inefficient. However, using a coarse grained force field in an implicit solvent

makes direct MD simulation of this process feasible, and the developers of the

AWSEM-MD force field have previously used it for heterodimer structural interface

prediction [29]. This has the advantage of being a flexible docking method allowing

for conformational changes and the avoidance of trapping in local minima.

Here, we significantly modified their approach to better suit our systems. We

took several randomly oriented copies of the system with folded chains as initial

conditions in a constant temperature bath, and enclosed the system by a repulsive

boundary, as opposed to implementing a simulated annealing procedure starting

from unfolded monomers held together by harmonic potential. The soft reflective

wall prevents chains from diffusing far away without artificially forcing them

together, which might otherwise reinforce trapping in local minima. In the approach

of Zheng et al. [29], unfolded initial states, together with simulated annealing,

allows chains to fold together with little bias coming from an initial orientation. We

preferred instead to use a procedure that more closely resembles the expected in

vivo dimerization process for our system, where two folded proteins explore each

others surface and bind. To allow adequate exploration of the phase space, we found

it necessary to simulate multiple replicates of the system.

For visualizing the results from direct simulations, we used PCA to project

points (frames) from the high dimensional space of all atomic coordinates on to a

plane. The two principal components appeared to correspond to a plane in the three

dimensional space around the aligned chain, even though the full high dimensional

space of coordinates was used as input. This is reasonable because the chains
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have only a small amount of motion in their internal degrees of freedom, and most

variance is seen in the position of the center of mass of the mobile chain that was

not aligned, i.e. the variance is due to the chain that is not effectively held fixed.

Our method does not treat the proteins as rigid bodies. Nevertheless, the proteins

are stabilized in their native ensemble by the fragment memory term in the potential,

reducing the region of phase space to be sampled. Our coarse grained results suggest

an interesting strategy for protein binding interface prediction, wherein coarse

grained simulations such as those from AWSEM-MD may be used to establish

a limited number of binding poses to be used as initial conditions for further

refinement, perhaps by all-atom MD simulations to facilitate side chain registry and

reconfiguration.

Convergence analysis of the SASA reduction ratio (Fig. A.1), which is our

primary metric, suggests that the simulation time was long enough to confidently

highlight the most involved residues. The most prominent peaks in the SASA profile

can be identified as early as 15 ns within the 60 ns trajectories. This fast convergence

also suggests that the conversion factor between coarse-grained time and all-atom

time, as mentioned in the methods section, may have been underestimated, and the

simulations are in fact over longer effective times than indicated here. The close

agreement between the results for pairs of systems that differ only by the mutation

A4V in SOD1 (i.e. TRAF6 with well-folded SOD1A4V and TRAF6 with well-folded

SOD1WT) also suggests convergence.

We determined the relative potential of mean force between various regions on

the protein’s surface using a metadynamics approach. Direct MD simulations were

used to measure the involvement of residues in the interface by solvent accessible

surface area (SASA) reduction. In general, the metadynamics results and those

obtained from direct simulations are in agreement – the regions with high PMF

(attractive regions) also have high burial in terms of SASA. Further, due to the large

number of long trajectories run in direct simulations, we found that the most popular

poses emerged from many different starting configurations (Figs. A.3, A.8, A.9,

A.15, A.16 and A.22). The trajectories also capture instances of transitions that may

occur between poses.

We used the well-folded homodimeric SOD1WT system for validation of the

method. It transiently samples structures near the native dimer, and identifies the
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dimer interface correctly. For comparison and completeness, we also simulated two

disordered-loop homodimer systems. In these systems, loop IV is heavily involved

in the interface, and no structures close to the native dimer are seen in the simulation.

The interactions driving attraction towards the native dimer appear to have been

perturbed. It is possible that the non-native structures sampled here may be the

starting points for aggregation.

The two approaches of direct MD and metadynamics are complementary to

each other, and such simulation schemes have been used in previous studies [247].

Direct MD simulations freely explore all available degrees of freedom in principle,

but single runs are prone to biases as they can remain trapped in local minima for

long times. We mitigated this effect by taking 100 MD simulations with randomized

initial conditions. We still could not obtain the relative binding affinity from the

MD simulation data directly however. For this purpose, metadynamics simulations

mapped the relative affinity of attractive regions on a reduced two-dimensional

phase space corresponding to angles of approach – directions around each monomer

preferred by the binding partner – exploring them without getting trapped. Each “hot-

spot” in the reduced phase space corresponds to multiple microscopic poses. The

SASA plots, taken from direct MD simulations, showed which precise amino acids

were involved in the interface. The frames from direct MD also allow identification

of candidate structures for the dimer through clustering. These candidate structural

poses were consistent with the hot-spots observed in metadynamics.

An ideal implementation of metadynamics for docking two approximately rigid

proteins would need to sample a five-dimensional space of relative orientations,

and would require prohibitively high computational resources. Instead, we com-

pletely sampled a two dimensional phase space around each chain, allowing three

orientational angles (the three Euler angles of the non-centered chain) to adjust

freely in each simulation. However, with this simplification, we lose information on

correlation between the 2D PMF peaks around the two chains, i.e., we no longer

know which positions around one chain co-occur with each selected favourable

position around the other chain. A single peak in the PMF around one chain can

correspond to multiple dimer poses. For example, clusters 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the

simulation of TRAF6 with well-folded SOD1A4V involve different faces of TRAF6

but the same region of SOD1 (see Fig. A.17 panels A, and F-I). As a result, we
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cannot uniquely assign structures to PMF peaks.

To gain further insight into sampling efficiency and convergence of the meta-

dynamics and direct MD, we projected direct MD frames onto the space of polar

angles (Fig. A.5, Fig. A.13, Fig. A.14, Fig. A.17, Fig. A.18, and Fig. A.23). We

found that the distribution of MD frames matched well with the metadynamics

PMFs (see panels A and B in the above figures), albeit with some reordering of peak

heights. Further, by projecting frames corresponding to each of the clusters, we

see how peaks in the PMF around each respective chain correlate with one another,

e.g. compare the (θ,ϕ) coordinates of cluster 1 around both TRAF6 and SOD1 in

panel C of Fig. A.17. However, the relative populations of clusters generally do

not correspond to their relative energetic favourability, because basin width on the

energy landscape rather than energetic depth most strongly affects the size of the

clusters. Additionally, whether two nearby candidate clusters will be merged is

sensitive to the ruggedness or connectedness of the local landscape. The choice

of clustering algorithm and parameters, as well as the choice of which chain was

aligned across frames, also affects cluster sizes.

The reordering of peak intensities in angle space between metadynamics and

direct MD is also reflected in the plots of PMF and SASA profiles against residue

index. While the positions of peaks broadly agree in these plots, there is some

discrepancy in the heights of peaks. On TRAF6, the PMF differs by roughly

5 kcal/mol between the globally most favoured region containing I354 and V374,

and the smaller peak containing T475 and E448. Since the thermal energy scale

kBT is about 0.6 kcal/mol, this should have resulted in a much larger difference

in SASA burial given a converged Boltzmann ensemble than what is seen here in

Fig. 2.5 B. It is possible that the energy and temperature scaling in the AWSEM

force field is not accurate for our system.

Nevertheless, the two approaches agree that residues I354 and V374 form one

attractive region and T475, E448 and, to an extent, R402 are part of a second binding

region. Although TRAF6 is the most divergent of the TRAF family members and

no trimeric structure has been crystallographically observed for TRAF6, structural

alignment with its relatives TRAF1, TRAF2 and TRAF4 (which have a resolved

trimer structure) allows us to infer the orientation of the MATH domain in a putative

trimer. In such a structure, the residues I354 and V374 are occluded by the other
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TRAF units, whereas the binding pocket containing T475 and E448 is oriented

outwards, exposed and available for binding other proteins [123]. Structures are

resolved for four such complexes of TRAF6 with other proteins: MAVS [121],

TIFA [122], RANK and CD40 [123], and in each case, the interacting region on

TRAF6 is identical and overlaps the region identified above, containing residue

T475. A six-residue binding motif of PxExx[Aromatic/Acidic] is shared between

these binding partners of TRAF6 [122], and such a primary sequence is not present

in SOD1. Further studies are needed to characterize the interaction of SOD1 and

TRAF6, including co-crystallization or NMR studies to conclusively establish a

direct protein-protein interaction.

These comparisons of metadynamics and direct MD also highlight the usefulness

of implementing both approaches: while direct MD may suffer from entrapment

in local minima if sampling is not sufficiently thorough, and reduced-dimension

metadynamics cannot precisely identify structures, together they can identify a pool

of candidate structures and relevant interacting residues.

One limitation of our study is that our experimental method cannot conclusively

establish T475 as the binding site, but it gives a starting point for further analysis.

Our simulation results suggest a few more candidate residues that could be tested

for involvement in the interface; We chose the most likely region for experimental

analysis based on other binding partners of TRAF6. Other residues from both

binding pockets on TRAF6 could be tested. It is also possible that these various

candidate binding pockets are all involved to some extent, i.e. that TRAF6 has a

promiscuous binding interface for SOD1. This would mean that even if a single

experimentally resolved structure were obtained, it would not tell the whole story.

Another interesting possibility is that the mutation T475D causes an ablation of

binding through allosteric effects.

Another limitation is that while our simulation scheme can rank predicted poses

or regions on protein surfaces by cluster size and PMF respectively, we cannot

measure the overall strength of interactions between proteins. The bounding sphere

excludes portions of the phase space where proteins do not interact and forces the

proteins to find the most favourable interaction poses, even if the interaction is weak.

Other simulation schemes are better suited to such a calculation. However even

there, the coarse grained potential would not accurately capture the potential energy
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contribution to the free energy of interaction. That said, it would still be possible

to perform “competition assays” using e.g. two forms of SOD1 (WT and A4V),

with TRAF6 fixed at the center of the bounding sphere, to confirm whether TRAF6

preferentially engages A4V. This is an interesting study for future work.

Out of the three different heterodimeric systems of TRAF6 and SOD1 simulated,

we are primarily interested in the behaviour of the system containing SOD1A4V with

disordered loops. However, by having well-folded SOD1A4V as well as SOD1WT,

we can distinguish the effects of local sequence changes, and global structural

changes caused by the mutation. Moreover, both well-structured protein as well

as disordered protein are present in some proportion in cells expressing misfolded

mutant SOD1 [248]. In silico, we observed that well-folded SOD1A4V behaves

the same as SOD1WT in its interaction with TRAF6 – interacting via its native

homodimer interface. This similarity in simulations is not unexpected, because

for the well-folded mutant the Gō-like associative memory term is applied to the

full protein including the loops, such that SOD1A4V and SOD1WT adopt similar

native structures. Discrepancies in TRAF6 binding due to the amino-acid sequence

substitution A4V alone are evidently minor. The structural consequences of the

mutation, which would enable aberrant interactions, are not explored by the well-

folded variant.

On the other hand, loop-disordered SOD1A4V has a different pattern of inter-

action than well-folded SOD1A4V, involving loop IV prominently. This suggests

two mechanisms allowing the interaction, one that it is mediated through the native

homodimer interface, and the other that it is mediated through misfolded loops. Our

previous experimental results [2] also do not allow us to disentangle the effects of

monomerization from misfolding. Since SOD1WT is a dimeric species, it is possible

that forcing it to monomerize would allow it to interact with TRAF6. Experiments

with obligate monomer variants of SOD1 (e.g. C6A, C111A, F50E, or G51E) could

help establish which of these is the dominant mechanism.

2.5 Conclusion
We investigated the interaction of SOD1 with TRAF6 using molecular dynamics

with a coarse grained force field. We found that residues in the interface of the native
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SOD1 homodimer preferentially interact with TRAF6. Allowing loops IV and VII

to unfold makes loop IV of SOD1 significantly involved in binding TRAF6, in

line with previous experimental results. We observed that there is a broader region

of interaction on TRAF6 than on SOD1, with two hot-spots on the two exposed

edges of its β-sandwich fold, one containing residues I354 and V374, and the other

containing R402, E448 and T475. Disruption of the interaction in cells expressing

the T475D mutant of TRAF6 supports involvement of this residue. In closing, our

results provide a predictive structural dissection of a direct interaction between

mutant misfolded SOD1 and TRAF6.

2.6 Directions for Further Investigation
Some avenues for further studies have been mentioned in the discussion above.

A computation-lead approach was adopted here in order to avoid more resource-

intensive experimental approaches for characterizing the dimer. Techniques such

as cryo-EM and solution NMR would be well-suited for ascertaining the dimer

structures especially if the TRAF6 surface is indeed promiscuous as predicted. More

in line with the methods used here, a library of TRAF6 mutants spanning several

candidate residues in the predicted interface could be tested in immunoprecipitation

assays. Refinements of computational predictions can be made using all-atom force

fields.

With a particular dimer structure established, the strengths of interaction with

TRAF6 could be computationally calculated and compared across SOD1 mutants

using the method described by Gumbart, Roux and Chipot [249].
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Chapter 3

Resolving Theoretically Predicted
Properties of de novo SOD1
Mutants with in vitro and in vivo
Measurements

3.1 Synopsis
While the destabilizing effects of known SOD1-fALS mutants have been character-

ized, we were inspired to consider if a de novo non-fALS SOD1 mutation could be

rationally designed, synthesized, and then tested to present phenotypes similar to

SOD1-fALS mutants in commonly used experimental SOD1-related fALS models.

Conversely and perhaps more importantly, we asked whether a mutant could be

designed de novo that would further stabilize SOD1 and render it more resistant

to misfolding pathology. To this end, we identified two novel mutants, A89R and

K128N, which were predicted by a simple computational method to be highly

destabilizing or stabilizing, respectively. We assessed the effects of these mutations

on protein stability and toxicity using a combination of in vitro protein assays,

mammalian cell cultures, and an in vivo zebrafish model. We found that the highly

destabilizing A89R mutant consistently shows phenotypes similar or worse than the
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most destabilizing fALS mutations, whereas K128N is consistently wild type-like,

as predicted. A surprising observation in zebrafish was that when co-expressed with

the toxic fALS mutant A4V, unlike WT SOD1, K128N SOD1 abrogated motor

neuron pathology that A4V causes. We then undertook detailed simulations using

computational alchemy to calculate the effects of these mutations on folding and

dimerization free energies and investigated the possibility of phenotype rescue due

to formation of a K128N-A4V heterodimer. However, the calculated values were

inconclusive in confirming this mechanism.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Comparison of Frequencies of Disease-Associated Mutants
Against Evolutionary Substitution Rates

The frequencies of the mutant amino acids resulting from the 159 unique ALS-

associated exonic substitution mutants listed in ALSoD [89] (as of June 2018) were

compared against relative mutation emergence rates predicted using an empirical

codon substitution model, fitted to extant vertebrate sequence data [250]. The codon

substitution rates were multiplied by frequencies of each codon in the SOD1 exons

(NCBI accession NM 000454.5, mRNA) to find the rate of appearance of each

mutant codon. Using the standard codon table, this was used to calculate the rate of

appearance of each mutant amino acid from all possible non-synonymous mutations.

These rates were rescaled by a multiplicative normalization constant so that when

summed over the mutant amino acid identities, they would add to 159. This was

done in order to compare against known mutant frequencies. The straightforward

analysis here does not account for effects of variation in mutability across the SOD1

gene, nor the penetrance of the mutations (which affects diagnosis rates).

3.2.2 Amino Acid Scans Using Eris

Based on the above analysis, the search for stabilizing and destabilizing mutations

was narrowed down to arginine and asparagine mutations respectively. The Eris pro-

tein stability prediction software (v1.0) [72] was used in fixed-backbone mode with

two chains each from Protein Data Bank (PDB) structures 2V0A [251], 2C9V [88],
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1HL5 [235] (chains O,Q) and 3ECU [252] (chains A,B) to estimate the change in

free energy of folding upon mutation. The mutants studied included all possible

single point mutations to arginine (Arg), and asparagine (Asn). Any native Asn

or Arg residues in their respective scans were left unchanged. For any particular

mutation, the mean and sample standard deviation of eight values (two chains each

from four PDB structures) was used as final output. Approximately 1 % of the values

were nonsensical (31 out of 3548 calculations failed), and were removed from the

analysis; this occurs possibly because the Eris software fails to run correctly with

certain combinations of mutation and input structure, perhaps due to unresolvable

constraints.

The most destabilizing mutants from the arginine scan, and the most stabilizing

mutants from the asparagine scan were collected as potential candidates for further

analysis. We eliminated any mutants involving residues that bind metals, and those

in the dimer interface. The set of residues in the dimer interface (5, 7, 17, 50-54, 113-

115, 148-153) was obtained by calculating the change in solvent accessible surface

area upon dimerization, using the DSSP software [253]. Out of the remaining

mutants, we chose to use A89R and K128N as promising destabilizing or stabilizing

mutants respectively.

3.2.3 Protein Expression and in vitro Cell Viability Assays

We wished to determine the in vitro properties of the de novo mutants, and compare

them to WT and known ALS-causing SOD1 mutants. In vivo, SOD1 folding is

dependent on Zn coordination, Cu coordination, and disulfide formation [80]. We

used an E. coli expression system for determining the effect of metal co-factors

on SOD1 folding. Cultures were grown in the presence or absence of Cu and/or

Zn and the proportion of SOD1 that partitioned into insoluble inclusion bodies

was monitored. This proportion was then compared across mutants. Although

Zn binding is thought to occur spontaneously [254], Cu coordination is facilitated

primarily by the copper chaperone for SOD1 (CCS) [255]. We therefore used an

expression system that co-expressed yeast CCS [93] to examine the effect of metal

cofactors on the maturation of our novel SOD1 mutants.

SOD1 expressed in the presence of Cu and Zn was purified and subsequently
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demetallated to the E,E(SS) form to obtain thermal stability measurements using

differential scanning fluorimetry [256].

Moving to a mammalian cell line, we assessed the effect of the novel A89R and

K128N mutants, as well as some ALS-associated mutants, on inclusion formation

in cultured U2OS cells using SOD1 with a C-terminal EGFP tag. We used assisted

machine learning with a random forest classifier [257] to identify cells containing

inclusions [258] (Figs. B.4 and B.5).

We further assessed the cellular toxicity of our SOD1-EGFP mutants by trans-

fecting them into the mouse motor neuron-like cell line NSC-34, and examined both

the GFP positive (surviving) cell population, as well as plasma membrane integrity

as measured by impermeability to the fluorescent dye DRAQ7 [259], vs. time.

These assays were performed by McAlary L and Sher M. Detailed experimental

protocols are described in Appendix B.2. Table B.1 provides a summary of all

measurements made.

3.2.4 Zebrafish Axonopathies Assay

We wished to examine the consequences of WT SOD1 along with 4 mutants in a

whole organism system containing motor neurons, by comparing phenotype severity

due to mutant SOD1 expression vs. WT. We thus expressed SOD1 mutants in a

transgenic zebrafish (Danio rerio), expressing GFP (Tg[mnx1:GFP]) in trunk motor

neurons and axons, and then imaged the axon morphology. Atypical branching

patterns in motor neurons as a result of mutant SOD1 expression is an effective in

vivo system to determine SOD1 pathology [260]).

We compared mRNA control injections and five SOD1 variants (Table B.2): WT

SOD1, A4V, G127X, and the novel mutants A89R and K128N. A4V and G127X

were included in order to compare two known fALS-associated mutants. Other ALS-

associated mutants, including G93A and G37R, have been previously assayed [260].

To enable comparison of in vivo results against in vitro and computational stability

assays which involved comparison against WT-SOD1, we evaluated axonopathy of

SOD1 mutants relative to axonopathy induced by WT SOD1, in addition to control

mRNA injection.

We further decided to investigate the effect of co-injecting equal parts A4V
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Figure 3.1: Thermodynamic cycles. (A) Native homodimer structure of SOD1
(PDB 1L3N [261]), showing the locations of A89 (red) and K128 (blue).
(B) Thermodynamic cycle for folding free energy (∆G2,∆G3) and al-
chemical free energy changes (∆G1,∆G4), for a SOD1 monomer with
mutation A89R (red licorice) with chloride counterion introduction for
charge neutrality (green sphere). (C) The dimer thermodynamic cycle
when mutations (A89R in this case, circled licorice) are made to both
SOD1 chains. Chloride ions (green) must also be alchemically added to
preserve system neutrality.

SOD1 and WT SOD1, and compare the resultant phenotype against co-injection of

A4V SOD1 and K128 SOD1, as well as an mRNA control.

These assays were performed by DuVal MG. Detailed experimental protocols

are described in Appendix B.2.
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3.2.5 Alchemical Free Energy Calculations

We first calculated the effect of the mutations A4V, A89R and K128N on the folding

free energy ∆Gfold and the homodimerization free energy ∆Ghomodim of SOD1.

Let U and M denote a single chain of the protein SOD1 in the unfolded and

folded forms respectively. The above thermodynamic quantities are then defined

through the processes:

U
∆Gfold
−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−M (3.1)

2M
∆Ghomodim
−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−M2 (3.2)

∆∆Gfold = ∆Gmut
fold−∆GWT

fold (3.3)

and

∆∆Ghomodim = ∆Gmut
homodim−∆GWT

homodim . (3.4)

As per the thermodynamic cycles shown in Fig. 3.1 panels B and C, the relevant

quantities ∆∆Gfold and ∆∆Ghomodim can be alchemically calculated easily as:

∆∆Gfold = ∆G2−∆G3

= ∆G4−∆G1
(3.5)

and

∆∆Ghomodim = ∆G6−∆G7

= ∆G8−∆G5 .
(3.6)

Note that ∆G5 = 2∆G4.

Similarly, we calculated the ∆∆Ghetdim, defined through the equations

Mmut+MWT ∆Ghetdim
−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−Mmut ·MWT (3.7)
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and

∆∆Ghetdim = ∆Ghetdim−∆GWT
homodim . (3.8)

Using these numbers, the free energy of mixing, which is defined by the process

M2
WT+M2

mut ∆Gmix
−−−−⇀↽−−−− 2MWT ·Mmut (3.9)

can be calculated along the route

M2
WT+M2

mut
−∆Gmut

homodim −∆GWT
homodim

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 2MWT+2Mmut 2∆Ghetdim
−−−−−−−→ 2MWT ·Mmut (3.10)

as

∆Gmix = 2∆Ghetdim−∆Gmut
homodim−∆GWT

homodim , (3.11)

which can be modified to

∆Gmix = 2∆Ghetdim−2∆GWT
homodim+∆GWT

homodim−∆Gmut
homodim (3.12)

and rewritten in terms of alchemically obtainable quantities as

∆Gmix = 2∆∆Ghetdim−∆∆Ghomodim . (3.13)

Simulation Systems

All simulations were done in GROMACS 4.6.2 [262] using the Charmm-22*

force field [263, 264] with proteins enclosed in a dodecahedral box with periodic

boundaries, and solvated in TIP3P water with 150 mM of NaCl. NaCl and KCl have

similar effects on protein stability in molecular dynamics simulations, with Na+

binding more strongly to proteins than K+ [265]. The PMX software [266, 267]

was used for generating topologies of mutating amino acids in order to incorporate

“dummy” atoms which are placeholders for atoms that will be alchemically created,

as well as soft-core potentials in the topology.

The change in free energy of an unfolded system as a result of a mutation was

studied through a seven amino acid peptide, containing three native residues on

either side of the mutating residue, and capped with acetate and methyl groups on
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the N- and C-termini respectively. The initial structures for these linear peptides

were generated from the sequence using scripts in the PMX software. This is

an improvement over glycine-capped tripeptides (GXG) used previously [266].

However, it is still a local approximation – it would be computationally prohibitive

to sample the large number of possible long-range interactions of the mutated site

in unfolded states of the full protein chain.

Dimeric systems were modeled using both chains of the PDB 2V0A [251], and

monomeric systems using chain A of the same structure. To obtain mutant systems,

the WT structure was modified using the rotamer tool in UCSF Chimera. Copper

and Zinc metal atoms were not included - i.e. we simulated apo proteins. Histidines

were modeled as “HSE” (only N-ε protonated) on residues 46, 63, 71 and 80, as

“HSD” (only N-δ protonated) on residues 48, 110, and 120, and as “HSP” (both

protonated) on residue 43. These assignments were determined by the pdb2gmx

module of GROMACS by checking for hydrogen bonds in the input monomeric

apo structure.

We conducted calculations for both disulfide oxidized E,E(SS) SOD1, and disul-

fide reduced E,E(SH) SOD1. Disulfide reduction has been shown to destabilize

the dimer for WT protein [268], however, recent NMR evidence indicates that

E,E(SH) SOD1 can form a stable, native-like homodimer structure [244, 269], rais-

ing the possibility that some E,E(SH) SOD1 mutants may also form relatively stable

dimers. For heterodimer studies, we included the partially disulfide reduced forms

A4V(SH)•K128N(SS) and A4V(SH)•WT(SS) to include the scenario where A4V

occurs in its disulfide-reduced form due to impaired post-translational processing.

For systems that only involve the mutation A4V, which does not involve a charge

change, these unfolded, monomeric, and dimeric systems were generated for each

of the two end states (mutant and wild-type). However, alchemical transitions that

involve a charge change must be done in two steps because a change in charge

cannot be performed at the same time as changing Lennard-Jones interactions

without causing instabilities. For mutations that involve a charge change i.e. A89R

and K128N, each of the unfolded, monomeric, and dimeric systems were sampled

in four states, which may be considered end-states for alchemy. Besides the two

end states with the wild-type and mutant amino acids, we also sampled structures

with uncharged variants of the mutating amino acids. In order to preserve total
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system charge, a dummy atom was incorporated in systems where an ion needed to

be created or destroyed in subsequent alchemy simulations. Thus, for example, the

simulations for A89R peptide modeled the process of first going from an ordinary

alanine to an alanine which lacks charge on all its atoms, then mutating to an

arginine which lacks charge on all its atoms, followed by the appearance of all

charges on the arginine, as well as the appearance of a chloride ion to compensate

the new net positive charge (see Fig. 3.2). See Chen et. al. [270] and references

therein for other implementations of alchemical ions and alternative approaches to

handle charge changes.

Simulation Scheme

A fast-growth alchemy scheme was implemented wherein a thermodynamic ensem-

ble is created for each end state, and non-equilibrium fast alchemical simulations

are performed in both directions from random samples of the end state ensembles.

The sampling of each system was performed using Replica Exchange Molecular

Dynamics (REMD). An array of temperatures from 296 K to 450 K was selected

using the tool at https://virtualchemistry.org/remd-temperature-generator/ [271]

with an intended probability 0.1 of exchange between adjacent replicas. This led to

choosing 50, 65 and 94 temperature replicas for the peptide, monomer and dimer

systems respectively, and a realized exchange probability of around 0.17. Each sys-

tem was first energy-minimized, and then equilibrated by simply running Langevin

dynamics for 200 ps at the specified temperature with a Berendsen pressure cou-

pling at 1 bar and constraints for all bonds. This was followed by the actual REMD

sampling for 10 ns, which was performed with a modified Berendsen thermostat and

Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling and hydrogen bonds constrained. Adjacent

replicas were allowed to attempt an exchange every 2 ps.

For each end state, 100 evenly spaced frames were then extracted from the

last 5 ns of the REMD trajectory at 298 K to use for fast-growth alchemy simula-

tions. A PMX script was used to modify the topology of the mutating residue. A

50 ps position-restrained relaxation was done to equilibrate velocities. Finally, the

alchemical change was conducted over a 100 ps simulation. This resulted in 100

non-equilibrium values of ∆G for each of the forward and backward transitions. The
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Figure 3.2: Schematic for alchemy simulations with a charged amino acid,
using the example of a change from alanine (A) to arginine (R). Calcu-
lating the free energy change for this change required four equilibrium
ensembles sampled with REMD, and shown as vertical lines. “A” de-
notes an ordinary alanine residue containing partial charges on individual
atoms but a net charge of zero. A0 denotes an alanine with zero partial
charge on each of its atoms. Similarly, we have R+ denoting an ordinary
charged arginine residue, and R0 denoting the variant with no partial
charges on any of its atoms. A chloride ion Cl- is present to balance
the charge of R+. Cl0 denotes an uncharged variant of the chloride ion
with no charge, but with its usual Lennard-Jones potential present. At
100 samples from each of these four trajectories (2 samples are shown
for each), fast growth alchemical simulations were conducted. These
simulations are shown as horizontal arrows.
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equilibrium free energy difference between the end states was then estimated using

the Bennett Acceptance Ratio, with uncertainty estimated through bootstrapping.

A graph of the non-equilibrium free energy value, versus the time point of the

originating REMD trajectory was plotted to confirm the absence of an increasing or

decreasing trend in these values.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Comprehensive Residue Scans of SOD1 Reveal Destabilizing
and Stabilizing Mutations

Among known fALS-associated SOD1 mutations, arginine is the most common

and is in fact more frequent than we would expect from random mutations (Fig. 3.3

A,B) [89]. Asparagine substitutions on the other hand, are generally rare compared

to their expected evolutionary frequency, and include only D96N, D101N, and

S134N. In order to identify a strongly destabilizing mutant and compare its bio-

logical effects against ALS-associated mutations, we therefore chose to look for a

mutation to arginine. We also sought to predict beneficial mutants, potentially with

greater stability than human WT SOD1. For this, we looked amongst mutations to

asparagine.

We thus performed a computational mutation scan of SOD1 by replacing each

residue side chain with that of arginine or asparagine, and obtained estimates of the

change in thermodynamic stability for monomers and dimers using the Eris stability

prediction software [72]. In general, most mutants in both scans were predicted to

be destabilizing (Fig. 3.3 C-F). Several mutants are predicted to be highly disruptive,

with unreasonably high ∆∆Gfold values, however it must be noted that this quick

calculation does not allow the protein backbone to relax to accommodate mutations,

resulting in overestimates. The webserver implementation of Eris at https://dokhlab.

med.psu.edu/eris/index.php (as opposed to the standalone software used here)

reports such values as “>10 kcal/mol”, signalling the unreliability of comparisons

made beyond this threshold.

The mutation A89R in the arginine scan was particularly destabilizing ((33±

12) kcal/mol). A89 is known to have two ALS-associated mutations, A89T and
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Figure 3.3: Results from Eris scans. (A) Amino acids after mutation were
gathered from ALSoD showing that Arg substitutions are the most preva-
lent ALS-causative mutation in SOD1. (B) Scatter plot of the frequency
of ALS mutations plotted against the predicted likelihood of evolutionary
amino acid substitutions from the Kosiol model (see methods). The
dashed line has slope equal to unity for comparison. Arg is overrep-
resented and Asn is underrepresented compared to the evolutionary
frequencies of these substitutions. (C,E) ∆∆G f old of SOD1 monomers,
plotted against residue index for Arg and Asn amino acid scans. Red and
blue colored bars indicate the mutants A89R and K128N respectively.
Grey bars correspond to residues either in the dimer interface, or those
which coordinate metals. (D,F) Frequency distribution of ∆∆G f old for
the Arg scan and Asn scan with A89R in red and K128N in blue. Grey
regions correspond to dimer interface/metal-binding residues.
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A89V. A89 points inwards, so its mutation to larger sidechains is likely disruptive

in general. Other residues were predicted by this method to be even further desta-

bilizing (Fig. 3.3 C,D), however, we focused on A89 because it is not involved in

coordinating metals, not in the dimer interface, and is located at the edge rather

than center of a β-strand (Fig. 3.1 A), making its expected impact perhaps less

obvious. In fact, AlphaFold [58] predicts a well-folded structure that accommodates

this mutation with minimal structural deviation (Fig. B.1). However, it must be

noted that predicting structural effects of point mutations is not a validated use of

AlphaFold. Finally, the Eris method is approximate, so we did not rely strictly on

the resultant rankings, but rather used these as a starting point for further analysis.

The asparagine scan yielded K128N as one of the most stabilizing mutants

(Fig. 3.3 E,F). We note that there may be even more promising candidates to

consider pursuing in future studies (see Discussion Section 3.4). Once chosen and

expressed, we sought to test whether the specific mutants considered here validated

our theoretical predictions.

3.3.2 In vitro Properties of de novo SOD1 Mutants

In the bacterial expression system, we found K128N to be as soluble as WT protein

for all metal ion states (Fig. B.3a,b). Solubility was generally enhanced by metal

cofactors for WT, K128N, and A4V. On the other hand, A89R partitioned almost

exclusively into insoluble inclusion bodies, regardless of the presence of Cu and/or

Zn (Fig. B.3a,b) suggesting a failure to coordinate Zn or interact with co-expressed

CCS in this system. This extreme insolubility prevented purification of A89R and

further in vitro characterization of this mutant.

In DSF experiments, mutants having a well-defined transition exhibited single

peaks in fluorescence vs. temperature, implying a coupling between monomeriza-

tion and unfolding, and thus thermodynamic predominance of monomerization.

The melting temperatures corresponding to the peaks, obtained for a set of ALS-

associated mutants, agreed well with those previously reported in the literature from

differential scanning calorimetry [272] (r=0.95, p=0.0032) (SI Appendix Table 2

and SI Appendix Fig. S1h). The melting temperature obtained for K128N (50.4 ±

0.2 °C) was slightly lower than that of WT (51.5 ± 0.3 °C) but greater than all other
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Figure 3.4: Results from SOD1 expression in mammalian cell lines. (a) Repre-
sentative images of transfected U2OS cells with nuclear Hoechst 33342
(blue) and SOD1-EGFP constructs (green); brighter punctate staining are
inclusions. Scale bar is 50 µm. (b) Quantification of the number of U2OS
cells with inclusions by machine learning showed significant increases
(p < 0.01) in the percentage of inclusion-containing cells for A4V, G37R,
A89R, and G93A compared to WT. (c) Quantification of the number of
surviving NSC-34 cells vs. time relative to the starting number, during a
live cell assay. (d) Quantification of the percentage of DRAQ7 positive
transfected cells vs. time. (e) Area under the curve for GFP counts and
for DRAQ. Data for inclusion formation is n = 3 biological replicates
where error bars represent SD of the mean. Live-cell toxicity assays were
4 biological replicates where error bars represent SEM and statistical
significance of the AUC was determined using one-way ANOVA with
Dunnett’s post-test with WT as control (*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, ns =
not significant).
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ALS-associated mutants except for H46R (51.7 ± 0.3 °C). This indicates a stability

of K128N comparable to WT (Fig. B.3c and Table B.3).

In the U2OS system, we found that cells expressing A4V, G37R, or G93A

were significantly more likely to contain inclusions, while WT, H46R, and D90A

formed very few inclusions (Fig. 3.4 a,b), in agreement with previously published

work [273]. Mutants L38V, G93D, I113T, and L144F all trended towards a greater

number of inclusion-containing cells, however, the observed difference from WT

was not found to be statistically significant (Fig. 3.4 b). The two novel mutants

exhibited properties consistent with in silico predictions: A89R showed inclusion

formation on-par with the highly aggregation-prone and toxic fALS mutant A4V,

whereas K128N showed the lowest mean fraction of inclusions, comparable to WT

(Fig. 3.4 a,b).

Finally, in NSC-34 cells, the mutants A4V and A89R showed significantly

attenuated levels of surviving cells vs. time (Fig. 3.4 c,e), with A4V toxicity in

agreement with previous work [273]. On the other hand, K128N showed continued

proliferation and no significant difference from WT in this assay (Fig. 3.4 c,e). Cells

expressing A4V or A89R were significantly more likely to uptake DRAQ7 dye

(≈ 3× and ≈ 2.5× respectively) (Fig. 3.4 c,e). In contrast, WT and K128N showed

comparable levels of DRAQ7 uptake (Fig. 3.4 d,e). These results indicate that

expression of either A4V or A89R was far more toxic than the expression of either

WT or K128N in this model, further supporting the computational predictions and

folding stability measurements as predictive of in vitro phenotypic outcomes.
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Figure 3.5: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure 3.5: (Continued from the previous page.) Axonopathy due to mutant
SOD1 RNA in zebrafish. (A-F) Tg[mnx1:GFP] zebrafish embryos were
injected with either control mRNA or mRNA encoding SOD1. Scale
bars = 500 µm. (a) Image of whole embryo illustrating GFP expression
in motor neurons (green) in the spinal cord. A= Anterior; P= Posterior.
(b) Injection with control mRNA causes little axonopathy or branching
above the ventral notochord boundary. Representative image depicting
the notochord (white line) with healthy unbranched motor axons. Insets
in all images show magnification of a motor axon. Representative images
of motor axons of embryos injected with mRNA encoding (c) K128N
SOD1, (d) A4V SOD1, (e) A89R SOD1, (f) co-injection of A4V and
K128N. (g) Quantification of the number of abnormal axons per embryo;
control mRNA or SOD1 mutant mRNA and amount injected are labelled
underneath the x-axis. (h) Quantification of axonopathy from fish co-
injections at a 1:1 ratio. mRNA control in (g) is included for comparison.
For both g and h, centre line=mean; box limits=upper and lower quartile;
whiskers=5 % and 95 % range. Each treatment group represents at least
38 injected embryos (see Table B.2 for group sample sizes). Statistical
significance compared to the control mRNA injected group is represented
by asterisks, except asterisks with underlines, which indicate statistical
significance of pairwise comparisons. Tests performed were Kruskal-
Wallis test with post-hoc Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons. (ns =
not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.005).

3.3.3 In vivo Motor Neuron Phenotypes of Novel SOD1 Mutants

From axonopathy assays in our zebrafish model, we found that both A4V and the

novel mutant A89R caused significantly more axonopathy than mRNA control

injection, K128N, or WT SOD1. In fact, the A89R mutant increased axonopathy

30% more on average than A4V, the next most toxic SOD1-fALS mutant tested

(Fig. 3.5 e,g). The mutant G127X had an intermediate effect, less severe than either

A4V or A89R (Fig. 3.5 g). Meanwhile, K128N showed axonopathy levels similar

to mRNA control and lower than WT (Fig. 3.5 c,g).

The healthy phenotype of K128N prompted us to speculate whether K128N

could rescue the toxicity of A4V in vivo, and if so, whether this might be explained

by a direct interaction such as A4V•K128N heterodimer rescue.

Dosage-controlled co-injections of K128N/A4V showed significantly less ax-
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Figure 3.6: Results from alchemical calculations of folding and dimerization
energies of various SOD1 mutants. The free energy values are plotted
as points, with error bars obtained from bootstrapping. This is a visual
representation of data in Table 3.1.

onopathy than either co-injections of WT/A4V, injections of A4V alone at the total

dosage, or injections of A4V at half the dosage (p < 0.005, Fig. 3.5 d,f,h). In fact,

co-injections of K128N/A4V showed no significant difference in axonopathy from

either the human WT (p = 0.06158) or control mRNA (p = 0.6395) half-dosage

(900 pg) controls (Fig. 3.5 h, Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons). This suggests

a protective interaction imparted by K128N upon A4V, wherein K128N ameliorates

the neuronal toxicity caused by A4V. Notably, we do not observe heterodimer rescue

of A4V by huWT SOD1 in our zebrafish model system.

3.3.4 Alchemical Simulations do not Support a Heterodimer
Mechanism for Rescue by K128N

The healthy phenotype produced by K128N alone in cell cultures and zebrafish,

along with the unusual rescue of A4V pathology by K128N prompted us to speculate

whether this might be explained by a direct interaction such as formation of a stable

A4V•K128N heterodimer. To assess this computationally, we calculated the mixing

free energy to form this heterodimer from two homodimers of A4V and K128N.
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Figure 3.7: Results from alchemical calculations of heterodimerization and
mixing energies for various SOD1 mutants. The free energy values are
plotted as points, with error bars obtained from bootstrapping. This is a
visual representation of data in Table 3.2.

Table 3.1: Results from alchemical calculations of folding and dimerization
energies of various SOD1 mutants

SOD1 Mutant ∆∆Gfold (kcal/mol) ∆∆Ghomodim (kcal/mol)

A4V(SS) 3.99±0.32 5.20±0.71
A4V(SH) 4.63±0.22 3.33±0.49
A89R(SS) 5.63±0.69 −0.94±1.55
A89R(SH) 4.72±0.62 0.32±1.66
K128N(SS) −0.79±0.41 1.25±0.73
K128N(SH) −0.15±0.38 −0.65±1.08

The results from alchemical calculations are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 and

Figs. 3.6 and 3.7. Consistent with Eris predictions, the mutations A4V and A89R

destabilize the folding of the protein while K128N is predicted to have a mild stabi-

lizing effect. However, the magnitude of these effects is much weaker than predicted

by Eris. We also find that in agreement with experimental studies, homodimer

formation for A4V is less favoured than for WT SOD1. Interestingly, this is not the

case for A89R – the dimerization free energy is not significantly affected by this
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Table 3.2: Results from alchemical calculations of heterodimerization and
mixing energies for various SOD1 mutants

SOD1 Heterodimer ∆∆Ghetdim (kcal/mol) ∆Gmix (kcal/mol)

A4V(SS)-WT(SS) 2.66±0.33 0.12±0.42
A4V(SH)-WT(SS) 1.94±0.24 0.54±0.31
A4V(SH)-WT(SH) 1.58±0.26 −0.17±0.37
A4V(SS)-K128N(SS) 2.55±0.53 −1.34±0.80
A4V(SH)-K128N(SS) 2.95±0.48 1.33±0.75
A4V(SH)-K128N(SH) 1.89±0.51 1.09±1.25

mutation.

A heterodimer rescue hypothesis would require that A4V-SOD1 from its pool of

monomers and homodimers is sequestered into non-toxic forms that begin with the

formation of heterodimers with the co-injected K128N. Moreover, it would require

that such a process does not occur with WT SOD1. Our calculations for the free

energy change during the process of transforming two pure homodimers into a pair

of heterodimers produced inconclusive results. The free energies ∆Gmix are not

significantly different from zero, and the numbers differ even in sign depending on

the state of the intramolecular disulfide bond. Therefore, we cannot confirm the

heterodimer mechanism for the phenotype rescue observed in zebrafish.

3.4 Discussion
In this work we pursued the hypothesis that the thermodynamic properties of SOD1-

fALS mutants may be calculated from first principles using computational methods,

and that such measurements could be used to predict phenotypic outcomes. We

were thus able to pursue a synthetic biology approach and design two de novo SOD1

mutants not previously studied, A89R and K128N, and validate their predicted

effects in in vitro models, and particularly in an in vivo model of SOD1-fALS.

A89 is in a region near the “plug” of the β-barrel, and its mutation to R might

be expected to be destabilizing. Conversely K128 is in an exposed region of the

electrostatic loop and its mutation to N would not be expected to be significantly

destabilizing. In addition, the mutants A89R and K128N decrease or increase the
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net repulsive (negative) charge respectively; increasing the net repulsive charge is

thought to be protective against non-native inter-protein interactions [90, 95].

However, the relationship between stability and extent of pathology in in vitro

and in vivo models is not direct. Our artificially mutants chosen on the basis of

stability demonstrate that pathology similar to fALS mutants can be induced by

destabilizing mutations outside of naturally occurring set of mutations. Though we

have not directly measured non-native inter-protein interactions here, the experimen-

tally measured thermodynamic stability, aggregation propensity, cellular toxicity,

and even in vivo axonopathy were consistent with in silico predicted stabilities for

each de novo mutant. It is also worth mentioning that increased charge repulsion

between like proteins would inhibit formation of complexes involving K128N and

A4V, so the consequences of the K128N mutation that lead to amelioration of the

A4V phenotype in zebrafish are nontrivial.

Previous novel SOD1 mutants have been constructed by point mutation, includ-

ing W32S/W32F [274, 275], C111S [276], T2D [277], and E133Q [278], however,

these studies did not use predictions of thermodynamic stability as a condition

for their selection. Other studies have analyzed the force-induced mechanical un-

folding of a de novo designed SOD1 construct [222], obtained by truncating the

metal-binding loops [279]. In silico methods have also been successfully used to

design mutants of β2-microglobulin by changing surface residues to modulate its

intrinsic solubility [280]. Here, we unbiasedly and quickly assessed the change of

folding free energy using Eris. Although this method is approximate, the general

response of both A89R and K128N in subsequent experimental assays matched

the predictions well. Further, the more accurate computational method, alchemy,

also found A89R to have a less favourable folding free energy, and K128N to be

WT-like.

The exhaustive scans of ∆∆Gfold using Eris were done in fixed backbone mode

to speed up the calculation. This hinders relaxation of the protein in response to

the mutation, resulting in free energies that are likely to be overestimated, i.e, the

mutations are deemed more unfavourable than they are. This would explain why the

same numbers calculated from alchemical simulations were considerably lower (less

destabilizing) in the case of A89R – motion of the backbone better accommodates

the mutant residue.
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Our initial screens predicted several mutants that had more extreme effects on

stability than the mutants we explored here. These mutants include G82R with

a predicted ∆∆G = 74kcal/mol and P62N with a predicted ∆∆G = −2.9kcal/mol.

However, these mutants are in metal binding regions, and in this study, we avoided

these due to conflating problems of stability and metal binding. They may be

interesting for future studies. A89 and K128 are remote from the metal binding

regions in SOD1, but may still affect metal binding allosterically, as they affect

dimer binding allosterically.

Metals are present in the cell-based and in vivo systems, and therefore may play

a significant role in native protection from pathology [281]. An interesting prospect

would thus be the in silico examination of the metal binding properties of de novo

SOD1 mutants in order to elucidate the contribution of metal binding to folding

stabilities. This non-trivial study would demand force field reparameterization of

some key amino acids (e.g. the doubly-deprotonated His63) by quantum chemical

methods to properly model copper and zinc coordination [124].

Cell-based and in vivo systems also contain endogenous SOD1 which may inter-

act with exogenously expressed SOD1. Here, we have not explored the energetics

of heterodimer binding or aggregation-related interactions between mutant human

SOD1 and endogenous murine (in NSC-34 cells) or D. rerio SOD1 (which have

81 % and 76 % sequence similarity with human WT respectively). Future studies

using suitably tagged SOD1 protein could potentially examine direct interactions in

vivo [282].

3.4.1 The Heterodimer Hypothesis

Our observations in zebrafish lead us to suspect heterodimer rescue as a protective

mechanism against pathological misfolding. Though other factors could certainly

be at play, direct interactions between K128N and A4V would provide the simplest

feasible explanation for the rescue of normal motor neuron phenotype. To put this

hypothesis into context, we discuss here the current understanding of the effects of

SOD1 heterodimers in biological systems.

Previous in-cell measurements of SOD1 homo- and hetero-dimer concentration

using FRET-based constructs indicate appreciable heterodimer concentration across
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mutants [282]. Mutant•WT heterodimerization free energy has been suggested as

anticorrelating strongly with ALS patient survival time [97], however, G37R had

to be removed from this set of 6 mutants to observe significant correlation. On the

other hand, several tethered Mutant•WT heterodimer constructs have been shown

to be more stable and soluble than Mutant•Mutant homodimers [283].

There are also several epidemiological and mouse model studies implicating

WT SOD1 in accelerating misfolding and propagation of mutant SOD1. Patients

homozygous in D90A have shown slower progression than heterozygous domi-

nant patients [284]. However, roughly 2.5 % of the Scandinavian population is

heterozygous and recessive (asymptomatic) in D90A. Haplotype analysis by Parton

et al. [285] associates this to a second mutation in the cis-regulatory region of SOD1

such that two copies of D90A are required to cause (slowly progressing) disease.

A significant body of literature either supporting, qualifying, or refuting het-

erodimerization as deleterious rather than protective arises from mutant/huWT

mouse models. G93A, G85R and G37R mice cross bred to also over-express huWT

SOD1 show an acceleration of disease phenotype [286–288]. Accelerated disease

progression by huWT protein is not observed for mutants such as G86R how-

ever [289], indicating the phenomenon is not universal. A4V/huWT but not A4V

mice show ALS-like phenotype [290]. G85R/huWT and G93A/huWT mice also

exhibit WT-mutant heterodimers as a component in insoluble aggregates [287, 290].

These studies do not compare mutant/huWT phenotypes with mutant/mutant phe-

notypes at the same expression level, but they do collectively show that huWT can

misfold in the presence of mutant protein and exacerbate mutant-driven disease

progression. However, analysis of mouse models expressing either G37R or two

truncation mutants do not support a mechanism of action in which the half-life of

the mutant protein is extended by heterodimerization, which would then increase

the effective dose of mutant protein [286]. Rather, huWT SOD1 was reorganized

into inclusion-like structures, supporting a template-directed misfolding scenario.

Template-directed misfolding of huWT SOD1 by G85R or G127X mutant SOD1

has been found to be restricted to a key region of SOD1 involving residue W32 [274].

Interactions between mutant and huWT SOD1 may be native or non-native: While

misfolding-mediated non-native interactions are deleterious, native heterodimer

interactions may be protective. We pursued the possibility of the latter effect here.
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A4V-SOD1 has been observed to be unfolded and disulfide reduced in vivo [291].

We postulated that the extra stability imparted by heterodimerization may have

prevented further loss of native structure in the absence of disulfide bond formation,

and thereby prevented misfolding-associated pathology by sequestration of the

precursors to cellularly toxic species in a chaperone-like manner. In vivo, Zn ions

may stabilize the nascent protein and allow for a stable heterodimer; Dimer rescue

of SH species by metalation has also been observed in vitro [292].

However, our proposed mechanism was not supported by alchemical mixing

energy calculations. The near-zero ∆Gmix values cannot be used to conclude that

formation of the heterodimer is either favourable or unfavourable compared to

formation of native homodimers.

3.5 Conclusions
Disruption of the native well-folded and dimeric structure of SOD1 is believed

to result in cellular toxicity in ALS. Solely on the basis of folding stability, we

selected two de novo mutants of SOD1, A89R, which was predicted to have lower

folding stability that WT-SOD1, and K128N, which was predicted to be slightly

more stable. In vitro and in vivo tests confirmed that A89R-SOD1 has properties

similar to the ALS-associated mutant A4V. K128N was found to be WT-like. We

also found that K128N is able to rescue A4V-induced pathology in Zebrafish, but

the mechanism behind this is unclear. We used computational alchemy to test

one possible mechanism for this rescue. We calculated the free energies for the

formation of mixed heterodimers of K128N and A4V from homodimers, but these

energies were not significantly different from zero, and this evidence is therefore

inconclusive.

3.6 Directions for Further Investigation
A first principles understanding of the allosteric network of interactions resulting

from the de novo mutants that we predicted here has the potential to guide basic

scientific research as well as rational therapeutic strategies. The exploration of

mutants by rationally guided design can aid the development of “rescue-proteins”

having enhanced functional and thermodynamic properties, as well as the therapeutic
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ability to ameliorate the misfolding and aggregation of other mutant proteins, and is

an interesting topic for future research. As a first step, the observations of phenotype

rescue by K128N could be tested in mouse models, also including other SOD1-fALS

mutants besides A4V in the test pool.

The precise mechanism for the toxic effects of A4V SOD1 in neurons has not

been elucidated. Several multimeric complexes of SOD1 have been proposed as

toxic species. An explanation for the protective effects of K128N SOD1 observed

in zebrafish motor neurons could involve disruption of a toxic intermediate, perhaps

an oligomer. Trimers of SOD1 were recently demonstrated to be off pathway from,

and competing with formation of larger oligomers and fibrils [86]. In NSC-34

cells, fibrils were found to be non-toxic [293], unlike trimers which were indeed

cytotoxic [85]. The explanation of rescue by K128N could lie in reduced formation

of such toxic trimers if the presence of K128N either destabilizes the trimer or re-

duces its toxicity. The extent of formation of mixed toxic trimers containing K128N

alongside A4V could be investigated through alchemical free energy calculations.
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Chapter 4

Thermodynamic Studies of a
Potential Target on the
SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein

4.1 Synopsis
This chapter discusses the feasibility of using a relatively conserved cryptic epitope

on the spike protein around residues 980-990 as a vaccine antigen. First we examine

the ease of accessing an open conformation of spike wherein the region of S2 that

contains residues 980–990 is exposed, starting from a conformation where one of

the three RBDs is in an up state. We present the potential of the mean force (PMF)

along a simple angular reaction coordinate as the RBD is opened. We calculated this

PMF for both fully glycosylated and unglycosylated variants of the spike protein,

with an unmodified reference sequence [158], in order to understand the role of

glycans in regulating this opening motion that exposes conserved parts of the S2

domain.

The region exposed in this open state is not only a conserved target for therapeu-

tics, but also the site of extensive conformational change during membrane fusion.

Since this region can exist in at least two different conformations, a designed vaccine

antigen should account for their relative stability. Therefore, we also calculated
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the free energy change profile for a conformational change between the pre-fusion

helix-turn-helix conformation, and the single extended helix conformation that

exists in the post-fusion state of the S2 domain, which is also expected to exist in the

membrane spanning intermediate. To calculate the free energy cost of the confor-

mational change corresponding to conversion of the helix-turn-helix to the straight

helix, we used umbrella sampling along a reaction coordinate that connects the end

states, but disallowed large deviations from either state. An approach described

by Papoian and collaborators [294, 295] allows us to implement such a reaction

coordinate for calculating the PMF. The method does not rely on knowledge of the

true path between the end states, and incorporates restraints that prevent exploration

of the vast phase space of unfolding conformations. The resulting PMF provides

hints for antigen design and more generally the fusion mechanism of class I fusion

proteins.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Quantifying Mutability Along the Spike Sequence

Nucleotide sequences of betacoronaviruses were queried on the NCBI refseq

database. The resulting 19 records (as of 13 April 2020) were aligned using

the T-coffee server [296] (https://tcoffee.crg.eu/apps/tcoffee/index.html) in Ex-

presso mode. The resulting alignment was used to calculate the entropy S α at each

SARS-CoV-2 amino acid site α with each amino acid as its own category:

S α = −
20∑
i=1

pi,α log2 pi,α (4.1)

Gaps in the alignment were considered to be uniform mixture of the 20 canonical

amino acids. For example, if at one position α in the 19 sequences there were 10

alanines, 7 valines and 2 gaps, the probabilities pi,α for alanine (A), valine (V) and

other amino acids (X) would be:
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pA,α =
10
19
+

2
19
·

1
20

pV,α =
7
19
+

2
19
·

1
20

pX,α =
2
19
·

1
20

Entropy was plotted by residue along the sequence of SARS-CoV-2 spike and

used as one of the criteria for identifying vaccine candidate regions. A consequence

of the above definition of entropy is that introducing one new amino acid at a low

entropy site would increase the entropy more than if it were introduced at a high

entropy site. We consider a site with an entropy of less than 1.5 bits to be conserved

among betacoronaviruses.

4.2.2 Estimating Mutation Prevalence in the Population

Numerous global variant surveillance programs have deposited sequencing data

to GISAID’s EpiCoV database [297]. Alignments of the SARS-CoV-2 genome

were downloaded from GISAID on 30 July 2022. The spike protein region was

extracted and translated to the protein sequence using in-house scripts and the seqtk

library [298]. The frequency of each amino acid at each position in the protein was

calculated.

4.2.3 Solvent Accessibility Calculation in Publicly Available Spike
Trajectories

10 µs trajectories of the spike protein, 10897850 and 11021571, were generated and

publicly released by the D. E. Shaw research group [157]. Trajectory 10897850

undergoes dynamics that expose the region of interest. The Folding@home group

has also publicly released trajectories of glycosylated and unglycosylated spike

undergoing such dynamics [156] (see Section 1.3.3). We calculated the antibody

accessible surface area for each amino acid using the MDTraj [299] implementation

of the Shrake and Rupley method [300]. The probe radius was set to 1 nm for

calculating exposure to antibodies.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation systems. (A) The head portion of the spike protein
with one RBD in the up state. A portion of the S2 central helix region,
the erected RBD, and its nearest NTD are shown using ribbons. Glycans
are not shown. The reaction coordinate is the angle θ determined by the
CoM’s P,Q, and R (marked with gray spheres) of residue groups given in
the main text. The NTD that moves with the RBD is shown in dark blue.
An open state structure where the system has moved further along the
reaction coordinate is also shown on the right. (B) Residues 912-1034
used in S2 helix extension simulation. These reference structures were
obtained after equilibration of the pre-fusion bent state (left) and the post-
fusion extended state (right). We assumed that the extended membrane
spanning intermediate is in the post-fusion conformation. (C) A contact
map of residue pairs used to define the reaction coordinate between
pre- and post-fusion states in (B) (Eq. (4.2)). The matrix elements
corresponding to the pairs included in the calculation are shown in black.

4.2.4 Simulation Systems

We calculated the free energy landscape of two different systems (Fig. 4.1 A,B).

To study the ease of accessibility of the S2 region comprising residues 980–990,

we simulated the “head” region of the spike protein, as follows. We started with

the full-length spike protein structure in the RBD-up conformation, published by

Casalino et. al. [133]. We trimmed this structure to only include residues 13–1146,

removed glycans, and renumbered the chains to break the amide bond between

residues 685 and 686 flanking the furin cleavage site. This starting structure was

then imported into CHARMM-GUI [301] and two structures were constructed, one

lacking glycans, and one with glycans modelled according to tables S1-S3 from

Casalino et. al. [133]. Disulfide linkages were made following the above-published
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structure. All chain termini, including at the furin cleavage site, were modeled in

the corresponding charged states (NH3
+ or COO– ).

The calculation of the free energy change between the pre-fusion and extended

helix states of the S2 core was performed with a monomeric system comprising

residues 912-1034 (Fig. 4.1B). The extended helix conformation was taken from

chain A of the post-fusion structure, PDB 7E9T [134]. The pre-fusion state was

modelled by extracting the relevant residues from chain A of the full-length spike

protein structure in the RBD down conformation, published by Casalino et. al. [133].

Structures of both end states were capped with acetate and methyl groups on the

N and C termini respectively, to remove end charge effects. Identical covalent

bonding topologies were created for both states, containing the same number of

water molecules and ions in order to allow interconversion between states generated

from the two starting structures.

All simulations were performed in GROMACS-2019.2 [302] patched with

PLUMED 2.5.2 [303], using the CHARMM36 force field [304]. The proteins

were placed in a dodecahedral box with periodic boundaries and solvated in TIP3P

water [305] with 150 mM NaCl. Solvation and ionization resulted in 1,649,564

and 1,575,556 atoms respectively for glycosylated and unglycosylated variants of

the spike head system, and 578,529 atoms for the monomeric central helix system.

During equilibration and umbrella sampling, the temperature was set to 310 K, to

emulate the active environment of the virus. Protonation states in the S2-extension

system were consistent with an extracellular pH of 7.4, verified using the H++

server [306].

Figures and numerical analyses used the NumPy, Pandas and Matplotlib pack-

ages for Python.

4.2.5 Simulation Scheme for S2-Epitope Accessibility Simulations

To study the opening motion of the RBD beyond the up state, each of the two spike

systems, one containing glycans and the other lacking them, was first equilibrated

with position restraints on all heavy atoms. This comprised a 0.1 ns NVT simulation

followed by a 0.2 ns NPT simulation, both with a 1 fs time step. Then we switched

to a 2 fs time step, and conducted another 0.4 ns NPT simulation. Finally, the heavy
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atom restraints were removed, and the system was allowed to relax via MD in an

NPT thermostat for 4 ns.

We were interested in studying the free energy barriers restricting the separation

of the up-state RBD from the helix-rich region of S2 containing the heptad repeat

1 and the central helix. To do this, we calculated the potential of the mean force

(PMF) along an angular coordinate θ = ∠PQR, with coordinates P,Q, and R defined

using the centers of mass (CoMs) of the Cα atoms of the following three groups of

atoms: Residues 977-993 at the top of the central helices (P), residues 1020-1030

at the base of the central helices (Q), and residues 334-524 of the RBD (R) (see

Fig. 4.1A).

Sampling of structures along this reaction coordinate was performed using

replica exchange molecular dynamics coupled with umbrella sampling (REMD-

US) [17, 18]. Unlike temperature REMD [8–10], here all replicas are at the same

temperature but have different restraints along a reaction coordinate, and exchanges

are attempted between umbrellas that are adjacent along the reaction coordinate.

To obtain starting structures for the replicas involving RBD opening, we con-

ducted a series of 2 ns umbrella sampling simulations starting from structures

obtained after MD relaxation, which had a reaction coordinate angle of 0.26 rad

(14.7◦) and 0.28 rad (16.0◦) respectively for the unglycosylated and glycosylated

systems. In the direction of increasing θ, the bias center of the umbrella sampling

started from 0.28 rad, and was increased by 0.03 rad≈1.7◦ at the end of each sim-

ulation to start the next simulation in the sequential series, until a final angle of

1.09 rad (62.5◦) was reached. In the direction of decreasing angle starting from the

initial state, the bias center of the umbrella sampling started from 0.25 rad, and was

decreased by 0.03 rad from one umbrella to the next, until it reached 0.10 rad (5.7◦).

The spring constant for the harmonic restraint was 25,000 kJ/mol/rad2. This series

of simulations in both directions resulted in 34 umbrellas for each system.

In order to sample conformations similar to those explored by the D. E. Shaw tra-

jectory 10897850 [157], and the Folding@home trajectories [156], it was necessary

to also restrain the NTD closest to the up-state RBD, so that the opening involves

the combined motion of this NTD along with the RBD. This was implemented as an

additional root mean squared deviation (RMSD) restraint in the 30 serial umbrella

sampling simulations, with bias centers of the angle spanning 0.22–1.09 rad. The
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value of RMSD used in the restraint was calculated for the discontiguous group

of atoms comprising residues 324–589 (residues 334–524 are shown in orange in

Fig. 4.1A) of the up state RBD, and residues 13–305 of the neighbouring NTD

(dark blue in Fig. 4.1A). This RMSD was calculated with respect to the native con-

formation at the end of the equilibration/relaxation trajectories of the glycosylated

and unglycosylated systems. The RMSD was restrained with a spring of stiffness

constant 10,000 kJ/mol/nm2 and a bias center of 0 nm. The effect of applying this

RMSD restraint is to preserve the relative position of the RBD and NTD to that

in the native structure, while allowing those portions of the spike to collectively

open, as in Fig. 4.1A. This RMSD restraint was not carried over to the REMD-US

simulations used in the analysis; it was only applied during the biasing simulations

to produce the initial conditions.

The REMD-US simulations were conducted on 18 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs

and 108 Intel Xeon Silver 4216 CPUs over 14 days. The simulation time for

each of the 34 replicas was 27.4 ns for the glycosylated system and 29.4 ns for the

unglycosylated system. Systems in adjacent umbrellas were considered for exchange

every 1 ps. Combined with the equilibration and initial configuration preparation,

the cumulative simulation time was 1004 ns and 1072 ns for the glycosylated and

unglycosylated systems respectively.

The potential of mean force (PMF) along the opening angle was calculated

using the Multistate Bennett Acceptance Ratio (MBAR) algorithm, implemented

in the PyMBAR package (v3.0.1) [20]. Convergence was assessed by dividing the

reaction coordinate trajectory of each umbrella into four parts and using each of

these parts to separately calculate the PMF (Fig. C.2) and checking if the PMF

changed by more than one standard deviation over more than half the parameter

space. Our simulations of the unglycosylated system did not reach convergence by

the above criteria, nevertheless, the deviations are within 7 kBT and do not affect

the conclusion of glycosylation stabilizing the closed state. The final PMFs of

both systems were calculated using the second half of the REMD-US sampling

trajectories.

We also constructed PMFs for glycosylated and unglycosylated systems without

the introduction of the additional RMSD restraint during preparation of the initial

configurations (Appendix C.1). This separate set of simulations sampled an alter-
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native region of conformation space, where the NTD closest to the opening RBD

remains close to the S2 helical core.

4.2.6 Antibody Accessible Surface Area of the S2 Epitope in Opening
Simulations

To better interpret the PMF obtained above, we wanted to assess the extent to which

the conserved S2 epitope region is accessible to antibodies at various positions along

the angular reaction coordinate. This antibody accessible surface area (AASA) was

calculated for residues 737–765 and 961–1010, which is an extended neighbourhood

of residues previously identified to be prone to exposure [147, 148] (see Fig. 1.4).

We used a probe radius of 1 nm, which is comparable to the complementarity

determining region (CDR) of an antibody chain (see e.g. Fig. 5 of ref. [307],

and ref. [308]). The same portions of the trajectory that were used for the PMF

calculation were also used for AASA analyses (i.e. the last 50 % of REMD-US

trajectories). A series of protein structures were extracted from each of the REMD-

US replica simulations with an interval of 100 ps. The angle θ and the AASA were

recorded for these frames, and the frames were binned by angle. The distribution of

AASA values in each bin was then used to make box-plots showing the first and

third quartiles, as well as the median and outliers. The AASA calculation was done

using the MDTraj [299] implementation of the Shrake and Rupley method [300].

We also calculated the number of residues in the S2 epitope regions 737–765

and 961–1010 with non-zero exposure to antibodies for each frame in the last 50 %

of the sampled structures. Residues with AASA <1 Å
2

(as probed by the antibody)

were considered to have zero antibody exposure. A threshold of 0.1 Å
2

has been

used for this purpose in a previous study [309]. In the structure of the antibody 87G7

bound to its RBD epitope (PDB 7N4l) [310], the lowest per-residue AASA among

the non-glycine residues Y421, L455, F456, F486 and Y489 is 3.6 Å
2
, comparable

to our 1 Å
2

threshold. The frames were binned by angle in increments of 2.75◦, and

for each bin, the largest number of exposed residues is reported.

The above S2 epitope accessibility simulations, and the related AASA analyses

were conducted by Hsueh SCC.
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4.2.7 Simulation Scheme for S2 Helix Extension

Systems at the two end states of the S2 helix shown in Fig. 4.1B were equilibrated

using NVT and two NPT simulations, following the same recipe as the spike head

systems (Section 4.2.5). The last frames of the NPT simulations were used as

reference structures for the end states and used to define the reaction coordinate.

The method is not sensitive to the exact choice of the reference end states since all

states in a basin around the end states are used for calculation of the free energy

difference. Following Zhuravlev et. al [294], the similarity of two arbitrary protein

conformations X and Y was defined as:

s(X,Y) =
1
N

∑
i< j

e−
(rX

i j−rY
i j)

2

2σ2 (4.2)

where σ =0.5 nm and rX
i j denotes the distance between atoms i and j in conformation

X. The summation was restricted to those pairs of Cα atoms that were on non-

consecutive amino acids, and either (i) were less than 1.4 nm apart in either of the

end states or (ii) were displaced by more than 10 nm between the two end states. The

former criterion preserves local structure and has previously been used with the same

simulation technique [295]. The latter inclusion criterion ensures that these largest

motions directly contribute to the reaction coordinate calculation, and constrain

structural exploration to a smaller portion of the phase space. See Fig. 4.1C for

pairs of Cα atoms that satisfy these criteria. With the above criteria, the calculation

of s(X,Y) depended on distances between N = 1784 pairs of atoms (Eq. (4.2)). The

similarity s(X,Y) ∈ (0,1], with s(X,X) = 1 for identical conformations, and lower

values for dissimilar conformations.

Let A and B denote respectively the reference conformations for the extended

helix, and the bent helix-turn-helix states (both shown in Fig. 4.1B). The position

of a state X along the reaction coordinate ξ between these two states may then be

defined as:

ξ(X) = e
−

(s(X,A)−s(A,B))2+(s(X,B)−1)2

2σ2
g − e

−
(s(X,B)−s(A,B))2+(s(X,A)−1)2

2σ2
g (4.3)

where σg = 0.23. The similarity between end states s(A,B) was 0.486, and the

reference states had reaction coordinates of ξA = −0.993, ξB = 0.993. (See Fig. 4.7).
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After equilibration, a moving restraint along this reaction coordinate was used

to bias each end state to move towards the other. I.e. the extended helix structure,

which had ξ =−0.993, was pulled using a moving umbrella that started at ξ =−0.993

and ended at ξ = +0.993. Similarly, the bent helix structure was pulled towards

ξ = −0.993. These simulations also implemented a temperature annealing scheme.

The temperature was first raised from 310 K to 450 K over 0.2 ns without moving

the restraining umbrella. This temperature was maintained over the next 4 ns

where the restraining umbrella was continuously moved towards the opposite state,

before finally being cooled to 310 K over 0.2 ns (see Fig. C.3 A, B). Pulling at

a higher temperature reduces the likelihood of the protein remaining trapped in

local minima along the path, which would have hindered its ability to follow the

moving restraint. In practice, the spring constant for the moving restraint was set to

4096× kBT/σ2
g = 201,320kJmol−1; other sufficiently large values should also work

as well.

During the pulls between end point conformations, coordinates of the system

were recorded every 0.5 ps. A series of locations along the reaction coordinate were

chosen for umbrella sampling (Fig. C.3 C,D). These locations were spaced closely

at the end states as well as in the region near ξ = 0. The latter was because the

region ξ ≈ 0 encompasses a relatively vast region of conformational space, and we

wanted to ensure adequate sampling in this region. Near the end points, we found

that pulling simulations failed to reach close to the opposite end state than the one

they started from, likely due to the steep energy landscape at those positions (c.f.

Fig. 4.6) that would need increased sampling, or possibly indicating a shortcoming

of the reaction coordinate definition in applying sufficient biasing forces near the

end points. This non-uniform spacing of umbrella centres was implemented by first

choosing 100 evenly spaced numbers xi between ξ(A) = −0.993 and ξ(B) = 0.993,

and then transforming them to the reaction coordinate values ξi using the function

ξi(xi) = −
2
ξ(B)2 x3

i +
3
ξ(B)

xi|xi| (4.4)

(plotted in Fig. C.4). In addition, we included umbrellas at ξi = ±1 to increase

sampling at the end states. The spring constants for each umbrella was set to a value

determined by its distance ∆x from the neighbouring umbrella towards ξ = 0. For a
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given umbrella with separation ∆x, the spring constant was set using

k =
4kBT

(0.0009+∆x)2 (4.5)

where kBT = 2.577kJmol−1, which gave spring constants in the range 1.1×104–

4.6× 106 kJmol−1. Spring constants closer to the center of the transformation at

ξ = 0 have stronger spring constants according to the function in Eq. (4.5). It is

possible that with a more appropriate choice for the spread of the gaussian, σg in

equation Eq. (4.3), we could have avoided the use of unequally spaced umbrella

centers. This choice of spacing and spring constant resulted in adequate overlap

between umbrellas however, so it is not expected to affect the calculation of the free

energy difference.

With the ξi values in Eq. (4.4) chosen as spring centers, umbrella sampling

simulations were initiated by extracting the conformations closest to these ξi from

the two pulling trajectories. The starting frames for the three umbrellas closest to

each of the two end states (6 umbrellas total) were chosen exclusively from the

pulling trajectory that started at the corresponding end state. The rest of the starting

frames in the umbrellas were chosen by alternating between the two trajectories.

The resulting 102 umbrellas were then simulated in parallel replica exchange

molecular dynamics umbrella sampling simulations (REMD-US) [17, 18], all at

310 K, but with different umbrella potentials. Replica exchange was attempted every

1 ps. To begin, in addition to the restraining potential, all replicas were pulled for

1 ns along a direction defining the shortest distance between their location in s(X,A),

s(X,B) space, and the straight line path that joins the end states (solid black line in

Fig. C.3 E). The force is applied along this direction using the shortest distance of

each point to the line in Fig. C.3 E, with a spring between those two corresponding

points of spring constant 1.0×104 kJmol−1. Trajectories showing the decrease of

the shortest distance to the line in Fig. C.3 E indicate that increasing the 1 ns time

will not substantially increase the proximity to the straight line, indicating that

physical constraints prevent the transformation trajectory from approaching the

straight line between the two end state conformations.

After this initial pull, a boundary potential was implemented to prevent tra-

jectories from exploring states near s(X,A) = 0 and s(X,B) = 0, far from the end
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states (i.e. deviating towards the bottom left in Fig. C.3 E). Deviating slightly from

the treatment in Zhuravlev et. al. [294], instead of a tangent hyperbolic wall we

used the following quartic boundary potential, defined using the distance d(X) in

(s(X,A), s(X,B)) space from the point s(X,A) = 1, s(X,B) = 1:

Uboundary(X) = 1000kJmol−1×

(
max(0,d(X)−0.69)

0.05

)4

,

d(X) =
√

(s(X,A)−1)2+ (s(X,B)−1)2

(4.6)

This potential is shown in Fig. C.5.

By observing the distribution of frame positions in the (s(X,A), s(X,B)) phase

space in the absence of this potential (Eq. (4.6)) when frames were pulled towards

the straight line path (Fig. C.3 F), the radius of the bounding potential in s(X,A),

s(X,B) space was set to 0.69 in practice. At this radius, only 10.1 % of the ensemble

eventually obtained crosses into the region of non-zero boundary potential. A

smaller radius would potentially confine the trajectories too much and reduce the

extent of interconversion between states.

With this “guard-rail” potential in place, the REMD-US umbrella sampling with

102 replicas was run for 18 ns in each umbrella, of which the first 2 ns was excluded

from analyses. The total useful sampling time summed over all umbrellas was

1.63 µs. The position ξ of the trajectories along the reaction coordinate was recorded

every 0.02 ps. Histograms of these positions along ξ were checked for sufficient

overlap between adjacent umbrellas (Fig. C.6). Using the time-correlation function

of the positions ξ, the positions were down-sampled to an uncorrelated subset for

accurate uncertainty estimation [20] using scripts in the PyMBAR package (v3.0.5),

and then used to construct the PMF along the reaction coordinate, G(ξ). The PMF

profile of four equal 4 ns parts of the 16 ns trajectories was compared to judge

convergence (Fig. C.7). Informed by the convergence plots, the final PMF was

calculated using the latter half of the trajectories, i.e the latter 8 ns of this ensemble.
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Figure 4.2: Multiple sequence alignment of betacoronavirus spike proteins in
the region containing the conserved epitope, i.e residues 737-965 and
961-1010. Phylogenetic relationships between these viruses are shown
on the left, as per Gorbalenya et. al. [311] and Lau et. al. [312]. Positions
of dashed lineages are uncertain. Viruses that affect humans are labelled
in red text.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Residues 737-965 and 961-1010 Form a Relatively Conserved
Region that is Exposed in Publicly Available Spike Trajectories

Fig. 4.2 shows the multiple sequence alignment of 19 betacoronavirus sequences

for residues 737-965 and 961-1010. The corresponding entropy values, as well as

the AASA for these residues seen in the glycosylated Folding@home trajectory and

trajectory 10897850 from the D. E. Shaw group are shown in Fig. 4.3. The same

data for the whole spike protein is shown in Fig. C.1.

We selected an extended residue range containing several highly conserved and

dynamically exposed residues. We chose a region larger than is strictly exposed to

improve the likelihood that it presents the native conformation when isolated as a

protein fragment for presentation to the immune system in a vaccine.
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Figure 4.3: Sequence entropy and exposure of residues in and around the
S2 epitope. (A) Sequence entropy. (B,C) Antibody-accessible surface
area (AASA) with a probe radius of 1 nm using the D. E. Shaw group
trajectory 10897850 [157] and the glycosylated trajectory from the Fold-
ing@home group [156]. Note the different scales on the y-axis for panels
B and C. See Fig. C.1 for entropy and AASA of all residues.

4.3.2 Direct Separation of the RBD from the Central Helices is
Energetically Unfavourable, and Glycans Protect Against this
Separation

Fig. 4.4A shows the PMFs calculated from REMD-US trajectories of the glyco-

sylated and unglycosylated models of the spike protein. Energetic penalties for

opening one RBD along the angle θ are steep for both glycosylated and unglyco-

sylated variants. In the absence of glycans, only 0.74 % of the protein ensemble

is predicted to obtain an opening angle of at least 22.7◦, while in the presence of

glycans, this fraction decreases to 0.077 %. The angle 22.7◦ (marked with arrows in
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Figure 4.4: Results from the spike opening simulations. (A) The PMF of the
glycosylated (dark pink) and unglycosylated (light blue) spike along
the opening angle. Arbitrarily selected frames from the sampling are
shown below, with corresponding angles marked by gray lines. The
angle threshold of 22.7◦ is marked with arrows. (B,C) Box plots showing
the AASA of the S2 region for glycosylated (dark pink) and unglyco-
sylated spike (light blue) along the same coordinate as in panel A. Box
boundaries correspond to the first and third quartiles, whiskers extend up
to the last data-point within 1.5 times the inter-quartile distance, outliers
are denoted as points, the medians as horizontal lines and the means as
black dots. (D) The means from panels B and C are plotted together for
comparison of the two systems. A plot of PMF against AASA is shown
in Fig. C.13A.

Fig. 4.4A) is a relevant threshold since it is the opening angle in the structure of an

ACE2-bound RBD, PDB 7A95 [147], and opening further would not be required

for the attachment function. These low fractions of unbound spike that opens to this

functionally important threshold are not necessarily inconsistent with its infectious

potential – an initial weak binding between a partially opened up-state RBD and

ACE2 may assist its further opening to the angle observed in PDB 7A95.

The minimum free energy along the opening angle occurs at 17.1◦ for the

glycosylated system and 18.4◦ for the unglycosylated system. For comparison, in
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the experimentally resolved structure 6VSB [129], the up-state RBD has an opening

angle of 21.0◦, while the relaxed and equilibrated structure of the glycosylated spike

protein provided by Casalino et. al. [133] that was used as an initial structure in

our study has a lower opening angle of 14.7◦. The flatness of our calculated PMF

and thus low energetic cost of angular fluctuations in this neighbourhood of angle

may explain this apparent disagreement between the experimentally determined

and simulated structures. The range of angles for which our PMF is less than 3 kBT

is 13.6◦–21.3◦ for the glycosylated system and 12.3◦–22.5◦ for the unglycosylated

system.

Due to the RMSD restraint used during generation of the initial configurations,

the system begins exploring its allowable phase space starting from structures where

the up state RBD and the NTD closest to it move together, reproducing conforma-

tions similar to those seen in the D. E. Shaw group trajectory 10897850 [157], as

well as trajectories from the Folding@home group (see Fig S2 of ref. [156]). An

equilibrium ensemble generated over much longer simulation times might include

states where the motion of the RBD and the NTD is not coupled. In order to sample

such conformations, we conducted a separate set of simulations without an RMSD

restraint (Section S1), and we obtained another PMF (Figs. C.8 and C.9).

In this new set of simulations, the NTD remained attached to the helix-rich

core of the spike protein while the RBD was pulled away. The energy penalties for

opening the RBD beyond the up state in this ensemble are somewhat larger than

those observed in simulations where the NTD moves along with the RBD, both with

and without glycans. In this ensemble, the range of angles for which the PMF is

less than 3 kBT is 12.4◦–22.2◦ for the glycosylated system and 13.2◦–24.6◦ for the

unglycosylated system, slightly wider than that in PMFs in Fig. 4.4A. While the

relative contributions of these two motions (opening just the RBD, or both the RBD

and the NTD) cannot be compared without much more exhaustive sampling, we note

that neither pathway allows much unassisted opening at physiological temperature.

Moreover, along both pathways, glycans increase the energetic penalties for this

opening motion.

A potentially interesting role of the difference in PMF for glycosylated and

unglycosylated spike could be to aid fusion through the endosomal pathway of entry.

In the digestive environment of the endosome, glycans are degraded [313]. The
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change to a flatter energy landscape with facilitated RBD separation may then allow

the S1 domain to more easily detach from the S2 fusion machinery.

The range of residues included in our model, 13–1146 is comparable to the

range 27–1147 used in both prior computational works mentioned above [156, 157],

but our model of the protein differs in other ways. Zimmerman et. al. [156]

used a different force field AMBER03 for their unglycosylated system than their

glycosylated system, which used the CHARMM36 force field. Moreover, based

on the structures provided on https://osf.io/fs2yv/, the glycosylated structure is not

cleaved at the furin site. They observe a large range of motion in their trajectories

(i.e., opening angle θ ranged 7◦ to 46◦ for glycosylated spike and 9◦ to 48◦ for

unglycosylated spike), however convergence tests were not performed.

In the case of D. E. Shaw trajectory 10897580 [157], the structure is missing

149 residues, typically those in disordered loops. Unlike our simulations and those

of ref. [156], the Shaw trajectory sequence also contains the spike 2P mutations

K986P and V987P, and glycans are modelled as single sugar molecules instead of

full-length branched chains of sugars, and 6 of the 22 residues that are known to be

glycosylated [314] are not modelled as such.

The Folding@home group also obtained a distribution of the position of the

RBD in glycosylated and unglycosylated systems (see Fig. S1 of ref. [156]),

which can be quantitatively compared against our PMFs when projected on the

same reaction coordinate (Fig. C.10). Zimmerman et al. found that the probability

distribution of RBD deviation from its down-state position was broader with glycans

present, allowing more of the protein to adopt open conformations. In contrast

however, we found here that the unglycosylated spike has a broader distribution

of opening and S2 exposure (Fig. C.10C). However, the RBD deviations observed

in our simulations are generally larger than those observed by the Folding@home

group, which indicates that the sampling in the two studies occurs in significantly

different regions of the phase space. In particular, all of our simulations proceeded

from an up-state conformation, and did not sample down-state conformations, while

the Folding@home simulations started from a down-state conformation (PDB:

6VXX) [128], and sampled both down-state and up-state conformations. Thus, we

can argue that, given a fluctuation brings an RBD to an up-state, glycans will hinder

the further opening of the RBD, while the Folding@home study argues that the
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presence of glycans facilitates the down- to up-state transition, and the consequent

exposure of the S2 domain due to that transition.

4.3.3 The Cryptic S2 Epitope Around Residues 980-990 is Exposed in
Open States of the Spike Protein

To understand the implications of the calculated PMFs for immunogenicity, we

calculated the antibody accessible surface area (AASA) for residues 737–765

and 961–1010 (“the S2 epitope”) along the opening angle, θ (see Section 4.2.6).

Antibodies typically require binding to at least 3–5 residues [83, 124, 315] to

specifically recognize an epitope. We therefore identified the range of opening

angles at which this requisite number of residues starts to be accessible.

For glycosylated spike, an up-state RBD needed to be biased to an angle of

about 25◦ before the REMD-US simulations began to sample snapshots that had

more than 1 nm2 (1nm2 = 100Å
2
) total AASA (outliers of the box plot around 25◦

in Fig. 4.4B). This corresponds to an energy cost of 9.6 kBT (Fig. 4.4A). It was

also observed that at 30.0◦, the number of epitope residues with non-zero antibody

exposure increased to 5 (Fig. C.11). The corresponding free energy cost to access

this angle in the absence of any additional facilitating factors was prohibitively high,

about 16.9 kBT. I.e., the probability to open to an angle >30.0◦ is ≈1×10−6 %. In

the absence of glycans, the S2 epitope was accessible at lower angles: the REMD-

US simulations sampled snapshots with >1 nm2 AASA at about 22◦ (outliers of

the box plot around 22◦ in Fig. 4.4C), corresponding to an energy cost of 2.6 kBT

(Fig. 4.4A). It was observed that at 20.4◦, the number of S2 epitope residues with

non-zero antibody exposure increased to 5 (Fig. C.11). This angle was accessible at

a low free energy cost of 1.6 kBT. I.e., the probability to open to an angle >20.4◦ is

≈6 %.

An ACE2-bound RBD, as seen in PDB 7A95, has an opening angle of 22.7◦,

meaning that even this functionally unavoidable level of opening would have allowed

the region to be targeted by S2-directed antibodies if the protein were unglycosylated.

Further, the PMF shows that the energy penalty for opening an unglycosylated spike

is much lower than when glycans are present, meaning that a greater proportion

of cryptic epitopes would be susceptible to antibodies. Glycans therefore confer

protection both through direct shielding and by modulating large scale dynamics,
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which can have protective effects beyond those involving the residues on the outer

protein surface.

The glycans that confer protection from exposure of the S2 epitope are those

linked to N61, N165, N234, T323, and N343 on the chain containing the moving

NTD. Exclusion of all other glycans from the AASA calculation leaves the plot of

AASA against opening angle essentially unchanged (Fig. C.12). Glycans on N165

and N234 were also identified by Casalino et. al. [133] for their role in stabilizing

the RBD in the up state. They observed that these glycans insert themselves into

the space underneath the RBD, reducing its flexibility. This insertion may also be

responsible in protecting the S2 epitope which is directly underneath.

The AASA of the S2 epitope in the unglycosylated system shows a decreasing

trend between 48◦ and 57◦ (Fig. 4.4C,D). Inspection of REMD-US trajectories in

the umbrellas near this angle revealed that the motion of the RBD was not coupled

with the motion of the NTD closest to it. Instead, the NTD drifted back to a position

that was in close proximity to the S2 core, thereby shielding the epitope. This

contribution to epitope shielding can be seen in Fig. C.14B , where omission of

NTD residues 13-305 and the associated glycans on this chain led to an increase in

the ∆AASA between 48◦ and 57◦ (Fig. C.14C). This effect was not observed in the

glycosylated system (Fig. C.14A), possibly because the bulky glycans hindered the

interaction between the NTD and S2 core. One consequence of glycans inhibiting

protection by the NTD was that the unglycosylated system had lower AASA than

the glycosylated system for the S2 epitope (Fig. 4.4D). The presence of glycans

has previously been observed to inhibit interaction between protein domains in

other simulation studies. The glycan on N90 of ACE2 interferes with binding to

the RBD [316], and the glycan on N234 on spike inhibits the transition of the RBD

from the up state to the down state [133].

In simulations initiated without constraining the neighbouring NTD to move

with the up state RBD (Appendix C.1), we found that for a glycosylated system,

an up-state RBD needed to be pulled to about 45◦ before the S2 epitope started to

be accessible to antibodies (Fig. C.8B). The free energy cost for such a degree of

opening was prohibitive, about 43 kBT. This indicates that for glycosylated spike,

the pathway involving coupled motion of the NTD and RBD is more relevant for

S2 epitope exposure, i.e that combined detachment of RBD and the nearest NTD
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from S2 core has a lower free energy cost to reveal the cryptic S2 epitope. For

both glycosylated and unglycosylated system in these alternative simulations, the

averaged AASA values along the opening angle are generally lower than those

observed in the trajectory involving the combined motion of the RBD and the NTD

(Fig. C.8D). Further, in the unglycosylated system, the RBD is more permissive to

opening than in the glycosylated system (Fig. C.8A), similar to the trend observed

along the pathway where the NTD moves along with the RBD.

Our calculation of the PMF was based on the native sequence rather than

the spike-2P variant often used in experiments. We found that separation of the

RBD from the central helices along an angular coordinate is highly unfavourable

in its natural glycosylated state. While experimental studies have indicated that

the S2 epitope underneath the RBD is accessible to antibodies, our finding casts

doubt on an unassisted opening mechanism without the aid of any exogenous

interactions, wherein the natural flexibility of this multi-domain protein would

result in a vulnerable sub-population that can be neutralized by an antibody binding

at the exposed site. Since structural experimental studies using the native spike

sequence in purified full-length spike protein are difficult, one way to better test

this result would be to immunize animals with a small construct containing the

epitope of interest, and test the elicited antibodies in neutralization assays with

pseudoviruses [317] expressing the native spike protein.

Despite the relatively high degree of conservation in the S2 epitope in the

broader context of betacoronavirus spike sequences, at the time of this writing,

a few mutations in this region have arisen in lineages that have had widespread

geographical prevalence. The B.1.1.7 lineage (alpha) had mutation S982A, and the

lineage BA.1 (omicron) had mutation L981F, which are however no longer widely

prevalent [318] (also see Fig. 4.5). Consistent with this, the S2-directed antibody

3A3 was measured to have lower IC50 against the alpha variant compared to the

original Wuhan sequence [149]. An ideal characterization of efficacy in targeting

the S2 epitope would require checking the strength of antibody binding to a library

of possible mutants in the S2 epitope. Even mutations outside the region could

modulate susceptibility to antibodies via allosteric effects.
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Figure 4.5: Information on SARS-CoV-2 variants. (A) The number of SARS-
CoV-2 sequences deposited to GISAID’s EpiCoV database, plotted by
sample collection date and binned by month. (B) A phylogenetic tree
showing the relationship between some well-known variants, as pre-
sented on https://covariants.org on 30 Aug 2022 [318]. The phylogeny
is based on nextstrain (https://nextstrain.org/sars-cov-2) clade analysis
of GISAID sequences. Branch lengths are not to scale. (C) Fraction of
sequences that contain mutations in the S2 epitope region, i.e residues
737-965 and 961-1010. Residues 764 and 969 are part of the extended
region around the central residues 980–990.
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Figure 4.6: PMF calculated from S2 helix extension simulations. The ex-
tended structure is at ξA = −0.993 and the pre-fusion bent “helix-turn-
helix” structure is at ξB = +0.993. The difference in PMF between the
basins ξ < −0.75 and ξ > 0.25 is 17.8 kBT in favour of the bent state.
Arbitrarily chosen structures from the umbrella sampling trajectories are
annotated along the PMF to show how the structure changes along the
reaction coordinate. The location of reference states A and B are shown
as vertical dashed lines. The shaded region near ξ = 0 samples states
with non-zero boundary potential (see Fig. C.16).

4.3.4 Extension of a Monomeric Fragment of the S2 Central Helix is
Energetically Unfavourable

Fig. 4.6 shows the PMF along the reaction coordinate ξ connecting the bent pre-

fusion conformation of the selected S2 region and the extended conformation that is

believed to be shared by the membrane spanning intermediate and the post-fusion

state. Sampling of conformations in the two dimensional s(X,A), s(X,B) phase

space is shown in Fig. 4.7, together with the PMF obtained. The expected form of

such a PMF for a protein with two observed “end-point” conformations is two basins

separated by a potential barrier. The observed form of the PMF for our system has a

very narrow and shallow basin near the extended state at ξ ≈ −0.986, and a wide

basin towards the bent state. The local minimum near the extended state has a free

energy of 17.8 kBT higher than the global minimum, indicating that the extended
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Figure 4.7: Phase space explored in helix extension simulations. The post
fusion state A is located at s(X,A) = 1, s(X,B) = 0.486 and the pre fusion
state B is at s(X,A) = 0.486, s(X,B) = 1. Umbrella centers along the
coordinate ξ are shown as black lines. The circular arc with radius 0.69
centered at (1,1) is the start of the repulsive radial boundary potential.
Positions of structures sampled during the second half of the 16 ns um-
brella sampling are shown as bands of various colours. The final PMF
obtained (see Fig. 4.6) is shown in the background with a colour scale.

state is not the most favoured conformation for this contiguous protein fragment.

Note that the rapid increase in PMF near the end points is due to conformations

constrained to have a high similarity to the reference states, which reduces their

entropic contribution to the free energy. Near ξ ≈ 0 however, there are a relatively

large number of conformations available to the protein.

The free energy basin defined by 0.04 < ξ < 0.78 has free energies below 10 kBT.

The structures in this basin have a Boltzmann-weighted similarity of ⟨s(X,B)⟩ = 0.73

to the reference bent state structure (at ξB = +0.993) and similarity ⟨s(X,A)⟩ = 0.47

to the reference extended state structure (at ξA = −0.993). The Boltzmann-weighted

root-mean-squared deviations of these states from the reference structures for the

bent and extended states are 1.52 nm and 4.64 nm respectively (Fig. C.15). I.e.
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while the system prefers a bent state overall, the most favoured conformations of the

isolated peptide deviate considerably from the bent state structure observed in the

context of the whole spike protein. The absence of the surrounding context allows

residues 912–942 in particular to move more freely, as seen in Fig. 4.6. These

residues are on the left end of each rendered structure in the region defined by

ξ > 0.25.

The PMF profile indicates that the system favours a state that is bent rather than

an extended state, but the global minimum also shows deviations from the native

pre-fusion conformation in the context of spike protein, as mentioned above. Using

such a monomeric fragment as a vaccine antigen would therefore be predicted to

present a pre-fusion-like conformation, but whether the antibodies raised would

also bind the S2 epitope in its native context with significant affinity would need

experimental validation.

A similar investigation for hemagglutinin revealed that the same transition from

a bent to an extended state is energetically unfavourable for the influenza virus as

well [319]. There are differences in the system and methodology between our study

and that in ref. [319] however—in the previous study, the pH was low (4.0 vs. our

value of 7.4 to mimic the extracellular environment) to emulate the late endosome;

the protein fragment simulated was trimeric rather than monomeric as in our study;

and the experimental pre-fusion state in hemagglutinin had less helical content than

the prefusion state of SARS-CoV-2 spike. Lin et al. [319] obtained a free energy

difference of about 5–10 kBT between the prefusion and post-fusion conformations

for hemagglutinin. That is, in both SARS-CoV-2 spike and influenza hemagglutinin,

the extension of the central helix is not driven by an inherent instability in this

portion of the protein, a feature that we speculate could be shared with other class I

fusion proteins. We note that the simulated numbers could change significantly in

the presence of membrane, which was not included in either the previous study of

Lin et al. or our present study.

The technique used here to define the reaction coordinate ξ is adapted from

Zhuravlev et. al. [294], and is indifferent to the system and conformational change

involved. While the free energy difference calculated is independent of path, the

structures sampled by the intermediate umbrellas may not be representative of the

biologically realized pathway between the states. Further, due to the presence of
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the bounding potential (Eq. (4.6)), the PMF profile away from the end states is

not indicative of the actual transition pathway. In particular, the locally increased

free energy near ξ = 0 is likely artificial since the trajectory encroaches into the

repulsive boundary in that region of the reaction coordinate (see Fig. C.16 and

Fig. 4.7). Following the rationale of previous studies [294, 295], we do not pursue a

reweighting scheme for the boundary potential because the free energy differences

between states that are in the region of zero boundary potential (Fig. C.16) are not

affected by its presence. Attempting to correct the PMF profile accounting for the

boundary potential would require sampling the prohibitively large phase space near

ξ = 0.

4.4 Conclusions
Targeting a conserved portion of the spike protein could potentially enable vaccines

and therapeutics that are less susceptible to evasive mutations. Here we investigated

the feasibility of using the S2 region containing residues 980-990 that is targeted

by the antibody 3A3 and the nanobody S2-10. We calculated the PMF along an

angular coordinate for the process of separating the RBD from the spike core.

This calculation was based on the native sequence rather than the spike-2P variant

used in experiments. The calculation was also performed for the protein alone,

so it effectively finds the likelihood of a spontaneous fluctuation. We found that

separation of the RBD from the central helices is highly unfavourable in the spike

protein’s natural glycosylated state, but is more feasible in the absence of glycans.

The shielding of the cryptic S2 epitope by glycans is thus achieved both through

changes to protein dynamics as well as through direct physical protection. This

finding rules out an unassisted mechanism leading to exposure of the S2 epitope,

and adds to the ways in which glycans are important to survival of the virus.

In order to inform the development of a stable antigen for immunization contain-

ing this conserved target, we quantified the energy landscape of helix extension at

this site, which leads to a membrane spanning conformation. We found that at least

for a monomeric fragment, the helix prefers a bent conformation by approximately

18 kBT, and this protein fragment if expressed should be expected to adopt the

pre-fusion-like bent conformation for presentation to the immune system. It also
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means that the energy driving this conformational change is not derived from the

inherent instability of each loop, but rather from other interactions in the context of

the full spike structure, a finding that may also be applicable more broadly to class I

fusion proteins.

Beyond exploring the therapeutic potential of a conserved epitope, our study

also provides insights on the functional mechanisms of the spike protein. Both

reaction coordinates explored here, for RBD separation and helix extension, are

relevant to the large-scale conformational changes that occur during membrane

fusion.

4.5 Ongoing Work and Directions for Future
Investigations

The helix extension simulations conducted here contained a monomeric helical

fragment. The inter-helix interactions present in the trimer protein are therefore

not captured. Simulating a trimeric system would involve biasing the simulation

using a more complex similarity calculation involving more residue pairs (Eq. (4.2))

which would slow it down. The trimeric system would also have a greater diversity

of partially extended states involving various relative orientations of the monomers,

requiring more exhaustive sampling. These challenges would potentially require

the use of a different simulation methodology. Since the purpose of these simu-

lations was to inform the design of antigen constructs, the ideal test would be to

experimentally characterize the structure of the expressed and purified protein.

The Plotkin research group is in the process of expressing antigen constructs that

were designed to display the selected epitope in the pre-fusion state. These will be

used to test for the existence of antibodies to the epitope in sera from convalescent

COVID-19 patients and vaccinated individuals. Later, the constructs will be tested

for immunization efficacy in animal models. Neutralizing antibodies against our

epitope can also be used for directed evolution studies using pseudoviruses; this can

highlight escape mutations that could possibly emerge.
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Chapter 5

Establishing a Ctenophore Model
Organism Mnemiopsis leidyi

5.1 Synopsis
This chapter describes culturing protocols, and genome sequencing efforts for

Mnemiopsis leidyi.

We have cultured a laboratory lineage of Mle that was generated through re-

peated inbreeding by Dr. William E. Browne (University of Miami) [201]. This

lineage originated from one wild-caught individual from Biscayne Bay Florida

that was propagated through self-fertilization. We received a pool of individuals

belonging to approximately the 30th generation of this lineage, with each subse-

quent generation reproduced from self-fertilized spawn of a single individual of the

previous generation [201].

At the start of this project in 2018, little information was available in the

literature on culturing techniques for Mle. The protocols presented here are based

on methods and equipment used at the laboratory of Dr. Browne, with modifications

made to eliminate reliance on zebrafish larvae. Comparable protocols have since

been published [201, 210], however our protocol contains some novelties such that

it can be implemented in smaller independent facilities that are not situated close to

the ocean, or to other fish-rearing facilities and is therefore presented in full here.

We characterized the genome of our pool of animals using PacBio HiFi long-
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reads, scaffolded with Hi-C data. This produced highly contiguous assemblies that

are presented in this chapter, improving significantly on the previously published

Mnemiopsis genome that was obtained from a wild-caught individual [221]. The

work described here is part of a larger effort to improve the quality of sequence data

available for Mle, and will involve improvement of the genome annotation. This is

the first attempt to standardize the culturing protocols and reference genome for a

ctenophore.

5.2 Culturing Protocols
Mle are raised on a live zooplankton diet, and cultures of these prey animal are

in turn fed with a mix of live algae and a concentrated algal paste (Fig. 5.1). All

animals are maintained in artificial sea water (ASW). The equipment and procedures

for the various cultures are described below.

5.2.1 Preparation of Artificial Sea Water

Deionized water is prepared using a filtration system consisting of a 1 µm sediment

filter, two carbon block filters, reverse osmosis membranes, and a deionization

chamber containing mixed anion and cation exchange resins. Tap water available

in our lab has 13 parts per million (ppm) of dissolved solids, which alternatively

allows for direct use, bypassing the reverse osmosis and deionization filtration stages

provided Prime® (Seachem) is used to condition the water. The filtered and/or

treated water is collected in a 200 L barrel and Instant Ocean® sea salt is added

slowly while mixing the water using a submersible pump. Salinity is adjusted to 26

parts per thousand (ppt), measured using a refractometer. The water is allowed to

mix for at least two days before being used.

5.2.2 Culturing protocol for Isochrysis galbana

While none of our zooplankton cultures described later depend crucially on live

algae, we maintain a culture of Isochrysis galbana (Parke 1938) to supplement

the algae concentrates as a food source for zooplankton cultures. Our strain was

sourced from the Canadian Center for the Culture of Microorganisms (isolate 633).

Tisochrysis lutea, also known as the T-iso may be an acceptable alternative to the
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the food chain. An algae concentrate, RG-Complete,
supplemented with live Isochrysis is fed to mixed rotifer and copepod
cultures, and the copepod-only cultures. The image of the copepod
culture sample shows various life stages of Apocyclops panamensis. Two
rotifers and a copepod nauplius are pictured in a sample from the mixed
rotifer and copepod culture. The ctenophore culture images show a lobate
adult (upper left), a young cydippid larva with extended tentacles (upper
right), and several larvae in a 150 mm-wide bowl, some with recently
formed lobes (bottom). Artemia nauplii are not a core component of the
food chain and are only used in case of crashes of the mixed rotifer and
copepod culture.

above strain, although it needs to be maintained at a higher temperature and may

have a different nutrient profile than Isochrysis galbana.

Equipment and its Arrangement

All algae cultures are grown in Guillard’s F/2 medium [320]. This is prepared by

adding 135 µL of each of parts A and B of a growth medium concentrate, namely

“F/2 Algae Food” (Fritz Aquatics), for every 1 L of ASW. The ASW used for this

purpose can be adequately sterilized simply by microwaving [321]; we microwave

6×600mL of ASW in six Schott bottles for 12 min at 900 W. The ASW is allowed

to cool before adding the nutrient concentrate solutions. Air tubes supplying algae
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Figure 5.2: Schematic for phytoplankton culture. The quantities listed at the
bottom are culture volumes, not container volumes.

cultures are fitted with 0.2 µm PTFE filters (Fisherbrand 13100115).

The production culture is maintained at room temperature (≈ 20 ◦C) in a 6 gal

polyethylene terephthalate container (FerMonster™), with a culture volume of

approximately 15–18 L. The culture is bubbled with a mixture of air and carbon

dioxide. The rate of carbon dioxide dosing is controlled by a timed solenoid valve as

well as a pressure regulator, and calibrated to produce a culture pH of 6–8, slightly

lower than the pH 8.2 of ASW.

The production culture is supported by a series of auxiliary cultures of various

volumes (Fig. 5.2). A 10 mL culture, and a 150 mL culture are maintained in

15 mL conical centrifuge tubes (Corning™ 430791) and 250 mL conical flasks

respectively, both placed in a 13 ◦C incubator. A room temperature culture of

600 mL is maintained in a 1 L conical flask and used to seed each new production

culture. This culture is bubbled about 5 days prior to being used as a starter culture

to increase its population.

Room temperature cultures are continuously illuminated by a full-spectrum

visible light LED light source (MARS aqua, MZAQ-300-100LED) at minimum

working intensity placed about 20 cm away from cultures, and producing about

10,000–20,000 lx of illuminance. 13 ◦C cultures are weakly illuminated at ≈100 lx

by a red and blue LED lamp. The lower temperature and weak illumination cause

these latter cultures to grow slower and require less frequent upkeep while still
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serving as backups against crashes of the room temperature cultures.

Starting and Propagating Algae Cultures

Cultures are always started in sterile containers. The 6 gal carboy and its submerged

air line are sterilized in bleach water (1:500 dilution of household 5 % bleach).

Bleach water is drained out and the carboy is rinsed with dilute sodium thiosulfate

in ASW (≈5 mL of 0.2 M Na2S2O3 ·2H2O in 600 mL of ASW) before being filled

with freshly microwaved warm ASW (<60 ◦C) and bubbled through the air line.

Concentrated nutrients and starter culture are added the following day. The culture

takes 10 days to reach its maximum sustainable population and can then be harvested.

We harvest 3.6 L of the culture each day and replace the harvested volume with fresh

media. The culture is continued for approximately 4 weeks after which it needs to

be discarded due to the inevitable and visible growth of contaminating organisms,

accompanied by a reduction in intensity of the yellow-brown colour of Isochrysis.

The 600 mL auxiliary culture is propagated at the rate set by the production

culture. Approximately every 4 weeks, a small amount of the current culture is used

to seed a fresh culture of the same volume, and subsequently bubbled for 3–6 days

to increase its density before being used to seed the next production culture.

Backup cultures at 13 ◦C are propagated every 45 days. The 10 mL and 150 mL

cultures are normally maintained independently, only starting new cultures of their

respective types, but they can each be used to start a new culture of a larger volume

to aid recovery from crashes. All cultures that are maintained without bubbling

are only opened and propagated while working close to a Bunsen burner to reduce

chances of contamination from air-borne organisms.

We have not standardized culture densities. Mature cultures present a deep

yellow to brown colour which varies seasonally with ambient conditions.

5.2.3 Protocol for Culturing Brachionus rotundiformis and Apocyclops
panamensis

The primary food for our Mle cultures is a mixture of the rotifer Brachionus rotundi-

formis (sourced from Reed Mariculture) with the copepod Apocyclops panamensis

(sourced from Reed Mariculture). In addition to the mixed cultures, we maintain
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Figure 5.3: Schematic for zooplankton culture. Copepod cultures (A) and
mixed cultures of rotifers and copepods (B) are grown in 20 L buckets.
The latter are automatically fed and harvested using peristaltic pumps.
One culture of each type is shown.

pure cultures of Apocyclops panamensis, mainly as backup to replenish copepod

populations in the mixed cultures in case of collapse.

Equipment and its Arrangement

Our culture equipment for the mixed cultures consists of 20 L cylindrical buckets

containing a 75 W immersion heater and a rigid air-line. The air tube is tipped with

a small piece of flexible tubing which is easier to clean when it gets clogged with

salt precipitates and detritus. It is also weighed down using a rubber stopper. A

piece of rotifer floss (Reed Mariculture), approximately 20 cm×20 cm is placed in

the bucket, with one corner weighed down under the heater. This arrangement is a

simplification of the “Compact Culture System” recommended by Reed Mariculture

and reduces effort during daily maintenance.

These cultures are maintained in 26 ppt ASW at 26–30 ◦C, with an airflow suffi-

cient to produce churning throughout the bucket (the air pump is Marina 200, rated

110 Lh−1). The cultures are primarily fed with RG-Complete (Reed Mariculture)

which is a concentrated mixture of algae, with some optional supplementation with

live Isochrysis galbana algae. Under usual operation, our cultures have a volume

of 12–18 L and are fed with 10–14 mL of RG-Complete and 0–0.6 L of Isochrysis

galbana per day. 2.4–3.6 L of culture is harvested each day from each culture to
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feed ctenophores. With this arrangement, our culture contain 300–400 mL−1 of

rotifers, 1–2 mL−1 of copepods or copepodites, and 10–20 mL−1 of copepod nauplii.

Automated dosing pumps (Jebao DP-4) are used both for harvesting rotifers and

for adding RG-Complete at regular intervals spaced evenly throughout the day. To

reduce wear and replacement of dosing pumps, the addition of ASW to compensate

harvested volume is not automated, and is instead done manually once a day.

Pure cultures of Apocyclops panamensis are placed away from the mixed cul-

tures to reduce opportunities for contamination. These cultures are maintained

in 20 L buckets, with a sponge filter which also aerates the culture, and a 75 W

heater, at the same salinity and temperature ranges as the mixed cultures. In steady

state, our cultures have a volume of 9–12 L and are fed manually once a day with

1–5 mL of RG-Complete and 0.5–1 L of Isochrysis galbana (when available). Care

is taken to avoid overfeeding – we ensure that colour from the previous feeding has

dissipated before more food is added. 0.5–1 L of culture is harvested each day, and

the volume is replaced with some Isochrysis galbana culture if available, or ASW.

In this state, about 2–3 copepods or copepodites and 5–10 nauplii are present in

1 mL of culture.

Maintenance

To maintain a reliable supply of live zooplankton, their culture needs daily mainte-

nance and monitoring. Detritus from the food sources collects on all surfaces and

needs to be removed from cultures each day. To do this, the rotifer floss present

in each culture, which has already accumulated detritus, is used to wipe down all

submerged surfaces. It is then thoroughly rinsed in tap water before being returned

to its culture bucket. The density of rotifers is monitored visually, simply by turning

off the air flow and shining a bright light through the bucket walls. A more rigorous

count is occasionally recorded using a Sedgewick-Rafter counting slide. In addition,

the cultures are subjected to a complete water change about once every two months,

or sooner if culture conditions deteriorate (see troubleshooting). To perform a water

change, tubes and heaters are disconnected, and the culture is passed slowly through

a 40 µm filter, preceded by a piece of rotifer floss to catch bigger detritus clumps.

The bucket, heater and tubes are wiped and rinsed, and then the collected rotifers
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are added back along with the appropriate volume of ASW.

Over time, the relative populations of the two species have been observed to

shift in favour of the copepods. This could be due to copepods swimming away

from the harvest tubes to avoid capture. When a population imbalance is observed

during routine visual inspection (typically about once a month), the population of

reproductive copepods is reduced by passing a fraction of the culture slowly through

a 120 µm filter. The copepods caught can be fed to ctenophores. This task may be

strategically performed the day prior to embryological experiments to boost egg

production in ctenophores.

Pure cultures of Apocyclops panamensis are similarly monitored visually each

day. We replace the water in these culture about once every two months, along with

cleaning the sponge filter to reduce built up detritus. Samples of the culture are

occasionally inspected under a microscope for the presence of contaminant rotifers

(see troubleshooting).

Troubleshooting and Restarting Cultures

During daily inspection, several properties of the culture are observed for deviations

from the norm. The colour of the culture should be pale yellow and rather trans-

parent, with a light green tint following a recent addition of algae concentrate. A

deeper green indicates that more food is being added than consumed. The odour,

which is usually earthy, may turn foul if overfeeding persists due to decay of excess

algae concentrate. Density of rotifers and copepods can also be observed easily

right in the bucket once air flow is temporarily stopped and the bucket is illuminated

through the walls – adult copepods are larger and make quick sporadic movements,

compared to rotifers which are smaller and move smoothly.

While routine inspection with the unaided eye is usually sufficient to notice and

correct deviation from the steady production of zooplankton, a closer inspection

may be warranted if difficulties persist. A sample of the culture is taken into a

Sedgewick-Rafter counting slide and observed through a dissection microscope

at 6×–20× magnification. After inspection of live zooplankton, a drop of vinegar

is used to kill the animals to ease counting. An early indicator of poor culturing

conditions can be slower or inhibited swimming in rotifers. A collapse in rotifer
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population can also be predicted from a reduced ratio of eggs to adult rotifers.

The presence of decaying matter in the culture may be inferred from an increased

number of ciliates. To correct problems, first one should ensure that there is no

excess feeding, and any excessive food and decay products should be removed by

doing a water change. Starting from a clear filtered culture, the feeding rate should

be gauged based on how quickly the colour from a feeding is cleared, and gradually

increased over the next few days. The volume of the culture should be increased in

proportion to rotifer counts, maintaining about 100–300 mL−1 during the recovery

period. Harvesting can be started and gradually increased over 2–3 days once the

culture reaches the target volume. If harvesting cannot be initiated within about 7

days of restarting a culture, a water change will be necessary.

It is best to maintain multiple rotifer cultures so that a collapse of one can be

corrected simply by seeding a new culture from a sample of another healthy culture,

rather than relying on a smaller population of healthy reproductive adults that may

be present in the failing culture alongside a potentially bigger number of dying

rotifers.

In the event that a mixed culture has too few copepods, this can be corrected by

adding a portion of a pure Apocyclops panamensis culture to it. It can take as long

as a month for the copepod population to recover due to their slower life cycle.

If an Apocyclops culture is found to be contaminated with rotifers or ciliates,

the culture is filtered through a 120 µm screen. This retains adults and larger

copepodites, but allows nauplii and rotifers to pass through, which are then discarded.

A new culture is started from the adults. This culture takes about 4 weeks to reach

steady state again due to the slower life cycle of this species and must not be

harvested during recovery. To recover from a complete collapse of pure copepod-

only cultures, large copepods in the rotifer cultures can be harvested using a 120 µm

filter. It is likely that such a culture will have some contaminant rotifers and may

need further corrective measures.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic for ctenophore pseudokreisel systems. The pseu-
dokreisel (above) contains ctenophores and is connected to a sump
(below). The dotted line in the pseudokreisel indicates screens sepa-
rating the refugium which contains the drain. The tank inlet is connected
to a spray bar that maintains a laminar flow downwards over the screens.
Water moves away from the sump along the blue paths and returns to
the sump along the red paths. A: algae scrubber, S: protein skimmer, F:
wet-dry filter, C: in-line chiller,

⊗
: pumps.
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5.2.4 Culturing Protocol for Mnemiopsis leidyi

Equipment and its Arrangement

A population of lobate Mle individuals is maintained in 90 gal pseudokreisels (Jelli-

quarium) (Fig. 5.4). While all fresh ASW is prepared at 26 ppt, due to evaporation

the salinity stabilizes at 30 ppt for our rates of feeding and water replacement. Circu-

lation of water in the tank is maintained by a 1/12 HP pump (Iwaki MD-40RT-115)

at around 1.0 RPM, which ensures that all animals are kept in motion, minimizing

“dead zones” where animals can stay stationary. An in-line chiller (Tradewind

IL-15-S) maintains a temperature of (19±1) ◦C. The main section of the tank is

separated from the refugium area containing the exit tube by 400 µm screen. A

finer mesh can become more easily clogged with detritus, disrupting the flow. The

tank is connected to a sump area containing equipment to maintain water quality. A

wet-dry filter containing “bio-balls” and a submerged “bio-brick” provide surfaces

for nitrogen-processing bacteria to grow in aerobic conditions. A protein skimmer

extracts organic compounds and detritus. An algae scrubber provides a surface for

macroalgae to grow, extracting nitrates and phosphates from the water in the process

and reducing growth of photosynthetic organisms on surfaces in the main section of

the tank.

The pseudokreisels are kept in a light-insulated room, and illuminated by a

full-spectrum visible light LED light source (MARS aqua, MZAQ-300-100LED)

normally used for plant growth. The lights are on a timer, with a 16 h dark period

and an 8 h light period which ends at 8 AM, allowing collection of spawn at noon,

four hours after dark. This interval is characteristic of the Floridian population of

Mle, which this lab lineage derives from. The “Northern population” found near

Woods Hole Massachusetts spawns 8 hours post darkness [211].

Cydippid stage Mle individuals are raised in either 150 mm-wide bowls or small

static aquariums containing 2–8 L of ASW.

Maintenance

Pseudokreisel tanks are automatically fed with the mixed culture of rotifers and

copepods at regularly spaced intervals throughout the day. The resulting rise in
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volume of water, as well as build up of detritus is managed by siphoning out water

from the bottom of the main section of the tank every day. Protein skimmers are

emptied each day, and the collection rate adjusted to ensure that a consistent volume

of around 200 mL/day is collected. Macro algae in algae scrubbers is removed

every two weeks.

The various surfaces in the main section of the tank are cleaned about every

other month. With all animals removed, and circulation stopped, the screens are

subjected to a strong air pressure through a rigid air line. This dislodges detritus and

photosynthetic organisms from the mesh. The other rigid surfaces are wiped with a

rubber squeegee and the suspended detritus is allowed to settle and subsequently

siphoned out before restarting the flow and reintroducing the animals.

The concentration of ammonia and nitrites in aquariums must be kept below

0.2 ppm, confirmed by water tests. In mature tanks, frequent testing is not necessary.

Elevated levels of nitrates and phosphates can increase the growth of photosynthetic

organisms on illuminated tank surfaces. The screens separating the refugium in

particular are sensitive to this – growth on this surface blocks the mesh holes and

leads to disruption of aquarium flow. In this situation, ctenophores can become

trapped against the screens, which rapidly leads to tissue damage and disintegration.

Overfeeding is a likely cause for elevated nitrogenous waste products in the

aquarium. If fouling of water is observed or suspected, a high proportion (as

much as 80 %) of the aquarium water can be replaced with fresh ASW for short

term correction. Adults can survive several days with little to no feeding. While

water quality recovers, a manual directed feeding approach using pipettes can be

employed, where concentrated zooplankton are released close to the lobes and

mouths of adults.

In our observations, healthy adults have open lobes, directed slightly outward

from the mouth along the pharyngeal axial plane. When food is added to a food-

depleted tank, guts of healthy adults become visibly occupied in minutes. The

integrity and length of the lobes and auricles are also key indicators of health (also

noted by Presnell et. al. [201]). In our experience, a population of adults can remain

healthy for 6 months, after which the numbers start to decrease and a new generation

of larvae needs to be raised for replacement.
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Collecting Spawns and Rearing Larvae

Healthy and gravid lobate Mle adults are removed from their pseudokreisel habitat

into 150 mm-wide crystallization dishes (PYREX 3140150) approximately 3.5 hours

post darkness (hpd). They are left undisturbed for 2–3 hours to spawn. Multiple

adults can be spawned in one bowl – we sometimes spawn as many as 15 at a time,

although overcrowding is likely to be detrimental [213]. Sperm are released first

around 4 hpd, followed by eggs which are released slowly over about an hour. The

adults are then removed from the dishes using a small bowl, leaving behind most

embryos in the dishes. Healthy adults of our lineage spawn 100–300 eggs per adult

in a spawn event. The following day, starting around 18 hours post fertilization

(hpf), larvae begin to hatch. The proportion of successfully developed embryos

varies; the reasons for this are unclear and we suspect that it is due to variability in

nourishment of the adults and occasional overcrowding of developing embryos in

the spawn bowls.

To sustain larvae, we filter our mixed zooplankton culture through a 100 µm

sieve (Fisherbrand 352360) to remove copepods and copepodites, adding enough of

it to produce a rotifer density of 1–10 mL−1 in the bowl. After 3–5 days, larvae begin

to be visible to the unaided eye and are subjected to a water change. A fresh bowl

of ASW is seeded with zooplankton at the same density, and larvae are transferred

using a disposable plastic transfer pipette (e.g. Fisherbrand 137119AM). Due to the

higher salinity of the water in pseudokreisels, the larvae take some time to adjust to

the lower salinity in the new bowl. Subsequent transfers are done every 5–7 days

and the zooplankton culture is fed as is, without filtering through the 100 µm sieve.

The animals can be maintained in a cydippid stage for an extended period by

using a smaller amount of feed. With abundant food availability, they eventually

take on the lobate form and can be transferred to pseudokreisels if desired.

Due to the invasive potential of this species, untreated aquarium water should

never be released into natural water bodies. We treat all aquarium water with

household 5 % bleach overnight at a maximum dilution of 1:1000 prior to draining

into lab drains (leading to the sewer system). Embryos and larvae are highly sensitive

to bleach. Bowls used for spawning ctenophores are also rinsed into buckets where

the water is similarly treated, or allowed to dry overnight before washing.
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5.3 Whole Genome Sequencing
In order to sequence our inbred lineage of Mle, two sequence libraries were pro-

duced, a PacBio HiFi library, and a Hi-C library, both of which were prepared from

a pool of larvae spawned from several lobate adults, allowing cross-fertilization.

5.3.1 Materials and Methods

gDNA Extraction

To collect a gDNA sample for preparing the PacBio library, 39 lobate adults were

spawned as described above. The following day, approximately 24 hpf, larvae that

had successfully hatched were collected using a 20 µL pipette into 60 mm-wide

glass petri dishes, minimizing the collection of aquarium water and avoiding any

other zooplankton. The number of larvae used was approximately 2600.

High molecular weight (HMW) genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from this

pool of recently hatched larvae using the Circulomics Nanobind Big DNA Kit v1

(NB-900-701-01) following the manufacturer’s protocol, with some modifications

made for the available equipment and tissue type.

Larvae were transferred to a 2 mL Protein LoBind tube (Eppendorf 022431102).

Working in a 4 ◦C cold room, the tube was spun down for 10 min at 9800 g. The

supernatant ASW was removed, leaving a white-orange pellet containing larval

tissue. 750 µL of buffer CT was added, and an Omni tissue homogenizer TH fitted

with a sterilized plastic soft-tissue probe was used for at 30–40 % of its dial range

for about 7 s. The resultant homogenate was spun down at 2986 g for 5 min and

the supernatant was discarded. Other steps were performed as described in the

manufacturer’s protocol, with the following substitution: due to a thermomixer

being unavailable, the sample tube was attached to a vortexer running at the lowest

setting (approximately 1200 rpm), placed in an oven set to 55 ◦C.

Purity and yield of the collected 75 µL of gDNA was assessed the following

day using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (SpectraMax® QuickDrop™) for three 1 µL

samples from the final extract. To assess length distribution, 2 µL of the DNA

together with a high range ladder (10.2–48.5 kb) (Thermo Scientific SM1351), was

loaded on a 0.4 % agarose gel in duplicate. The 6 cm gel was run for 200 min at
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30 V in Tris-Acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer, stained with Ethidium Bromide. The

gel (Fig. D.1A) was imaged on a Gel Doc™ XR system. After confirmation, the

remaining sample was stored at −20 ◦C briefly, before being shipped out on dry ice

to the sequencing centre.

PacBio Library Preparation and Sequencing

The HMW gDNA was sent to the QB3 genomics facility, University of California

Berkeley where it was used to create a library for PacBio HiFi sequencing using the

SMRTbell express template prep kit 2.0 following the manufacturer’s guidelines.

Due to concerns raised in previous attempts, the ligation of adapters was run

overnight, longer than the usual duration. As well, due to difficulties in previous

attempts, exonuclease digestion was attempted on part of the sample, and confirmed

to have the expected yield before being applied to the rest of the sample in two

separate runs. This resulted in three circularized libraries from the same input DNA,

which were then pooled before being loaded on the sequencer. Note that no PCR

amplification was used in library preparation.

The final circularized library was sequenced on a single SMRT Cell 8M for 30 h

on a Sequel II machine, yielding 608 Gbp of raw reads.

Hi-C Sample Preparation

Larval Mle individuals at 24 hpf were manually collected using a pipette and spun

down at 5000–9000 g for 3 minutes. Supernatant ASW was removed. Tissue was

cross-linked with 1 % (final concentration, w/v) formaldehyde over 20 min with

occasional vortexing, before quenching with 1 % (final concentration, w/v) glycine

for 15 min with occasional vortexing. The solution was replaced with PBS after

centrifuging at 1000 g for 5 min. The spin was repeated, and PBS was removed. The

tube containing the pellet was stored at −20 ◦C before shipping to Phase genomics

for further processing of the library and sequencing.

The above sample preparation was performed on seven different days between

Aug 20 and Sep 1 2022 from the pools of larvae available on each day. The total

number of larvae across the samples was roughly 10,000–15,000.

Hi-C samples were prepared by Barclay C.
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Hi-C Library Preparation and Sequencing

The Hi-C library were prepared by Phase Genomics from the cross-linked tissue

using the Proximo Hi-C animal kit (KT2040) following the manufacturer’s protocol

(v4.0) with the following restriction enzymes: HinfI, MseI, DdeI and DpnII. Paired-

end sequencing was conducted on a Novaseq 6000 instrument, resulting in 70

million read pairs, with each paired sequence being 2×150bp long.

Genome Assembly

Fig. 5.5 shows an overview of genome assembly pipeline. Circular consensus

sequences were inferred from raw reads using pbccs (v6.4.0). During this step,

data from all ZMW’s was retained using the --all option. Reads with imperfect

correspondence between forward and reverse strands, i.e. heteroduplexes, were

separated using the --hd-finder option. Following CCS, the reads were filtered

to only include those with read quality scores of at least 0.99 using bamtools filter.

The resultant fastq file was input into assembly programs.

We compared assembly results from four different assemblers: HiCanu [322]

(v2.2), metaFlye [323] (2.9.1-b1780), hifiasm [324] (v0.16.1-r375) and IPA [325]

(v1.8.0), resulting in four variations or branches of the assembly pipeline. Since the

original sample was pooled from multiple individuals, we did not aim to produce

an assembly of two phased haplotypes but rather a single primary assembly, and

exercised this choice where appropriate options were available. Hi-C data was not

used during this stage of the assembly. In particular, the hifiasm assembler has the

option to use Hi-C reads but they are only used for phasing, which was not required,

and this option was therefore not invoked.

Canu was run with the -pacbio-hifi setting, i.e. as HiCanu, and an esti-

mated genome size of 200 Mb. Since HiCanu does not incorporate haplotig purging

in its pipeline, Purge Dups [50] (v1.2.6, https://github.com/dfguan/purge dups)

was used for this purpose following initial (“raw”) assembly. Options for the

metaFlye assembler were set for metagenomics assembly with HiFi data, omit-

ting haplotype phasing and with two polishing iterations: --meta --scaffold

--no-alt-contigs --iterations 2 --pacbio-hifi. This assembler was in-

cluded because the reads from contaminant organisms could potentially be better
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Figure 5.5: Software pipeline for genome assembly. The pipeline divides into
four branches depending on the choice at the Assembler stage. Hifiasm,
IPA, HiCanu and metaFlye assemblers were used and results were com-
pared. The mitochondrial genome is obtained through reference-guided
assembly.

assembled in an approach that is aware of uneven sequencing coverage across

organisms. The hifiasm assembler was used with default parameters, except that

phasing was suppressed using the option --primary. Notably we called for aggres-

sive haplotype purging (-l 3), and bubbles up to 10 Mb were allowed to pop (-m

10000000). Similarly, the IPA assembler was also used with default parameters

except for the --no-phase option.

The assembly at this stage included sequences from organisms that co-exist

with Mle in their habitat. While the zooplankton prey were easy to exclude during

collection of larval Mle, DNA from the microbiome inevitably gets included in the

sample. These sequences needed to be identified, for which we used tools in the
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BLAST+ suite [53] (v2.13.0+). First, repeat rich and low complexity regions of

sequences were masked using windowmasker with the dust option (-dust T), and

the masked sequences obtained were split into chunks of 100 kb or lower using a

script from the blobtoolkit project [326]. We then used NCBI blastn in megablast

mode [327] to find three hits of each contig sequence against the NCBI nucleotide

(nt) database, with an e-value threshold of 1×10−25. Note that the three hits are not

necessarily the best, but the first three found that satisfy the e-value threshold [328].

BLAST search was repeated for sequences with no hits with an e-value threshold

of 1×10−18 in discontiguous megablast mode, and recording up to ten hits. Some

sequences remained unidentified after this, largely those with most of the sequence

masked.

Besides sequence identity, assembly coverage is another useful parameter for

identifying non-ctenophore sequences. The CCS reads were mapped onto the

contigs using minimap2 [329] (v2.24-r1122). Blobtools [55] (v1.1, downloaded

from https://github.com/DRL/blobtools on 27 July 2022) was then used to collate

information on taxonomy, coverage and GC content and produce a plot of coverage

against GC content of each sequence. This information was used to inform the

filtration step. We simply filtered out sequences that were identified to be non-

metazoan. The remaining contigs with low repeat content were verified to have an

appropriate GC content and coverage. Unidentified and typically repeat-rich contigs

were retained at this stage. Note that the GC content and coverage information is

less reliable in regions of high repeat content.

The resulting filtered assemblies in each pipeline branch were then scaffolded

using the Hi-C library. First, the paired-end Hi-C reads were mapped onto the

assembly using bwa-mem2 [330] (v2.2.1) with Hi-C specific options -5SP. The

mapping was converted to a sorted bed file using SAMtools [331] (v1.15.1) and

BEDTools [332] (v2.30.0). YaHS [46] (v1.2a.2) was then used to scaffold the library

using the mapped reads with default options and restriction site sequences specified.

Finally, Juicer tools (v1.12.01) and the hic-straw (v1.3.1) package, both created by

Aiden lab [333, 334] were used to generate .hic files containing contact densities.

Scaffolding of assemblies using Hi-C data was performed by Barclay C.

Properties of the filtered and scaffolded assemblies obtained at this stage from

each of the four assembly programs are described in this thesis, however the manual
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curation and construction of a consensus assembly are ongoing at the time of writing.

Quantification and Comparison of Genome Assemblies

A dot plot was used to visualize pairwise alignment of scaffolds obtained from

various assemblers as well as the previously published genome. The dot plots were

generated using the tool D-GENIES [335] (v1.4) in the “few repeats” mode using

minimap2 (v2.24) provided on the server for alignment, and allowing for sorting

of the query scaffolds during visualization. Length profiles of the assemblies were

visualized by arranging scaffolds in decreasing order of their lengths and plotting

length of largest scaffolds used versus genome size accumulated using a custom

script. Statistics such as N50 were calculated using the tool assembly-stats (v1.01,

https://github.com/sanger-pathogens/assembly-stats). Plots of the Hi-C contact

maps for each of the filtered assemblies were made from the .hic files using a

custom script.

Transcriptome Mapping

Transcripts from two previously published RNA-seq data sets were used to assess

completeness of the genome assembly, namely transcripts assembled by Ryan et.

al. [221] using the Cufflinks tool, and transcripts sequenced using MARS-seq by

Davidson et. al. [336] and assembled de novo. These transcripts were mapped to

filtered and scaffolded genome assemblies using Bowtie 2 [337] (v2.4.5) with the

--very-sensitive-local option. The proportion of mapped reads is reported.

Transcriptome analysis was performed by Dall’Alba G.

Mitochondrial Genome Assembly

The mitochondrial genome has been reported to have a length of 10 kb [338], which

is too small to efficiently sequence alongside the nuclear genome with PacBio

HiFi reads. The library preparation involves shearing the HMW DNA down to the

10–15 kb size range, and later size-selecting with a lower length cut-off of 10 kb. As

a result, it is not expected that the PacBio reads would sample the mitochondrial

genome at a high coverage. In our assembly pipeline, we took the reads obtained

after CCS that had a read quality of at least 0.99, and mapped them against the
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Table 5.1: Statistics for four draft assemblies of the Mnemiopsis leidyi genome
after filtering contaminants and scaffolding. Numbers in brackets for N50,
N90 and N100 indicate the corresponding L50, L90 and L100 values.

HiCanu metaFlye Hifiasm IPA

Length 200,732,810 200,923,694 202,942,999 201,648,360
Fraction >5 Mb 98.19 % 98.59 % 98.44 % 96.98 %
N50 15,733,868 (6) 12,253,698 (6) 16,336,494 (5) 15,756,149 (6)
N90 10,616,801 (12) 11,581,002 (12) 11,664,495 (11) 11,295,323 (17)
N100 1,000 (132) 575 (64) 4,000 (123) 1,000 (253)
N-count 25,400 27,500 18,400 36,945
Gaps 127 138 92 198

reference mitochondrial genome using minimap2. This yielded only three mapped

CCS reads. From a multiple sequence alignment of these three reads, a consensus

mitochondrial genome sequence was calculated using a custom script.

5.3.2 Results from Genome Assembly and Discussion

The distribution of the length and read quality of post-CCS reads from all ZMW’s

is shown in Fig. 5.6. As expected, the greatest density occurs at the lengths corre-

sponding to the lengths of input DNA library visualized using FemtoPulse. Out

of the 6.02× 106 productive ZMW’s, 6.30× 106 sequences were produced after

heteroduplex-splitting. Of these, 2.56× 106 (41 %) had acceptable read quality

scores of rq >= 0.99. Of the rejected sequences, 2.96×106 (47 %) had rq = −1, i.e.

reads with 0 or 1 complete passes leading to unpolished reads and indeterminate

rq scores, 7.85× 104 (1 %) had rq = 0, and the remaining 7.08× 105 (11 %) had

0.695 < rq < 0.99.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of length and read quality of CCS reads. CCS reads
from all ZMWs are represented here. Length and read quality (rq) scores
were extracted from the output bam file. Read quality scores are either
-1, 0, or in the range 0.695–1. The latter group are plotted with 1− rq
rather than rq on an inverted x-axis. Reads with rq > 0.99 (to the right
of the vertical dashed line) were used for assembly. Note that rq has
a precision of 6 decimal places, i.e. rq values to the right of 1× 10−6

are equal to 1. On the left is shown the experimentally determined
distribution of lengths (Femto Pulse system, Agilent Technologies, Inc.)
in the final circularized DNA library loaded on the sequencer. The library
was pooled from three parts which are shown in three lanes. Lengths in
the CCS output largely correspond to these 10–17 kb bands.
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Figure 5.7: Length profile of draft assemblies at various stages of the pipeline. The profile of the previously published
genome is shown in panel A. The top row contains cross-assembler comparisons prior to scaffolding (B), after
applying filtering informed by Blobtools (C), and after scaffolding using Hi-C reads (D). The same data is also
shown in panels E-H but grouped such that the assembly at various stages for each assembler are plotted together.
“Raw” for Canu indicates the assembly prior to purging duplicates.
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33.1 Gb of HiFi reads and 21 Gb of Hi-C reads were obtained, which corre-

sponds to an average coverage of 166× and 105× respectively for a 200 Mb genome.

These coverage estimates do not account for sequences from contaminant organisms

in the raw reads.

The length profile of contigs or scaffolds at various stages of assembly is

shown in Fig. 5.7. At all stages of the assembly, the genome is more contiguous

than the previously published assembly [221] (panel A). Scaffolding using Hi-C

noticeably improved the contiguity. Statistics for the scaffolded assemblies from

the four branches are shown in Table 5.1, and their Hi-C contact maps are shown

in Fig. 5.8. A few instances of large scale misassemblies can be readily identified.

For example, the largest scaffold in the hifiasm branch has two chromosomes

erroneously concatenated, and the ninth largest scaffold has an internal misassembly.

In the IPA output, a portion of the fourth scaffold needs to be merged with the

thirteenth scaffold. These misassemblies and misjoins are corroborated in Fig. 5.9,

which shows dot plots comparing filtered and scaffolded sequences in each of IPA,

hifiasm and metaFlye assembly pipelines against the HiCanu assembly. Together

with the Hi-C maps, as well as tracks containing genome coverage, these can be

used to identify and correct misjoins. Misassemblies that occur in one branch of the

pipeline may not occur in others.
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Figure 5.8: Hi-C contact maps for the filtered scaffolded assemblies produced
in each of the four branches of our assembly pipeline. Scaffolds are
separated by lines. The blackened portion to the right and bottom in each
panel contains many small scaffolds.
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Figure 5.9: Dot plots to compare assemblies. The tool D-GENIES, together with minimap2 was used to visualize
regions of high alignment across assemblies. The horizontal axis in all three panels shows position along the
filtered scaffolds from the HiCanu branch of the assembly pipeline. The assemblies on the vertical axis are filtered
scaffolds from (left to right) the metaFlye branch, the hifiasm branch, and the IPA branch. Scaffolds on the vertical
axis were reordered and reoriented to match the scaffolds along the horizontal axis, i.e. to lie as much as possible
along the diagonal. Large scale misjoins can be investigated and identified by comparing across assemblies.
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All four branches of the pipeline converge on a very similar final assembly,

containing 13 large chromosome-scale scaffolds once misjoins are accounted for.

These scaffolds are all larger than 5 Mb, and contain 97.0–98.6 % of the ≈ 200Mb

genome. The genome of the ctenophore Hormiphora californensis was recently

sequenced [186] and found to have 13 pairs of chromosomes. It is likely that our 13

large scaffolds correspond to full chromosomes. A synteny analysis comparing the

genomes of these two ctenophores would be insightful, and this analysis is ongoing

at the time of writing.

Fig. 5.10 shows a dot plot comparing the existing assembly from Ryan et.

al. [221] against the HiCanu assembly. This map is much noisier than Fig. 5.9 since

the older assembly relies on different source reads, taken from a wild-caught animal

and sequenced into smaller scaffolds. From this plot we can only conclude that

both assemblies capture much of the same genome. However, there are gaps and

other variations seen in the alignment that need to be investigated. It may be useful

to construct a reference-guided assembly by aligning the raw short-reads against

our genome to improve analyses that were conducted on the previously assembled

genome.

Two RNA-seq datasets were mapped to our assemblies. Of the transcripts

produced by Ryan et. al. [221], which were assembled using Cufflinks by aligning

RNA-seq reads against their assembly, 99.40–99.61 % mapped to our genome

(depending on which of the four draft assemblies were used), while 100 % aligned

to the older assembly. We could expect a higher proportion to map to our assembly

if our genome were used for reference-guided transcript assembly. Another set

of transcripts was published by Davidson et. al. [336], assembled de novo using

Trinity. Of these, 96.51–96.74 % mapped to our genome, while 96.34 % aligned

to the older genome. These results indicate a high level of completeness of the

newly assembled genome. Further, because these transcripts were sequenced from

wild-caught animals, it also indicates that our genome can be used with data from

wild-caught specimens.

Interestingly, the genome size of our assembly is about 50 Mb larger than the

older assembly. The similarity of transcript-mapping success rates between the old

and new genome indicates that the extra 50 Mb of sequence is gene-poor. While

genome annotation data was not available at the time of writing, we estimated
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Figure 5.10: Dot plot to compare old and new assemblies. Similar to Fig. 5.9.
The horizontal axis shows position along the filtered scaffolds from the
HiCanu branch of the assembly pipeline. The vertical axis shows the
previous Mle genome by Ryan et. al. [221].

the proportion of repeat-rich or low-complexity sequences in the genome using

windowmasker with the same settings as when it was used prior to BLAST. If these

sequences are omitted, the older assembly has 118 Mb of unmasked content, i.e 76 %

of the genome, while the new assemblies have 143–145 Mb of unmasked content,

i.e. 71–72 % of the genome. We conclude that the new assemblies contain additions

to both low-complexity and high-complexity regions, with greater additions to

repeat-rich regions.

The mitochondrial genome obtained was identical in length to that previously

published, at 10,326 bp. However, it had 97 single-nucleotide changes including 3

insertions and 3 deletions. This constitutes a 99.06 % identity to the wild genome.

Given the lower coverage depth (3×) in our mitochondrial assembly, some of these

changes may be from sequencing errors.
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5.4 Conclusions
Ctenophores have been studied for over a century, however efforts to produce

standard, controlled conditions for working with them are recent. Our inbred

lineage of Mle with a characterized genome would be useful for research that

requires a known genetic background. As well, our culturing conditions described

above can be implemented anywhere regardless of proximity to the ocean or other

aquaculture facilities, and used year-round. Besides studies of animal evolution and

development, the culture system for Mle could be used for ecological studies on the

impact of this invasive species on zooplankton populations.

Sequencing of a new genome has become easier in recent years with high

throughput techniques that are affordable and reliable, and with the emergence of

sequencing service providers. The contemporary PacBio HiFi and Phase genomics

Hi-C workflows implemented here produced adequate high-quality data with relative

ease, producing contiguous and complete assemblies. Assembly programs tested

here also produced assemblies of comparable length profiles. Our updated assembly

with 13 chromosome-scale scaffolds is a major improvement on the existing 5100-

scaffold assembly.

5.5 Ongoing Work and Directions for Future
Investigations

The culturing protocol described here has not been systematically optimized to

produce healthy ctenophore with minimal human and material resources. For

example, a study can be done to test the impact of using live Isochrysis in addition to

RG-Complete on copepod population. The extent of improvement in egg production

and hatch rates offered by including Apocyclops panamensis in the ctenophore

diet could be studied. Several other culturing parameters could be varied and their

impact studied, including rotifer feed and harvest rates, intensity and wavelength

of light cues for ctenophores, population density of adult ctenophores in pseudo-

kreisels as well as that of larvae in static grow-out containers. Facilities that

require maintenance of multiple ctenophore lineages, for example due to genome

modifications, would need to explore other system designs and account for the risk

of cross-fertilization across strains due to gametes flowing through shared plumbing.
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The genome assembly presented in this chapter is preliminary. Scaffolds ob-

tained here have several readily apparent misjoins. The final assembly would need

to be manually checked and corrected based on contact maps, coverage and inter-

assembler consensus. It may also be beneficial to attempt gap-filling and polishing

of the final scaffolds using the same input data set (PacBio and Hi-C reads). The con-

tent of smaller scaffolds will need to be checked for contaminants since the filtering

applied prior to scaffolding only excluded sequences identified to be non-metazoan,

ignoring other considerations. While ideally the final corrected assemblies should

match across the four versions of the pipeline with different assemblers, it is likely

that some variations will be present, such as in lengths of repeats. To choose a single

output, we intend to use the variant to which raw reads map the best and complement

it with information on low-confidence (variable) regions of the assembly.

Obtaining more data is another avenue for improvement – the genome assembly

can be improved using Hi-C data of a greater coverage depth, and possibly using

ultra-long read (100s of kb) sequencing using Oxford Nanopore systems. However,

the level of completeness and contiguity achieved with the data already acquired

would likely be adequate for most studies. The chromosome count of Mle could be

confirmed using microscope imaging of metaphase-arrested embryonic cells and

some preliminary data for this has been collected. The assembled genome is being

annotated at the time of writing using transcriptomics data. The annotated genome

will be made available through a genome browser portal.

5.5.1 Using this Mle Lineage for Understanding Multicellularity

Experiments done on a known genetic background will have fewer random effects

from variability across individuals. Sequencing reads will map better to a genome

from the same lineage. In future work, we intend to obtain time resolved ATAC-seq

and Hi-C data to learn how genome accessibility changes during development.

More importantly, a complete chromosome-scale assembly enables new analyses.

Bioinformatically, we can perform synteny studies, comparing relative positions of

genes along chromosomes between Mle and other species such as the ctenophore

Hormiphora californensis, or more distantly related species. This can enable us to

discover genomic rearrangements, duplications and deletions that occurred in the
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evolutionary history of ctenophores, or smaller synteny blocks conserved across

all animals [339]. Further, the absence of scaffold breaks within chromosomes

may allow us to discover genes that could not be annotated in the more fragmented

assembly.

The long assembly together with Hi-C data also allows us to infer connec-

tions between enhancer sequences and the genes they regulate. Enhancers can be

identified bioinformatically based on binding motifs of transcription factors, or

experimentally using ChIP-seq [340–342]. This allows us to infer some of the regu-

latory connections that determine cell fate. More directed studies can be conducted

to infer the role of specific genes. The spatio-temporal expression pattern of a

gene can be determined through fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) and its

variant seq-FISH+ [343], using RNA-sequencing, or using antibodies. Knockdowns

using morpholinos, and knockouts using CRISPR-Cas9 can be used to study the

developmental consequences of inactivating a gene; this has been demonstrated

already for Krüppel-like factor (Klf) in Mle [344]. In mammals, together with Oct4,

Sox2 and c-Myc, these “OSKM” factors determine pluripotency [345], and it would

be interesting to find out the roles of their orthologues in ctenophores. For more

conserved proteins, we may be able to infer their ancestral sequences (such as those

dating back to the first metazoan) and express them in the organism to study their

functions and interactions.

The culturing protocol and complete chromosome-scale assembly will be invalu-

able if CRISPR-Cas9 is used to create viable lineages of Mle with modified genes,

for example with a particular protein labelled with a fluorescent marker. Whether

two modified loci are on the same chromosome will determine the ease of obtaining

genetic crosses with both modifications.
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Chapter 6

Closing Remarks

In this thesis we presented a few ways in which computational approaches play a

role in both basic and applied research on biological questions. We investigated

present day problems with contemporary techniques.

The pathology of ALS appears to emerge from complex mechanisms that are

poorly understood today. Protein misfolding appears to be central – misfolded

proteins have aberrant interactions with themselves and other proteins and can

disrupt normal cellular processes. A prion-like propagation of misfolding is believed

to occur in ALS, as well as in Alzheimer’s Disease and Parkinson’s Disease [81–83].

Certain mutations of the ALS-associated protein SOD1 increase its propensity for

misfolding. In Chapter 3 we worked from the hypothesis that a mutation that greatly

reduces the folding stability of SOD1 would produce the same pathologies as known

ALS-associated mutants. The subsequent characterization of one such mutation,

A89R, reinforces the importance of protein stability and gives us an artificially

constructed, severely pathological option to include for comparison in future studies.

In Chapter 2, we studied the aberrant interaction of ALS-associated SOD1 mutants

with the protein TRAF6. Simulations helped us predict the binding interface which

was then tested and confirmed experimentally. Both experiments and simulations

indicate that this interaction is dependant on misfolding of SOD1. The interaction

with TRAF6 is just one of many non-native interactions of one protein implicated

in ALS, but these details can help us to better understand patterns in disruption

of cellular processes. Future studies could explore preventing such interactions to
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reduce or delay pathology.

The COVID-19 pandemic is an ongoing problem that is currently being kept

under control by immunization. However, breakthrough infections still occur in

vaccinated individuals, allowing the virus to persist in the population, and mutate

over time. Development of vaccines and therapeutics needs to continue to keep

up with the ever-changing target, or try to confer improved, robust protection. In

Chapter 4, we considered one approach towards developing a mutation-resistant

immunogen, targeting a conserved portion of spike. We found that dynamic motions

that could expose this target are unlikely to occur unassisted. Nevertheless, if this

immunogen is to be deployed, its energy landscape allows excision from its protein

context while retaining a conformation similar to its pre-fusion state. Beyond

development of a potential vaccine, our investigation allows us to infer functional

roles of parts of this large protein. We found that glycans help restrict the motion

of the S1 domain, and that helix extension in S2 is not driven by inherent local

instabilities in its bent state. Such insights can help us design novel proteins, or

even directly repurpose some fragments for other applications.

The best studied organisms are those that affect human lives and livelihoods,

including pathogens, food, and animals that can model human physiology and

development. In order to understand how multicellular animals evolved from

unicellular ancestors, we need to develop non-traditional model organisms, those

most distantly related to well-studied animals, as well as representatives from

unicellular lineages closest to animals. Interest in advancing our knowledge of

these clades has remained strong in the past decade [186, 187, 197, 199, 201, 221].

Modern assays have made it easier than ever to collect molecular data that can help

understand animal emergence. Today, whole-genome assemblies can be produced

quickly and easily, so much so that the Earth BioGenome Project aims to sequence

all eukaryotic life in about 10 years [346]. We have leveraged these advances to

efficiently sequence the genome of an inbred lineage of Mnemiopsis leidyi. In

addition to advancing basic understanding of animal evolution and development,

understanding the genetics of this model organism from a basal lineage could enable

us to control pan-metazoan gene networks, or create synthetic networks with desired

properties, as has been done with human stem cells [347].

Computational simulation of proteins is not without limitations and pitfalls, and
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inaccuracies can arise from multiple sources. The correct parametrization of the

underlying force fields is a prerequisite for subsequently modelling biologically

relevant phenomena. Beyond structured proteins, there is scope for improving

parametrization for intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). The properties of IDPs

can be very different from structured proteins [348]. Their dynamics and interac-

tions, rather than structure, are key to understanding their function. The CHARMM

and AWSEM force fields have been reparametrized [349–351] to reproduce experi-

mentally known behaviour of IDPs, and further improvements may be warranted as

our knowledge expands [352].

At a more fundamental level, commonly used force fields do not model polar-

izability of atoms (i.e. dynamic partial charges), or the dynamic nature of some

bonds, most abundantly bonds with hydrogen, and there have been efforts to model

polarizability [353] and variable protonation states [354]. With a force field chosen,

it is necessary to select the appropriate model system. The specific residues or

protein domains that are included, protonation states of amino acids, choice of

solvent ions and temperature can limit the conditions in which the computational

results will be applicable. Finally, adequate sampling of the relevant ensemble needs

to be confirmed through convergence checks. Simulations may falsely converge due

to being trapped in local minima close to starting conformations and never sample

the global minimum.

Starting from unrepresentative starting conformations can even slow down

temperature-REMD simulations. Even if the highest temperature replica can easily

overcome energy barriers and find the correct conformation basin, the correct

ensemble will not be generated until all replicas have had their incorrect starting

conformations replaced [355]. The efficiency of temperature REMD also suffers if

the highest temperature is set too high [356]. In other accelerated sampling methods,

often the choice of order parameters is important. In umbrella sampling, portions of

the parameter space with a steep change in PMF require greater sampling (perhaps

with denser umbrella placement) to ensure adequate overlap of distributions for

correct calculation of free energy differences (e.g. Fig. C.6). In metadynamics,

choosing to map the PMF over a lower dimensional phase space can obscure

entrapment in orthogonal slow degrees of freedom [16].

In light of these difficulties, the results from simulations presented in this
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thesis should be interpreted carefully. In Chapter 2 we saw some evidence of

incorrect scaling of the energy and temperature scale (Section 2.4). Further, the non-

local structural destabilization effects of the A4V mutation needed to be manually

incorporated through selective unfolding of loops IV and VII. A more objective

application of the AWSEM force field would use a large library of structures, most

commonly the protein data bank (PDB), as the basis for its fragment memory

term. However, because the PDB does not have much representation of disordered

structures, the fragment memory term would ascribe an unrealistic degree of order

and miss relevant conformations of the disordered loops. The AWSEM-IDP force

field [351] requires having a library of disordered structures generated from NMR

experiments or simulations. Besides, the force field lacks representation of metals,

and would therefore not be able to distinguish apo and holo forms of SOD1. In

this chapter, due to the coarse-grained force field we were able to easily run long

simulations and extensively cross-check between ordinary MD and metadynamics,

as well as across similar systems and we can be reasonably confident of convergence

and correctness of the 2D PMFs, subject to limitations arising from the force field.

The dimeric SOD1 protein is a relatively large system to simulate with all

atoms represented. In Chapter 3, our 10 ns REMD trajectories for this system could

possibly have missed the true energy minimum in the protein phase space. This is

likely the case for the destabilized mutants A4V and A89R, where our simulations

do not sample any disordered conformations. Our method assumes a WT-like

structure for the monomeric and dimeric protein, and the REMD trajectories only

sample around this starting conformation. In this case, however, this is acceptable

since the goal of the calculation was not to find representative, potentially disordered

states, but rather to calculate how much the normal (WT) folding and dimerization

process is free-energetically perturbed by mutations. Another limitation in this

study was the inability to simulate holo proteins, while our experimental systems

likely contained holo species.

The trimeric spike protein “head” studied in Chapter 4 is another challenging

system to adequately sample. To calculate the free energy landscape for opening an

arm of S1 along an angular coordinate (Fig. 4.4A), each umbrella should ideally

capture longer time-scale dynamics of the protein. For example, we should aim to

sample structures where other RBDs in unconstrained arms of S1 traverse between
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their up and down states. These fluctuations would then be integrated over in calcu-

lating the PMF along our chosen coordinate. However, such exhaustive sampling

requires immense computing resources such as those used by Folding@home [156].

Our calculation of the helix extension PMF was conducted with a much smaller

model system, which limits its applicability. The intermediate structures sampled

between the end states may not lie on the true extension pathway. In the presence

of the rest of the protein, and neighbouring entities such as host cell proteins and

membranes, both the PMF and the extension pathway may be different than that

seen here.

Structural biology is currently undergoing an AI revolution. AlphaFold has

been deployed to predict structures for nearly all catalogued proteins [357, 358].

There are emerging methods applying diffusion models for generating new proteins

with desirable properties, such as Chroma [359] and RFDiffusion [360]. These

structural predictors and generators have been trained on proteins of known structure.

These methods may be misleading when applied to IDPs [361]. In the case of

AlphaFold, disordered regions are characterized by low confidence scores [361]. It

may be useful to train predictive and generative models on ensembles of disordered

structures, which may need to be generated through simulation.

While experimental evidence is arguably superior to theoretical, it may be

impossible or too resource-intensive to gather. Computational methods and models

will continue to play an important role in biology. They can provide rationale and

narrative, help limit the scope of experimental searches, and isolate key factors in

complex systems to make predictions.
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Table A.1: Mutagenesis primers used for the generation of TRAF6 cDNA expression plasmids

Mutant Forward Primer
Reverse Primer

TRAF6V474A 5’-CCCAAAAGGTTTTGGCTATGCAACTTTTATGCATCTGGAAG-3’

5’-CTTCCAGATGCATAAAAGTTGCATAGCCAAAACCTTTTGGG-3’

TRAF6T475A 5’-CAAAAGGTTTTGGCTATGTAGCTTTTATGCATCTGGAAGCC-3’

5’-GGCTTCCAGATGCATAAAAGCTACATAGCCAAAACCTTTTG-3’

TRAF6V474A/T475A 5’-CCCAAAAGGTTTTGGCTATGCAGCTTTTATGCATCTGGAAG-3’

5’-CTTCCAGATGCATAAAAGCTGCATAGCCAAAACCTTTTGGG-3’

TRAF6V474D 5’-CCCAAAAGGTTTTGGCTATGATACTTTTATGCATCTGGAAGCC-3’

5’-GGCTTCCAGATGCATAAAAGTATCATAGCCAAAACCTTTTGGG-3’

TRAF6T475D 5’-CAAAAGGTTTTGGCTATGTAGATTTTATGCATCTGGAAGCCC-3’

5’-GGGCTTCCAGATGCATAAAATCTACATAGCCAAAACCTTTTGG-3’

TRAF6V474D/T475D 5’-CCAAAAGGTTTTGGCTATGATGATTTTATGCATCTGGAAGCCC-3’

5’-GGGCTTCCAGATGCATAAAATCATCATAGCCAAAACCTTTTGG-3’
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Figure A.1: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.1: (Continued from the previous page.) Convergence analysis for
direct MD of TRAF6WT and disordered-loop SOD1A4V. Increasing
portions —10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% (top to bottom) —of all
trajectories were taken and used to calculate the average SASA reduc-
tion by residue, after discarding frames with less than 0.1 nm2 of total
occluded surface area (columns 1 and 3). A standard deviation for the
mean SASA reduction ratio was estimated by bootstrapping (resampling)
2000 times from the selected portion of the trajectories and using these
resampled frames for the calculation (columns 2 and 4). As the included
portion of trajectories gets longer, the standard deviation decreases. The
residues with highest burial can be identified early in the simulation
but their burial increases over time due to lower relative contribution
from the weakly bound states sampled towards the beginning. I.e. as the
trajectory continues, the protein generally binds more strongly. Results
for other simulated systems are analogous and not shown.
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Figure A.2: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.2: (Continued from the previous page.) Sampling of native SOD1
homodimer structure in direct simulations of well-folded SOD1WT.
Though the two proteins are observed to dock in 98/100 trajectories, the
native pose of the SOD1WT dimer is seen only transiently in simulations.
RMSD from the coarse-grained 1HL5 structure vs. time of all 100
trajectories is shown using the color map on the right. The closest ob-
served structures to the experimentally-derived dimer are shown in red.
The lowest observed RMSD is 3.3 Å. These portions of the trajectories
correspond to the sixth ranked cluster (Figs. 2.2 and A.3). Simulations
start with large RMSD because of the randomization and separation of
the monomers at the start.
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Figure A.3: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.3: (Continued from the previous page.) Clustering results for direct
simulations of SOD1WT homo-dimer. (A) The four sub-panels (1-4)
show the frames from the trajectory projected onto the first two principal
components. Sub-panels 1 and 2 show all frames, and sub-panels 3
and 4 show frames that were assigned to specific clusters which are
indicated at the bottom of the figure. In sub-panels 1 and 3, chain 1 was
centered whereas in sub-panels 2 and 4, chain 2 was centered. Because
of symmetry, the plots are expected to be similar given convergence of
the simulations. Clustering was based on chain 1 being aligned across
trajectories. In this system, cluster 7 is likely an artifact, since it is
seen to spread out when centering chain 2, vs. when centering chain 1,
implying an inconsistency. (B) Trajectories are shown with each frame
color-coded according to its assigned cluster. The legend at the bottom
displays the rank of each cluster along with its population. “U” denotes
unclustered points, which are shown in black in panel B.
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Figure A.4: PMF from the metadynamics simulation of SOD1WT homodimer, by residue. Local maxima are annotated.
This figure derives from the same data as Fig. 2.2D. Residues that are in the homodimer binding interface of the
crystal structure (PDB 1HL5) are shown in blue. A schematic of the primary sequence indicating the secondary
structure elements is shown above.
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Figure A.5: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.5: (Continued from the previous page.) Comparison of metadynam-
ics and direct MD sampling for SOD1WT homodimer. Panel A shows the
positions of cluster centroids from direct MD simulations superimposed
on the PMF. The top and bottom subpanels are identical. Colour bars for
the PMFs are to the left. Panel B shows the distribution of the position
of each chain around the other in polar coordinates using a logarithmic
colour map (bottom left). All frames from the direct MD simulations are
shown, binned with the same 3◦ resolution as the metadynamics PMFs.
The two subpanels are similar due to the symmetry of the system. Panels
C-I show angular positions of just those frames that were categorized
into a cluster, ranked by cluster population, using the same colour map
as panel B. Note that only one third of all frames were used for clustering
(see methods). As noted in Fig. A.3, the artifactual effect of centering a
particular chain prior to clustering is seen in cluster 7.
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Figure A.6: Direct simulation results for WT and A4V SOD1 with disordered loops. Panels R1-R5 show the structures
closest to the centroids of the five most populous clusters (indexed by rank). Loops IV and VII are coloured purple
and green respectively. Percent reduction in SASA for each residue is rendered by colour in the last panel. See
Figs. A.8 and A.9 for cluster populations, and Fig. A.7 for SASA data as a bar graph.
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Figure A.7: SASA Reduction in WT and A4V SOD1 homodimers with disor-
dered loops. Percent reduction in SASA in direct simulations is shown
by residue for homodimers of SOD1WT (panel A) and SOD1A4V (panel
B) with disordered loops. The inverted plot in each panel shows results
for direct simulations of well-folded SOD1WT for comparison. Results
from the two chains were averaged in each case.
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Figure A.8: Clustering results for direct simulations of the SOD1WT homodimer with disordered loops. See description
of Fig. A.3 for details. Cluster 3 may have included points that should have been left out, as evidenced by its large
spread when chain 2 is centered (subpanel A4).
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Figure A.9: Clustering results for direct simulations of the SOD1A4V homodimer with disordered loops. See description
of Fig. A.3 for details.
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Figure A.10: Sampling of native SOD1 homodimer structure in direct simulations of disordered-loop SOD1A4V. Similar
to figure Fig. A.2. The highest, lowest and average observed RMSD values are 25.9 Å, 7.2 Å and 16.7 Å
respectively.
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Figure A.11: Sampling of native SOD1 homodimer structure in direct simulations of disordered-loop SOD1WT. Similar
to Fig. A.2. The highest, lowest and average observed RMSD values are 24.8 Å, 7.1 Å and 17.2 Å respectively.
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Figure A.12: Metadynamics results for WT and A4V SOD1 with disordered loops. Analogous to Fig. 2.4.
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Figure A.13: Comparison of metadynamics and direct MD sampling for SOD1WT homodimer with disordered loops.
For description, see Fig. A.5. The eight most populated clusters are shown in panels C-J.
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Figure A.14: Comparison of metadynamics and direct MD sampling for SOD1A4V homodimer with disordered loops.
Analogous to Fig. A.5. The eight most populated clusters are shown in panels C-J.
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Figure A.15: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.15: (Continued from the previous page) Clustering results for direct
simulations of TRAF6 and well-folded SOD1A4V. See description
of Fig. A.3 for details. Unlike in the case of the SOD1 homodimers,
subpanels 1 and 3 are with TRAF6 centered and subpanels 2 and 4
are with SOD1 centered. White regions in the trajectories indicate
missing data, as these trajectories were shorter than 60 ns. Clustering
was conducted on the data from subpanel 1 and clusters are shown by
colour in subpanel 3 with TRAF6 centered, and subpanel 4 with SOD1
centered. The poses have less of a spread around SOD1 than around
TRAF6.
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Figure A.16: Clustering results for direct simulations of TRAF6 and SOD1A4V with disordered loops. Description is
the same as given in the caption of Figs. A.3 and A.15. Due to increased flexibility of SOD1, clusters are less
well defined compared to other simulation systems, and many more frames are not part of any cluster.
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Figure A.17: Comparison of metadynamics and direct MD sampling for TRAF6 with well-folded SOD1A4V. Analogous
to Fig. A.5. In panel A, the two subpanels now correspond to TRAF6 (top) and SOD1 (bottom). The eight most
populated clusters are shown in panels C-J.
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Figure A.18: Comparison of metadynamics and direct MD sampling for TRAF6 with SOD1A4V with disordered loops.
Analogous to Figs. A.5 and A.17.
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Cu,Zn(SS) A4V-SOD1,
with TRAF6

Cu,Zn(SS) WT-SOD1,
homodimer

V7

V5

I17

G51

N53 G114

A152

V148

Figure A.19: Comparison of SASA burial of SOD1 residues in the native dimer and the heterodimer with TRAF6. The
same residues that are buried in the interface in simulations of the SOD1WT homodimer are also buried during
the binding of TRAF6 and mutant SOD1A4V with well-folded loops (c.f. Fig. 2.5).
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Figure A.20: Direct MD results for TRAF6 and SOD1WT. Note that SOD1WT has well-folded loops. Panels A-F are
analogous to Fig. 2.3, which was for SOD1A4V. Panel G shows the SASA reduction for the two chains as bar
graphs.
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Figure A.21: Metadynamics results for TRAF6 and SOD1WT. The potential of the mean force from metadynamics
simulations of TRAF6 with SOD1WT. This figure is analogous to Fig. 2.4, which was for well-folded SOD1A4V.
The reference structure for defining angles differs between WT and A4V model systems, so angles are not
directly comparable.
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Figure A.22: Clustering results for direct simulations of TRAF6 and SOD1WT. See description of Fig. A.3 for details.
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Figure A.23: Comparison of metadynamics and direct MD sampling for TRAF6 with SOD1WT. Analogous to Figs. A.5
and A.17. Panel J in this figure shows the ninth most populous cluster, since it lies in a favourable region in the
TRAF6 PMF.
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Figure A.24: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.24: (Continued from the previous page.) Stability estimation of
alanine and aspartic acid mutations using Eris. The change in fold-
ing free energy due to mutation was calculated using the Eris soft-
ware, version 1.0, in fixed backbone mode. The top panels show
∆∆G values obtained by residue. Positive numbers indicate desta-
bilizing mutations. The location of residue T475 is highlighted
in red, with a gray background. The bottom panels show the
distribution of these ∆∆G values, with the bin containing residue
T475 highlighted in red. The values obtained for mutants of inter-
est were: V474A: 1.078 kcal/mol, V474D: 0.203 kcal/mol, T475A:
0.347 kcal/mol, T475D: 1.746 kcal/mol. The average of these four
numbers is 0.84 kcal/mol. We also used the more computation-
ally intensive flexible backbone method on these residues and ob-
tained: V474A: 0.827 kcal/mol, V474D: 0.223 kcal/mol, T475A:
0.529 kcal/mol, T475D: 2.373 kcal/mol. The average of these four
numbers is 0.99 kcal/mol. The mean value of ∆∆G for all residues was
1.65 kcal/mol in the alanine scan, and 4.03 kcal/mol in the aspartic
acid scan.
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Figure A.25: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure A.25: (Continued from the previous page.) Stability estimation of
alanine and aspartic acid mutations using PoPMuSiC. The change in
folding free energy due to mutation was calculated using the PoPMu-
SiC tool on http://dezyme.com/. The top panels show ∆∆G values
obtained by residue. Positive numbers indicate destabilizing muta-
tions. The location of residue T475 is highlighted in red, with a gray
background. The bottom panels show the distribution of these ∆∆G
values, with the bin containing residue T475 highlighted in red. The
values obtained for mutants of interest were: V474A: 1.26 kcal/mol,
V474D: 0.85 kcal/mol, T475A: 1.04 kcal/mol, T475D: 0.60 kcal/mol.
The average of these four numbers is 0.94 kcal/mol. The mean value
of ∆∆G for all residues was 1.29 kcal/mol in the alanine scan and
1.45 kcal/mol in the aspartic acid scan.
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Table B.1: List of SOD1 variants used in this work and corresponding experi-
ments/measurements. “M” =Measured, “-” = Not measured.

SOD1
Variant DSF Bacterial

Solubility
U2OS Inclusion

Formation
NSC-34 Toxicity

Assay
D. rerio

Injections

WT M M M M M
A4V - M M M M
G37R M - M - -
L38V M - M - -
H46R M - M - -
A89R - M M M M
D90A M - M - -
G93A M - M - -
G93D M - M - -
I113T M - M - -

G127X - - - - M
K128N M M M M M
L144F M - M - -

Table B.2: List of injections and corresponding mRNA amounts for zebrafish
axonopathy experiments. pg=Picograms.

Treatment
Group

SOD1 Variant
mRNA (pg)

mCherry
mRNA (pg)

Tol2
mRNA (pg)

Total
mRNA (pg)

n
(Fish)

mRNA
Control

None 100 1800 1900 68

K128N 900 K128N 900 100 900 1900 66
WT 900 WT 900 100 900 1900 44
G127X 900 G127X 900 100 900 1900 38
A4V 900 A4V 900 100 900 1900 55
A89R 900 A89R 900 100 900 1900 49
A4V 1800 A4V 1800 100 0 1900 84
A4V 900 +
WT 900

A4V 900 +
WT 900

100 0 1900 63

A4V 900 +
K128N 900

A4V 900 +
K128N 900

100 0 1900 101
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Table B.3: Melting temperatures of apo-SOD1 variants as determined by dif-
ferential scanning fluorimetry. ∆Tm is the difference in temperature from
WT.

SOD1 Variant Tm (◦C) ∆Tm (◦C)

WT 51.5±0.3 0
G37R 43.1±0.1 −8.4±0.3
L38V 40.0±1.6 −11.5±1.6
H46R 51.7±0.5 0.2±0.6
D90A 46.9±0.4 −4.6±0.5
G93A 40.8±0.4 −10.7±0.5
G93D 39.0±0.9 −12.5±0.9
I113T 38.7±0.2 −12.8±0.4
K128N 50.4±0.2 −1.1±0.4
L144F 48.2±0.1 −3.3±0.3

Figure B.1: AlphaFold results for A89R-SOD1. (A) pLDDT scores for the
five predicted structures. Position of residue 89 is marked with the
vertical dashed line. All structures were predicted with good confidence.
(B) Predicted structures (cyan) compared against PDB 2V0A chain A
(magenta). The backbone in the loop adjacent to residue 89 moves away
to accommodate the larger arginine sidechain (rendered as ball-and-
stick).
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Figure B.2: Comparison of melting temperatures determined by DSF in this
work with those determined by DSC in Rodriguez (2005) [272] (r =
0.95). For both the previous data and the present study, E,E(SS) WT
SOD1 was used as the background for mutations.
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Figure B.3: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure B.3: (Continued from the previous page.) Results from bacterial ex-
pression and DSF. A89R forms insoluble inclusions when expressed
in bacterial cells regardless of metalation state, whereas K128N has
WT-like solubility and stability. (a) Cell lysates containing soluble (s)
and insoluble pellet (p) fractions of WT, A4V, A89R, and K128N SOD1,
expressed in bacteria with or without Cu and/or Zn. (b) Quantification
of the soluble and insoluble fractions of bacterially expressed SOD1
showing that A89R is insoluble even in the presence of metal cofactors;
the solubility of K128N shows no significant difference from WT. Error
bars represent SD of the mean. Significance was determined by one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test where mutants were compared to WT
for their respective treatments (*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05). (c) First
derivatives of DSF melting curves for SOD1 WT and K128N show simi-
lar melting temperatures for the two proteins. The inset shows melting
temperatures of tested SOD1 variants.
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Figure B.4: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure B.4: (Continued from the previous page.) Example of image pro-
cessing and measurement for assisted machine learning. Images are
acquired in the blue (nuclei) and green (GFP) channel. Following ac-
quisition, channels are exported as separate images and loaded into
CellProfiler [257]. Firstly, images are preprocessed before measurement
to obtain accurate segmentation. Nuclei are smoothed to remove lo-
cal noise that may result in a single nucleus being split into two, then
they are enhanced by subtracting background with a top-hat rolling ball
method. Identification is performed on background-subtracted nuclei
based upon size and intensity. The nuclei are then shrunk to make
segmentation of cytoplasm easier. GFP images are then processed by
histogram equalization with a cell-sized grid to equalize the fluorescence
intensity across all transfected cells. The cytoplasmic cell boundary
is then identified, and non-transfected cells filtered out by measuring
their size and fluorescence intensity. Transfected cell outlines are then
overlaid on each image and exported for visual inspection prior to mea-
surement. Following verification of correct cell identification, the mean
intensity, texture (intensity variance), and spatial intensity distribution
within individual cells are measured as key values for assisted machine
learning. Data and images are exported and loaded into CellProfiler
Analyst for training and analysis.
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Figure B.5: Example of machine learning inputs for identification of cells
with inclusions. (A) Blinded thumbnail images of cells are classified by
visual inspection into 3 categories: negative (cells without inclusions),
positive (cells with inclusions), and dead (blebbing, rounded, small). (B)
After adequate training on classified cells, the algorithm is validated on
a pool of cells not used for training. (C) Once the algorithm is deemed
accurate at determining cells with inclusions (>= 95% fetched cells
scored correctly in each group), the entire image set is scored.
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B.2 Materials and Methods for Experimental Assays

B.2.1 Zebrafish axonopathies assay

Zebrafish ethics statement

Fish care and experimental protocols were approved under protocol AUP00000077

by the Animal Care and Use Committee: Biosciences at the University of Alberta

under the auspices of the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

A89R and K128N mutagenesis and mRNA synthesis

Plasmids containing the coding sequences for human wildtype, A4V, and G127X

SOD1 variants were cloned into the pCS2+ plasmid via Gateway cloning as previ-

ously described [362]. The pCS2+SOD1WT plasmid was utilized for mutagenesis

reactions to create the novel A89R and K128N mutations. Production of mCherry

and Tol2 transposase mRNA was also performed using pCS2+ plasmids containing

these coding sequences.

Mutagenesis was performed using the Agilent QuikChange Lightning Site-

Directed Mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies, Cat. No. 210518), with primers

designed using the online Agilent primer design program (http://www.genomics.

agilent.com/primerDesignProgram.jsp): For K128N, forward primer

5’-aagcagatgacttgggcaaCggtggaaatgaagaaag-3’

and reverse primer

5’-ctttcttcatttccaccGttgcccaagtcatctgctt-3’;

for A89R, forward primer

5’-tgttggagacttgggcaatgtgactCGtgacaaagatggt-3’

and reverse primer

5’-accatctttgtcaCGagtcacattgcccaagtctccaaca-3’

(letters in uppercase indicate mutagenesis sites, and underlined triplets indicate

the amino acid codon). Mutagenized plasmid was then transformed into One Shot

Top10 chemically competent cells (Invitrogen, Cat. No. C4040-03). Colonies

were sequenced to confirm mutagenesis and stored as glycerol stocks. SOD1

variants, mCherry, and inert transposase mRNA for injection were synthesized
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by linearizing pCS2+ plasmids with FastDigest NotI restriction enzyme (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Cat. No. FD0593), and performing transcription reactions with

the mMESSAGE mMACHINE SP6 transcription kit (Ambion, Cat. No. AM1340).

After transcription, mRNA products were verified using gel electrophoresis with a

RiboRuler High Range ladder, prepared according to package instructions (Thermo

Scientific, Cat No. SM1821), then aliquoted and stored at −80 ◦C until use.

Animal care and embryo injections

Zebrafish were raised and maintained under standard procedures [363]. Embryos

were collected and kept in E3 embryo media at 28 ◦C with PTU added at 6-8 hpf

to prevent pigmentation. The Tg(mnx1:GFP) transgenic line (ZFIN ID: ZDB-

ALT-051025-4) [364, 365] was utilized for visualization of the primary motor

axons via GFP fluorescence. Adult transgenic fish were crossed to wild type AB

fish to maintain consistency of GFP expression among embryos. Embryos were

injected into yolk at the 1-2 cell stage with a total of 1900 pg of mRNA in the

combinations listed in Table B.2, and screened at 24 hpf for mCherry fluorescence

and GFP expression in the spinal cord. The SOD1 mRNA dosages used here were

within ranges used in previous studies [260], to establish an axonopathy phenotype

detectable above control levels. Inert transposase mRNA was utilized as a “top-up”

to ensure consistent 1900 pg total dose among all groups.

Assessment of Zebrafish Motor Axons

At 33-37hpf, embryos were fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde/5 % sucrose/0.1 M

sodium phosphate for 40 minutes. Fixative was replaced with PBST and embryos

stored at 4 ◦C until primary motor axons could be assessed (assessments were

completed within 24 hours of fixation). Assessments were performed manually on

a Leica MZ16F stereo microscope with a PLANAPO 1.6× objective (10447050,

Leica Microsystems) and a GFP2 Ultra filter set (10447407, Leica Microsystems).

The primary motor axons were viewed by a blinded researcher and scored as normal

or abnormal as previously described [260]. Briefly, primary motor axons with

branching occurring dorsal of or level with the ventral edge of the notochord were

scored as abnormal (Fig. 3.5a, b). Motor axons exiting both lateral sides of the
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spinal cord were assessed. The total number of abnormal axons was recorded for

each individual embryo and these values were averaged for each injection group.

Treatment group n-values are: mRNA control - 68, K128N - 66, WT - 45, G127X -

38, A4V (900pg) - 55, A89R - 49, A4V (1800pg)- 83, A4V/WT - 141, A4V/K128N

- 101. For statistical analysis, Kruskal-Wallis tests with post-hoc Mann-Whitney

pairwise comparisons were performed in PastProject for Mac, version 3.09 (Øyvind

Hammer, University of Oslo, http://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/). Representative

images in Fig. 3.5 are for illustrative purposes only, as axonopathy assessments were

performed manually as described above. Motor neuron imaging for Fig. 3.5 was

performed on a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 microscope with 20× objective lens, LSM

700 confocal scanner, and Zen software (2010, Carl Zeiss Imaging). Transgenic

embryos were mounted on slides in glycerol. Images were acquired in the 488

channel (1024 × 1024 pixels, 12 bit, gain set at 350-375). For images shown in

Fig. 3.5, z-stacks of motor neurons were flattened and adjusted for image rotation

(for best view of axons), brightness, and contrast in Imaris x64 (version 7.4.0,

Bitplane, Badnerstrasse).

Quantification and Statistical Analysis

Statistical parameters are described in figure legends and/or the material and meth-

ods section, including description of error bars, sample replication numbers, p-

values, as well as specific statistical analyses used.

B.2.2 In vitro cell viability assays

Plasmids used for Recombinant Protein Purification

Expression vectors encoding SOD1-WT and SOD1-G93A for bacterial expression

were a kind gift from Professor Mikael Oliveberg (Stockholm University, Sweden).

Expression vectors encoding A4V, G37R, H46R, D90A, G93D, and V148G were

kind gifts from Dr. Justin Yerbury (University of Wollongong, Australia). Ex-

pression vectors encoding L38V, A89R, I113T, K128N, and L144F were designed

in-house and generated by Genscript (New Jersey, USA).
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Plasmids for Mammalian Transfection

Plasmids for the expression of SOD1 in mammalian cells included pEGFP-N1

encoding C-terminally GFP-tagged SOD1 variants WT, A4V, G37R, H46R, D90A,

G93A, G93D, and V148G were kind gifts from Dr. Justin Yerbury (University

of Wollongong, Australia). Vectors for the expression of pEGFP-SOD1 encoding

L38V, A89R, I113T, K128N, and L144F were designed in-house and generated by

Genscript (USA).

Expression and Purification of Recombinant SOD1

Protein expression and purification were performed according to previous meth-

ods [93] with modification as follows. SOD1 expression vectors including the gene

for yeast copper chaperone were transformed into competent BL21(DE3) E. coli

via heat-shock. Expression cultures in 1× TB were grown until the OD600 was 0.6,

at which point ZnSO4 and CuSO4 were added to 200 µM and 3 mM respectively,

and expression was induced by IPTG (0.5 mM) followed by overnight incubation at

20 ◦C with orbital shaking (300 rpm). Following overnight incubation, cells were

collected via centrifugation (6000g for 10 min) and resuspended in 50 mM Tris-base

(pH 7.4). Cells were then sonicated (25 sec duty cycle) and forced through a 23

gauge needle, with this process repeated five times. Cellular debris was removed

via centrifugation (30,000g for 20 min) and the supernatant was incubated at 65 ◦C

for 30 min followed by centrifugation to clear any aggregated protein (30,000g for

20 min). Ammonium sulphate cuts of 60 % (w/v) and 90 % (w/v) were performed

at 4 ◦C with moderate stirring, where precipitated material was cleared via cen-

trifugation (30,000g for 20 min); the 90 % cut was incubated overnight. Following

overnight incubation, the 90 % cut was pelleted by centrifugation (30,000g for

20 min) and the pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4).

Samples were loaded onto a gel filtration column (Hiload 16/60 Superdex 100 PG,

GE, USA) equilibrated in 50 mM Tris, 500 mM NaCl (pH 7.4) and eluted at a flow

rate of 0.8 mL/min. Fractions containing SOD1 (determined by SDS-PAGE) were

pooled and dialysed into 20 mM Tris (pH 8) using SnakeSkin™ dialysis tubing

(Thermofisher, USA) with three buffer changes. Dialysed sample was then loaded

onto an anion exchange column (HiScreen CaptoQ, GE USA) equilibrated in 20
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mM Tris (pH 8) buffer and was eluted across a 0 – 250 mM NaCl gradient. Fractions

containing pure SOD1 (determined by SDS-PAGE) were pooled and concentrated

using centrifugal concentrators (Millipore, 10 000 MWCO, GE USA). Concentrated

samples were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −20 ◦C until use.

Differential Scanning Fluorimetry

Purified SOD1 was demetallated [366] to generate E,E(SS) SOD1. E,E(SS) SOD1

was dialysed into 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4) buffer overnight at 4 ◦C,

flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −20 ◦C until use. E,E(SS) SOD1 had

its concentration determined via BCA assay (Pierce BCA protein assay kit, Ther-

mofisher, USA) prior to analysis. Protein was plated into a 96-well fast-PCR plate

(Thermofisher, USA) at a concentration of 20 µM monomer with 20× SYPRO™

Orange (ThermoFisher, USA), and a 20 µM chicken egg-white lysozyme (Bioba-

sic, Canada) control. A QuantStudio-6 Real-Time PCR machine (ThermoFisher,

USA) was used to measure dye fluorescence with a FAM filter-set, controlled by

QuantStudio Realtime PCR software (version 1.3 - ThermoFisher, USA). Plates

were heated at a rate of 1 °C/min until a final temperature of 95 ◦C was reached.

An in-house python script was written to obtain the melting temperature (Tm) from

the minimum of the absolute magnitude of the first derivative of the raw data. See

Fig. B.3c and Table B.3.

Bacterial Protein Expression Solubility Assay

BL21(DE3) E. coli housing expression vectors for SOD1 variants and a yeast copper

chaperone were grown in 1× LB supplemented with carbenicillin (100 µg/mL).

Starter cultures were used to inoculate main cultures of 1× LB with 1 % glucose

(w/v) and carbenicillin (100 µg/mL), which were grown for 3 hours before being

induced with IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM. For determination of holo-

SOD1 variants, ZnSO4 and CuSO4 were added at induction to concentrations of

200 µM and 3 mM respectively. After induction, cells were grown for 4 hours and

harvested (10,000g for 5 min) before being frozen at −80 ◦C until use. Cells were

resuspended into lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, 500 mM NaCl, 1 % Triton X-100, DNAse

20 µg/mL, 1 mM TCEP, 1 cOmplete™ EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet (Sigma-
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Aldrich, USA) per 50 mL buffer (pH 7.4) and subject to 5 rounds of freeze/thawing

at −80 ◦C and 42 ◦C. Following lysis, insoluble material was pelleted (20,000g for

5 min) and the supernatant collected as the soluble fraction. The insoluble pellet

was resuspended in lysis buffer and repelleted (20,000g for 5 min) before being

resuspended again in solubilizing buffer (7 M Urea, 2 M Thiourea, 25 mM TCEP,

4 % CHAPS (w/v)) and incubated at room temperature with gentle rotation for 1

hour. After solubilisation, samples were spun to clear any residual insoluble material

(20,000g for 10 min) and the solubilized material was collected as the urea soluble

fraction. Both the soluble and urea soluble fraction were diluted to equal volumes

and were mixed with reducing LDS-sample buffer before being run on SDS-PAGE

and stained with coomassie blue to determine the relative amounts of SOD1 in each

fraction via densitometry. Measurements were made using FIJI [367].

Mammalian Tissue Culture

U2OS cells (ATCC HTB-96) were cultured in Advanced Dulbecco’s modified

Eagles medium-F12 (Adv. DMEM-F12) (Invitrogen, USA), supplemented with

10 % (v/v) heat inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ThermoFisher, USA) and 2

mM GlutaMAX (ThermoFisher, USA). NSC-34 cells [368] were cultured in Adv.

DMEM-F12 with 2 % FBS and 2 mM GlutaMAX (ThermoFisher, USA). In order

to passage and plate cells, they were washed once with pre-warmed 1× PBS and

treated with 0.25 % trypsin, 0.02 % EDTA dissociation reagent (Invitrogen, USA) to

lift off the adherent cells. The cells were pelleted via centrifugation (300g for 5 min)

and resuspended in pre-warmed culture media. Following washing, plates, cover

slips and chamber-slides were seeded at a confluency of 40 % and cultured at 37 ◦C

in a humidified incubator with 5 % atmospheric CO2 for 24 h prior to transfection

(≈70–80 % confluent). Cells were transfected with plasmid (0.5 µg per well of

a 24-well plate and 0.25 µg per chamber of an 8-well chamber slide unless state

otherwise) 24 h post-plating using Lipofectamine LTX (Invitrogen, USA) according

to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Imaging of Fixed Cells

U2OS cells (selected for their flat morphology, ease of transfection, and easily mea-

surable inclusion phenotype) transfected with SOD1-EGFP plasmids were prepared

for imaging 24 h post-transfection using the following methods. Cells were washed

once with pre-warmed (37 ◦C) 1× PBS and incubated in 4 % paraformaldehyde

(PFA) in PBS for 20 min. Fixed cells were then washed twice with 1 × PBS (5

min per wash), and then permeabilized using 0.1 % Triton X-100 in PBS (5 min).

Permeabilized cells were washed twice with 1× PBS (5 min per wash) and nuclei

were stained with Hoescht 33342 (1 µg/mL in 1× PBS) for 5 min. Following

staining of nuclei, cells were washed twice in 1 × PBS (5 min per wash) and either

imaged immediately or stored at 4 ◦C until imaging (no longer than 48 h).

Images were acquired using an inverted Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl

Zeiss AG, Germany) equipped with an AxioCam HighRes camera (Carl Zeiss AG,

Germany) and a motorized stage. An A-Plan 10×/0.25NA air objective was used

to capture images with a 62 HE BFP/GFP/HcRED reflector, a 395-495-610 beam

splitter, with a Colibri LED light source (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) where Hoescht

33342 (45 ms exposure time - 25 % light source intensity) was excited using 350

– 390 nm light and its emission was captured at 402 – 448 nm, and GFP (50 ms

exposure time - 50 % light source intensity) was excited with 460 – 488 nm light and

its emission captured from 500 – 557 nm. Camera settings were 2× analogue gain

with 1,1 binning mode acquiring 16 bit images at 1388 × 1040 pixel resolution in a

3×3 grid for adequate well coverage. Importantly, these image acquisition settings

were optimized to minimize saturation of GFP signal so that inclusions would be

accurately determined using analysis algorithms. The microscope was controlled

with Zen 2.5 Pro software (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany).

Live-Cell Imaging

NSC-34 cells were plated into Lab-Tek 8-well chamber slides (Thermofisher, USA)

and transfected with SOD1-EGFP constructs as described above 24 h after plating.

Transfected cells were changed into imaging media (Fluorobrite™ DMEM, 25 mM

HEPES, 2 % FBS) with 3 µM DRAQ7 (Abcam, UK) 24 h post-transfection and were

allowed to equilibrate on a heated microscope stage to 37 ◦C with 5 % atmospheric
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CO2 for 30 min before imaging began. Images were acquired using an EC Plan-

Neofluar 5×/0.17NA M27 air objective every 30 min. EGFP was was excited

similarly as above except for a shorter exposure time of 10 ms was used whereas

DRAQ7 was excited with 562-607 nm light (100 ms exposure) and its emission

captured from 615-800 nm. Images were binned 2×2 to reduce phototoxicity and

bleaching (15 % blue light source intensity and 50 % yellow light source intensity).

Focus was maintained using a definite focus module. These settings were kept

consistent between replicates and cells were imaged for 72 h.

Analysis of Inclusion Formation in Cultured Cells

Image analysis of transfected U2OS cells was carried out using a combination of

Zen 2 lite (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany), CellProfiler (version 3.0) and CellProfiler

Analyst (version 2.2.1) [257]. Separate channels (Hoescht 33342 and GFP) were

exported from Zen 2 lite in 16-bit PNG image format without compression. Images

were then imported into CellProfiler and examined using a custom pipeline designed

to identify and segment cells (see Figs. B.4 and B.5 for example images of this

process). The pipeline consisted of three main parts: The first processes were

optimized to identify and segment nuclei in the Hoescht 33342 channel, the second

process was optimized to identify and segment the cell cytoplasm for determination

of transfected cells, and the third process was optimized to measure parameters of

each individual cell for downstream assisted machine learning analysis. At each

stage of analysis, the actions of the pipeline were visually inspected to ensure proper

segmentation and measurement (See Figs. B.4 and B.5).

Nuclei were first smoothed with a Gaussian filter (artifact diameter 4 pixels)

to remove local deviations of fluorescence intensity within each nuclei, followed

by which background signal was subtracted using a top-hat transform method

(Fig. B.4). Nuclei were then identified and segmented based upon their diameter

and fluorescence intensity. Following identification, nuclei were shrunk to improve

the accuracy of cytoplasmic identification and segmentation. The cell cytoplasm

was determined and segmented in the GFP channel using a propagative method

with adaptive Otsu thresholding (Fig. B.4). Untransfected cells were filtered out by

selecting only those nuclei which had an overlapping GFP signal above background.
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Once the proper selection and segmentation of cells from images was visually

confirmed, three key properties were measured for the determination of cells with

inclusions vs. those without: Mean GFP intensity, spatial intensity distribution, and

texture (variance of the intensity). Mean GFP intensity was used because cells with

greater levels of SOD1 expression typically have more inclusions [369]. Misfolded

SOD1 tends to be partitioned to the juxtanuclear quality control compartment

(JUNQ) which is proximal to the nucleus of a cell [370]. We thus measured the

intensity distribution of EGFP signal within individual cells. Cells with inclusions

were expected to have intensity values that were initially higher closer to the cell

centre, and to exhibit a sharp decline towards the cytoplasmic periphery; Cells with

no inclusions would have a smoother decline in fluorescence signal from the middle

to the periphery edge. Lastly, we measured the texture (intensity variations) of the

GFP signal within individual cells, since we expected cells with inclusions to have

much higher texture values due to the inclusions being much brighter in local areas

than the diffuse and evenly distributed cytosolic EGFP signal.

Following analysis of images with CellProfiler, an exported SQL database

containing location and measurement data for each individual cell was loaded into

CellProfiler Analyst for assisted machine learning (Fig. B.5). The datasets analysed

included 890 total images from three biological replicates for each SOD1-EGFP

mutant, with each image containing on average 200 (≈100 transfected) cells for

analysis. We categorized cells as negative (no inclusions), positive (inclusions –

puncta within cells that were brighter than cytoplasmic background), or dead (small

and rounded, and/or blebbing morphology) based upon expert visual inspection of

individual cells. The trainer was blinded to which construct was transfected into

the individual cells to remove bias from the analysis. A random forest classifier

was trained on 304 positive, 337 negative and 81 dead cells, and was verified by

requesting cells from each category until ≥ 95% of cells chosen by the classifier

were determined to be correct by the viewer. Training was also confirmed by asking

the classifier to score random images with known values. Following verification of

correct training, the classifier was used to score all images to classify each individual

cell within each image. The image dataset contained a total of approximately 90,000

unique transfected cells, with approximately 7500 transfected cells analysed per

transfected construct.
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Analysis of Live-Cell Imaging

Images were exported from Zen 2 lite (Carl Zeiss, Germany) as 16-bit PNG files

with original data. DRAQ7 images were pre-processed with ImageJ using the

‘triangle’ auto threshold method to account for the moving background signal,

which resulted in a binary image. Images were then imported into CellProfiler for

analysis using a custom pipeline designed to identify and count transfected cells

that were also DRAQ7 positive. Briefly, GFP images were histogram equalized to

make fluorescence values within and between images equal, then background was

subtracted using the enhance features module with a top hat transform. GFP positive

cells were identified using the identify primary objects module based on size and

fluorescence intensity and were counted across image sets. DRAQ7 positive cells

were identified using the identify primary objects module from the binary images.

The relate objects module was used to identify which GFP positive cells were also

DRAQ7 positive. The raw number values were normalized to the starting number

of cells so that proliferation could be compared between replicates.
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Appendix C

Supporting Materials for Chapter
4

C.1 Simulation scheme for S2 epitope accessibility
simulations for uncoupled NTD/RBD motion

While our primary set of simulations for epitope accessibility involved constraining

the NTD closest to the RBD to open along with the RBD during the initial biasing,

we also calculated the PMF if no such constraint was introduced.

Starting from the equilibrated structure for the glycosylated and unglycosylated

systems, a series of 34 short 2 ns umbrella sampling simulations were generated

for each system in directions of increasing angle and decreasing angle. In the

direction of increasing angle, the position of the center of the umbrella started

from 0.26 rad (14.7◦) for the unglycosylated system and 0.28 rad (16.0◦) for the

glycosylated system, and was increased by 0.03 rad≈1.7◦ at the end of each 2 ns

simulation to start the next simulation in the series, until an angle of 1.09 rad (62.5◦)

was reached for the glycosylated system and 1.10 rad (63.0◦) was reached for the

unglycosylated system. In the other direction, the position of the center of the

umbrella started from 0.23 rad (13.2◦) for the unglycosylated system and 0.25 rad

(14.3◦) for the glycosylated system, and was decreased by 0.03 rad at the end of

each 2 ns simulation to start the next one in the series, until an angle of 0.10 rad
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(5.7◦) was reached for the glycosylated system and 0.11 rad (6.3◦) was reached for

the unglycosylated system. The spring constant for biasing was 25,000 kJ/mol/rad2.

The 34 umbrellas were then sampled independently (instead of the parallelized

REMD-US scheme described in the main text).

At various stages during the umbrella sampling, the potential of mean force

(PMF) along the opening angle was calculated using the Multistate Bennett Ac-

ceptance Ratio (MBAR) algorithm, implemented in the PyMBAR package [20].

Convergence was assessed by dividing the reaction coordinate trajectory of each

umbrella into four parts and calculating the PMF using the corresponding segments

of all umbrellas. If the PMF profile calculated from the last two quarters of the

trajectories deviated by more than an error bar for more than half of the PMF data

points in angle space, the non-converged subset of umbrellas were sampled further.

The choice of umbrella sampling simulations to extend was made using the Mann-

Kendall trend test [371]. Only umbrellas with an increasing or decreasing trend in

the position along the reaction coordinate were continued further. The calculation

and simulation extension were repeated until the PMFs constructed by the last two

non-overlapping portions of trajectories were mutually within the error bar of each

other (Fig. C.9).

At this stage, the cumulative simulation time across the 34 umbrellas was

768 ns for the glycosylated system, and 940 ns for the unglycosylated system. The

longest durations of an individual umbrella were 35 ns and 68 ns respectively for

the glycosylated and unglycosylated systems.

For the unglycosylated system, this produced a converged PMF profile in the

last two quarters of the simulation time (Fig. C.9 B). The final PMF was calculated

using the last half of the sampling from each umbrella (Fig. C.8 A). However, for

the glycosylated system, this process did not yield a fully converged PMF (Fig. C.9

A). So we implemented an umbrella sampling simulation coupled with replica

exchange molecular dynamics (REMD-US), where systems in adjacent umbrellas

were considered for exchange every 1 ps. This parallel sampling of all 34 umbrellas

was conducted for 9.8 ns. The final total sampling time for the glycosylated system

was 1.1 µs, comparable to that of the unglycosylated system. The reaction coordinate

trajectory from the REMD sampling was divided into three parts to calculate the

convergence of the PMF. The convergence was assessed to be adequate (Fig. C.9A).
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The final PMF was then calculated using the last 2/3 of the REMD sampling.

The same portions of the trajectory that were used for PMF calculations were

also used for antibody accessible surface area (AASA) analyses (i.e. the last 66 % of

REMD-US for glycosylated spike and the last 50 % of ordinary umbrella sampling

for unglycosylated spike).
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Figure C.1: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure C.1: (Continued from the previous page.) Sequence entropy and expo-
sure along the spike protein. This is the extended analogue to Fig. 4.3,
showing all residues. The region appearing in Fig. 4.3 is shown with
green background. In panel A, the various domains of the spike protein
are annotated: NTD – N-terminal domain, RBD – receptor binding
domain, SD1 and SD2 – subdomains 1 and 2, FP – fusion peptide, HR1
and HR2 – heptad repeats 1 and 2, CH – central helix, CD – connector
domain, TM – transmembrane, CT – cytoplasmic tail.

Figure C.2: Convergence analysis for the S2-exposure REMD-US simulations.
Different non-overlapping portion of the umbrella sampling trajectories
were used to construct PMFs. Fractions denote the portion used (e.g.
2/4 means second of four segments). (A) The Glycosylated system
achieved convergence in the second half of the trajectories, where the
PMFs are mutually within one standard deviation of each other. (B) The
unglycosylated system shows small deviations in all four PMFs.
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Figure C.3: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure C.3: (Continued from the previous page.) Generation of intermediate
structures along the reaction coordinate for the S2-extension simulations.
Panels A and B show the temperature profile for the pulling simulations
starting at the bent and extended states respectively. The protein and
non-protein (water molecules and ions) were coupled separately to the
temperature reservoir.
Panels C and D show the trajectory of the pulling simulations starting
from the bent (blue) and extended (red) states. In panel C, the trajectory
is plotted along the 2D phase space of similarity coordinates s(X,A) and
s(X,B) and the progress along the time coordinate is excluded. Black
lines indicate the direction and steepest-descent paths of increasing ξ.
In both panels, blue and red lines indicate values of the coordinate ξ
chosen to be spring centers during umbrella sampling. Spacing of the
centers as well as spring constants are non-uniform (see Methods in
Chapter 4). Points plotted in panel C indicate starting structures closest
to each chosen umbrella center, used to initiate further simulations.
Starting structures selected from the pulling trajectories were subjected
to a spring force towards the straight diagonal line shown in panel E.
Positions of the frames before and after this 1 ns simulation are shown
as grey and black points respectively. Panel F shows the distribution of
structures sampled during this simulation. This distribution was used to
set the radius for the boundary potential to be 0.69 (see Eq. (4.6)).
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Figure C.4: Graph of the spacing function for selecting umbrella sampling
centers, defined in Eq. (4.4). y here indicates the positions of the um-
brella sampling centers along the reaction coordinate. Uniformly spaced
points along x are transformed to points y with increased density near
the end points and near ξ = 0.
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Figure C.5: Boundary potential. A plot of the quartic potential Uboundary(X)
defined by Eq. (4.6). Note that kBT ≈ 2.6kJmol−1.
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Figure C.6: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure C.6: (Continued from the previous page.) Umbrella sampling of struc-
tures during S2-extension simulations. Positions of structures sampled
during the 12 ns umbrella sampling simulations are visualized as his-
tograms along the reaction coordinate ξ. Umbrellas were closely spaced
near ξ = 0 and the end points ξ = ±0.993. The corresponding histograms
are clipped on the y-axis in panel A and shown in detail in panel B.
Vertical lines in panel B show the positions of umbrella centres. The
large deviations of histograms from these centres is reflected in the steep
increase in PMF near the end points.

Figure C.7: Convergence of the PMF in S2-extension simulations. The 16 ns
production trajectories were divided into four equal parts (see legend).
Each part was individually subsampled to generate an uncorrelated
subset of positions along the path coordinate, and then used to calculate
the PMF.
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Figure C.8: The PMF and AASA analysis for RBD opening simulations, for
both NTD-coupled motion, and the alternative S2-exposure simulations
where the RBD was pulled independently of its nearest NTD. (Caption
continued overleaf)
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Figure C.8: (Continued from the previous page.) This figure is analogous to
Fig. 4.4. (A) The PMF of the glycosylated (gray, pink) and unglycosy-
lated (yellow, blue) spike along the opening angle. Arbitrarily selected
frames from the sampling are shown below in order of increasing angle
left to right, with corresponding angles marked by gray lines. The PMFs
from the simulations involving combined motions of the RBD and NTD
are shown in pink and blue for comparison (“with NTD”). (B,C) Box
plots showing the AASA of the S2 region for glycosylated (gray) and
unglycosylated spike (yellow) along the same coordinate as in panel
A (RBD only). Box boundaries boxes correspond to the first and third
quartiles, whiskers extend up to the last data-point within 1.5 times the
inter-quartile distance, outliers are denoted as points, the medians as
horizontal lines and the means as black dots. (D) The means from panels
B and C are plotted together for comparison of the two systems, together
with data from Fig. 4.4D. A plot of PMF against AASA is shown in
Fig. C.13B.
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Figure C.9: Convergence analysis for the alternative S2-exposure simulations
where the RBD was pulled independently of its nearest NTD. For both
panels (A) and (B), different non-overlapping portion of the umbrella
sampling trajectories were used to construct PMFs. Fractions denote
the portion used (e.g. 2/4 means second of four segments). For the
glycosylated system in (A), ordinary umbrella sampling was followed
by REMD-US sampling, and the last two thirds of trajectories produce
the same PMF. The unglycosylated system in (B) achieved convergence
in the second half of ordinary umbrella sampling.
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Figure C.10: Transformation of the spike opening PMF along RBD deviation
order parameters. In order to compare our S2 exposure PMF against the
result obtained in the Folding@home study [156], we had to transform
from our angular coordinate (θ), to the coordinate used in their study,
i.e. the distance of the center of mass of the moving RBD from its
down state position. For this, first the two-dimensional PMFs of (A)
glycosylated and (B) unglycosylated system were constructed along
these two order parameters. The RBD deviation of each sampled spike
structure was calculated with respect to the position of a virtual down-
state RBD which was inferred by assuming that the plane formed by
the centers of mass of the two down-state RBDs and the virtual down-
state RBD is orthogonal to the spike central helix (i.e. the vector P⃗Q
in Fig. 4.1A). The 2D PMF was constructed using PyMBAR (v4.0.1)
module with a kernel size of 0.03 in kernel density estimation (KDE).
The 1D projections of this 2D PMF along the two order parameters is
shown in units of kBT along the edges in both panels A and B. (C) Our
transformed marginal PMF along the RBD deviation was converted to
probability density (dark pink and light blue), and compared to that in
Fig. S1 of Zimmerman et. al. [156] (black and grey).
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Figure C.11: Residue exposure observed in RBD opening simulations. In each
angle bin, the maximum number of residues in the epitope potentially
accessible to antibodies is shown. A residue is defined as accessible
for antibody binding if its AASA is greater than 1 Å

2
. The binning is

the same as that in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure C.12: (Caption overleaf)
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Figure C.12: (Continued from the previous page.) Effect of glycans on the
epitope accessibility. The AASA of the S2 region was calculated for
the glycosylated spike system accounting for the presence of different
sets of glycans. Glycans on N61, N165, N234, T323, and N343 on
chain B (i.e the chain that has the NTD closest to the up-state RBD
on chain A) contribute the most to protection of the S2 epitope. (A)
AASA when all glycans are included. (B) AASA when only glycans on
the above selected residues are included. (C) AASA when all glycans
are excluded from AASA calculation. (D) The means from panels
A-C are plotted together to compare different extents of glycosylation.
(E) A snapshot of the fully glycosylated spike at an opening angle of
θ = 39.0◦ is shown. Its AASA and position along θ is shown in panel
A as an empty circle. The opening RBD is shown in orange. The
NTD that moves with the RBD is shown in dark blue. The S2 epitope
neighbourhood that the AASA was calculated for is shown in light
blue. The selected glycans on N61, N165, N234, T323, and N343 are
shown as dark green sticks, and the rest of the glycans are shown as
transparent sticks.
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Figure C.13: The relationship between AASA and PMF in S2-exposure simu-
lations. This figure uses the same data as Fig. 4.4 and Fig. C.8 below
for panels A and B respectively. The PMF and mean AASA corre-
sponding to each angle bin is shown. PMF values were calculated
by linearly interpolating between available data points. Note the very
different scales on the x-axes of the two panels.
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Figure C.14: Contribution of the NTD to shielding of the S2 epitope. The
difference between AASA of residues 737-765 and 961-1010 in the
S2 epitope was calculated with and without the presence of the NTD
closest to the opening RBD. The NTD consists of residues 13-305
and their associated glycans. The analysis was performed for both for
(A) glycosylated and (B) unglycosylated spike. No shielding by the
NTD corresponds to value of ∆AASA = 0 (dotted lines). The upward
trend at higher angles in panel B indicates that the NTD provides an
increasing degree of shielding at these angles for the unglycosylated
system. Representative structures from the two systems are shown on
the right with their angular positions and ΔAASA values marked on the
plots as empty circles. The color rendering is the same as Fig. 4.1. (C)
The means from panels A and B are plotted together for comparison of
the two systems.
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Figure C.15: RMSD to end states along the reaction coordinate for helix extension simulations. Frames from the second
half of the umbrella sampling trajectories were binned into 100 evenly spaced bins along the coordinate ξ, and
their RMSD was calculated from the reference structure of each end state. The distribution of the obtained values
is shown as a box plot. Means in each bin are shown as black dots, box boundaries correspond to the first and
third quartiles, whiskers extend up to the last data-point within 1.5 times the inter-quartile distance and outliers
are not shown.
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Figure C.16: Effect of the boundary potential on helix extension trajectories.
The boundary potential experienced in different portions of the phase
space during umbrella sampling is shown. Frames were binned by their
positions along ξ with umbrella centers set as bin boundaries. The
shaded region contains frames with non-zero boundary potential. Also
see distribution of frames in s(X,A), s(X,B) space in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure D.1: Length profile of HMW DNA collected for genome assembly. (A) A 0.4 % agarose gel showing the position
of input DNA following electrophoresis at 6 Vcm−1 for 200 min. The sample was run in duplicate against a high
range ladder (10.2–48.5 kbp) (Thermo Scientific SM1351) ladder. This simple gel was used to assess that the
DNA collected is at least 40 kb in length prior to sending the sample to the genomics facility. (B) Plot from a
Femto Pulse system (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) showing the distribution of lengths of DNA fragments prior to
library preparation. RFU=relative fluorescence units. This data was generated at the QB3 genomics facility.
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Figure D.2: Plot of coverage against GC-content for the assembly output
from HiCanu (after purging duplicates) generated using the Blobtools
program.
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Figure D.3: Plot of coverage against GC-content for the assembly output from
hifiasm generated using the Blobtools program.
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Figure D.4: Plot of coverage against GC-content for the assembly output from
metaFlye generated using the Blobtools program.
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Figure D.5: Plot of coverage against GC-content for the assembly output from
IPA generated using the Blobtools program.
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